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The theme of the research stemmed from the generally held conviction that engineers are 
not found populating the managerial levels of UK based companies to the extent that is 
the case in most of continental Europe. Put simply, in the UK engineering is not 
considered to be the 'royal route' to management. 
In 1978 through a funding initiative by the then University Grants Committee, 
management enhanced 4 year engineering degree courses known as 'Dainton' courses 
after the then Chain-nan of the committee, Sir Frederick Dainton, were launched to attract 
some of the most able candidates to engineering. Designed to "fast track" engineers into 
management these courses have been running now for nearly 20 years and the research 
set out to answer whether their graduates have become managers, professional engineers, 
both or neither and how their background in technology and management may have 
influenced their subsequent career progression and migration into management. 
The study is based on 575 usable responses to a postal questionnaire sent to 1,838 
'Dainton' graduate engineers and comparable control groups from Birmingham, Brunel, 
Cambridge, Impenal, Oxford and Strathclyde Universities. The responses to the 
questionnaire are supplemented by an ethnographical study of documentary course 
literature and discussions with staff responsible for the courses. 
Contrasts were found between the groups of engineers and the thesis explores these 
differences and discusses the possible reasons for them. By developing an insight into the 
role and influence of management training in engineering degrees the thesis concludes bv 
examining the consequences for the management of careers. 
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CHAPTERI 
Background to the Research 
1.1 Introduction 
ENGINEERING OUR FUTURE: 
The relative absence ofprofessional engineers in senior management positions 
leads to a neglect of the 'engineering dimension' - this is best remedied by 
changes in engineers'formation in particular their education. 
Such was the central message of the Committee of Inquiry into the Engineering Profession 
led by Sir Monty Finniston which reported in 1980. However as Armstrong in Lee and 
Smith (1992.42) stated there is as yet no evidence that this action has increased the flow 
of engineers into senior management positions. This thesis presents findings which 
supports the view that the actions did indeed work. 
The purpose of this introductory chapter is to discuss some of the practical and theoretical 
considerations that led to the conducting of the research. The first section outlines the key 
considerations that led to the choice of the research into the subject of engineers as 
managers since Finniston. The second section evaluates the current state of knowledge 
together with its limitations so as to focus the research with respect to what is already 
known about engineers as managers. The third section develops the research problem and 
the it's aims, objectives, hypotheses and relevance. Finally the chapter concludes with an 
outline guide to the remainder of the thesis. 
1.2 The State of the Engineering Profession 
The 1970's were a period of intense debate regarding the state of the UK economy 
especially when compared to other industrialised countries and the decade saw much 
published debate in the field (eg Hudson Report, 1974, Bacon and Eltis, 1976, Saunders, 
Cimpter 1: Ba&- ground to the Re, ýrdi 
1978). Furthermore as described by Jordan (1992) the period also saw the start of a 
campaign by the then Secretary, John Gainsborough, of one of the UK's leading 
professional engineers organisations, The Institution of Electrical Engineers (IEE). 
Gainsborough's agenda was to reform the engineering professional world by the 
introduction of statutory registration for engineers together %krith licencing of certain 
activities so as to achieve the reservation of certain work by la, %Ný to registered engineers. 
The ensuring debate on the state of the engineering profession was thus dealt 'vvith in a 
climate that was also principally concerned with state of the economy, The momentum 
of the Gainsborough campaign culminated in the appointment of a Royal Commission 
known as the Committee of Inquiry into the Engineering Profession (CIEP). Under the 
chairmanship of Sir Monty Finniston the CIEP was thus faced with two concerns which 
even at a superficial level could be claimed to be linked. As the Trades Union Congress 
in evidence to the CIEP stated- 
,II P or matýy years Britain's performance as a matnifacturing and trading nation 
has, been in relative decline with her major competitors ..... a central cause of our 
decline must be the failure to unlock the full contribution of those working in 
manufacturing- or to attract .... those with a contribution to make. " 
from 'Tngineefing our Future, Finniston (1980; 7) 
The pivotal recommendation of the CIEP contained in its report "Engineering our Future" 
(Finniston, 1980) was the formation of the Engineering Authority which it proposed as 
a statutory body responsible for the registration of professional engineers. The body was 
also to be a 'champion for change' and Finniston in a speech to the Institution of Civil 
Engineers in 1980 claimed that out of eighty recommendations this one was non- 
negotiable. 
Of interest to the practice of management were the recommendations, Finniston 
(1980.165), concerning the education of engineers. Specifically there vvere to be three 
clear streams of formation of engineers with a 'dividing off' of an elite group firom the rest 
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of the cohort who would study management subjects in addition to the technical areas. 
The proposals outlined that at degree level about 25% (Identified in a common first year) 
would take a new four year Master of Engineering course leading after practical 
experience to the professional award by the new Engineering Authority of Registered 
Engineer (Diplomate) (R. Eng. (Dip)). The mainstream of degree-level engineers ýý, ould 
study a three year Bachelor of Engineering course leading to a R. Eng. award. Higher 
National qualifications would lead to the title R. Eng. (Assoc. ) as their ultimate award. 
Although the Finniston model of an elite higher level degree engineer's formation 
appeared on the surface to be based on the German model of Diplom Ingenieur (Dip. Ing. ) 
and Ingenieur Graduiert (Ing. Grad. ), (Lord Howie in Jordan, 199 .I 2- 142), the v ew does 
not stand detailed scrutiny. The Gen-nan formulae is roughly the equivalent of degree and 
HND/C level whereas the CIEP proposals were for an enhanced engineering degree 
course linked to the need to develop management and business skills for their elite 
engineers. Indeed this was one of the key issues raised by the large Engineering 
Institutions in their evidence to the Commission in that it was not that there was a lack of 
engineers in numbers but a lack of graduate engineers with the non-engineering, personal 
skills and qualities required to be managers (Jordan, 1992: 106). Put quite simply there 
was a lack of engineers with the potential to become managers. Despite the opposite view 
being held by some, notably Lord Howie (in Jordan 1992- 126), who claimed that the 
(existing) formation of engineers was good - the main problem was the use of them by 
industry. The CIEP accepted that it was management training that was lacking. It 
recommended the introduction of enhanced degrees, the aim of which was to produce a 
cadre of engineers combining technical capabilities with the personal potential for leading 
others both in the development of advanced technology and the management of 
engineering operations. 
Despite Finniston's warning the Engineering Authority did not materialise in the form 
envisaged by the CIEP and thus the R. Eng, (Dip), R. Eng., and R. Eng. (Assoc. ) professional 
qualifications were never realised. The resulting body called the Engineering Council, -ý. ý-as 
finally established on 27 November 1981 and although it was given responsibilities for the 
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registration of engineers, without licensing or restriction of the title "engineer" there ý, vas 
stifl no obligation on engineers to register. It is also a Chartered Body vath no statutory 
powers. Although it awards only one professional qualification for degree trained 
engineers in the UK, that of Chartered Engineer (C. Eng. ), in the academic world the split 
of engineering degrees into the two main streams of Master of Engineering (M. Eng. ) and 
Bachelor of Engineering (B. Eng. ) did occur. 
It is now nearly two decades since Finniston reported but as with all long term changes 
specific cause and effect are always difficult to measure. As the policy analyst Richard 
Nelson (Nelson, 1977: 44) so succinctly concluded the difficulty arises in that policy is like 
a steering wheel which is alway but only looael connected to the rudder. However in 
such an important area as the use of engineers in the British economy such causal links 
would be invaluable if identified. The question therefore that seemingly begs some answer 
is just what did happened to the Finniston elite. Are they engineers, managers, both or 
even neither? How have they been able to progress up the management ladder within 
British Industry9 Are there in fact other barriers to the success of engineers as managers? 
Bickerstaffe (1990) quotes Wild, the principal of Henley Management College, 
forecasting that the 1990s will be the "Age of the Engineer". Wild's claim is based on the 
view that it is simply not sufficient to have the most up-to-date technology. Everyone has 
the access to it. Competitive advantage will come ftom how the technology is organised 
and used. If indeed Wild is correct the research into Finniston's elite would appear to be 
most appropriately timed! 
That the issue of Britain's manufacturing malaise is still topical as we approach the 
millennium is encapsulated by the fol-lowing the Sunday Times headline. - 
"Brilainfiails to close competitiveness gap '. 
(Sunday Times II October 1998) 
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1.3 Engineers and Management 
Whereas there have been many studies of the activities of managers (eg Mintzberg 1973) 
and whether these activities are universal or cultural bound (eg Barsoux, 1988). there has 
been little empirical attention focused on the sub-groups of management, in particular 
engineers, apart fi7om the study of West German engineers (Hutton and Lawrence, 198 1) 
and of British engineers (Gerstl and Hutton, 1966) which are now rather dated. 
Consequently, the first aim of the broad literature review under-taken was to draw a 
portrait of engineers as managers against a backcloth of what is known of managers in 
general (predominantly American / European views) and the work they undertake. By 
identifying the key elements of the nature of management work and whether or not it has 
an engineering dimension provided a basis for justifying the study of a specific 
management sub-group, that of engineers 
The second and related aim of the review was to focus on the formation of engineers as 
managers predominantly in the period post-Finniston. This was to enable specific areas 
of contention or gaps in the knowledge to be identified so that the research was focused 
to add to the database of management knowledge. 
1.3.1 What is management? 
Overview of the work of manauers 
In order to justify a study of British engineers as managers it was necessary to have a 
framework of the views of management work. This prerequisite enabled informed 
judgement to be made on whether or not there is more to management than that provided 
by the "classic" management subjects. If indeed the case then sub-groups such as 
engineers Will have valuable skills to contribute not only to functional management but 
also to the more senior general management activities. Furthermore anv study of the 
group in both descriptive and causal terms would be beneficial to management knowledge 
by identifying how the group can provide maximum advantage to an organisation. Only 
the key milestones in management thinking are set out here but they are sufficient to give 
the current perception of what actually constitutes management work. 
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There are broadly two ways of viewing management work. The first focuses on the detail 
of the tasks and suggests improved methods for success. into this c"ategory go most of 
the writings on management. These vary ftom thewritings on bureaucracy by Crozier 
(1964) and Weber (1947), scientific management by Taylor (1911), through Human 
Relations by Mayo (1933), to those of the management gurus such as Peters and 
Waterman (1982), Porter (1985) and even our own Harvey-Jones (1988). The spectrum 
ranges from the "scientific" ideas that should enable managers to cope with any 
eventuality to those based more on the 'recipe' book principle of guru theory. 
Here, however, the focus is with the second group of views, that concerned with the high 
level nature of the managerial tasks, the 'what' of management work rather than the 
specific 'how'. The views in this area have been influenced for a long time by Henri 
Fayol's 1916 ideas (Fayol, 1949- 6), who interestingly was also a qualified mining 
engineer who rose eventually to be a General Manager of a mining operation. In the first 
part of his classic work, based on his own management experiences, he characterised the 
main operations found in businesses - technical, commercial, financial, security, 
accounting and administration into five activities which he named- 
organising. 
commanding. 
co-ordinating. 
controlling. 
"prevoyance". (forecasting and planning) 
Although his work then goes into detail of 'how to' with 14 principles and 16 rules of 
administration and can therefore also be categorised amongst the main stream writings as 
administrative management (Hucynski 1993-6) it was nevertheless the first, if incomplete, 
vieký,, of the framework of management tasks. According to Barsoux (1988) so endunng, 
is his legacy that many management texts still employ Fayol's sub-divisions as chapter 
headings. 
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Fayol also observed that the proportion of managerial work increases at the higher levels 
of organisation. This latter view taken in isolation from the rest of Fayol's work appears 
to indicate that the technical side of management (in its broadest definition) becomes more 
or less irrelevant at senior levels of management. However it can be argued that Fayol 
took for granted that most senior managers would have knowledge of the processes being 
managed. This view would be not be surprising considering his own background as a 
engineer. It was not until Sune Carlson's late 1940's work (Carlson, 195 1) that there was 
any direct empirical work on 'what managers do'. In a study of nine managing directors 
he demolished Fayol's orderly and rational world in which planning, controlling and 
organising were undertaken. Carlson's managers had little time for planning and policy - 
just short of 80% of their time was spent in meetings, conferences and discussions. 
However in terms of totally destroying the technical side of a managers job, Mintzberg 
(1973) in his 1960's empirical study of a group of American business leaders and 
municipal administrators, apparently finished off the process begun by Fayol. Mintzberg's 
findings confirmed Carlson's chaotic manager's world characterised by its brevity, variety 
and fragmentation and stated that this was the norm. Of interest to whether or not 
managers work should be divided between management and non-management Armstrong 
in Lee and Smith (1992- 46) points to the fact that Mintzberg (1973-57) quotes with 
disapproval the view expressed by the 'father' of management, Drucker- 
"Evety manager does many things that are not managing. He may spend most 
of his time on them ..... 
A many/acturing manager designs a plant loyout or tests 
new materials ... But they 
(these activities) are apartftom that work .... that is 
common to all managers and which is particular to them. " 
From Drucker (1955-. 343) 
Mintzberg argued that it was arbitrary and illegitimate to disregard as non-managefial 
parts of the work which managers actually undertake. However despite Mintzberg's 
assertion, Armstrong claims that the study was deeply flawed in that Mintzberg, the 
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observer actually interfered with the roles he saw in that he only abstracted and 
categorised 'classical" management behaviour by excluding operational expertise as 
irrelevant. He was thus able to 'show' ten management roles (three interpersonal. three 
informational and four decisional) and make the claim that these were remarkably similar 
across functions and levels. 
A more recent studies such as those of Kotter (198.2-) who also studied a group of general 
managers and Watson (1997) in a cultural setting concentrated on the 'management' 
issues of managers' work in that it is about handling people rather than knowledge of the 
process. Huczynski's (1993) study of management ideas showed that of those used 80% 
were in the general management and human relations area, operations management 
scoring only 4%. 
The historic progress in the high level view of what managers really do can therefore be 
outlined as follows. 
0 The birth of the idealised manager with Identification of a separate arena of 
activities - Fayol. 
0A move to a more realistic perception but still focused on the 'classical 
management' activities - Carlson, but with a view that a chaotic world is not really 
that for which managers should be aiming. 
0 The establishment by Mintzberg that the 'chaotic' world and management go hand 
in hand. 
0 Further consolidation by Kotter and Watson that management is really about 
handling people. 
The foregoing illustrates how in the search for generalisation it is possible to lose the 
differentiating detail. The technical activities, be they engineering, marketing or financial 
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are so easily identified as such and quickly categorised as nonýmanagerial even though 
they are activities undertaken by managers. The next step is then so easy to take - 
generalise the 'managerial' activities so that they also lose their -Ipeclr, -,, -- Identities eg 
decision making as opposed to what the decision making is about, planning rather than 
what is being planned. It should therefore not., come as a surprise that 'classical' 
management is apparently so similar. The issue here is not whether management is an 
orderly or chaotic process , important as that may be, but that ; if you peel at the la,, -, -, -. s of 
'classical' management 'onion', the non-management activities begin to reappear. For 
example the people that are being directed and look to the manager for a decision are may 
be undertaking a marketing plan or revising the specification for a neN. N7 machine. 
The contemporary view of the management activity today is that it does include some of 
the non-management activities such as marketing and finance, Handy (Handy et at, 1987), 
thus acknowledging that at least some of the non-management activities are in fact part 
of a managers' portfolio. There is also a tacit recognition that'. for example, knowledge 
of finance is beneficial whether a manager is carrying out a cost-benefit analysis ('classical' 
non-management activity) or controlling staff in large finance department ('classical' 
management activity). Intriguingly, engineering is conspicuous by its absence in the 
Handy report. 
To conclude therefore having identified a conflict of -views in the perception that managers 
have only the 'classical' management activities to undertake the next section develops the 
argument that the non-management activities also include an engineering dimension and 
that below the surface so also do the classical management activities. 
The engineering dimension of management 
Engineering was once a high prestige activity in Britain. In E. Nesbitt's Railway Children 
(Nesbitt, 1906- 1) we are introduced to three lucky children. As part of the jdyll we are 
told that, "Mext came Peter icho wished to be an Engineer when he grew up ". Kelly and 
Glover (1990- 33) in their sociological review of engineers point to several works (Fores 
and Glover, 1975. - Home, 1969,, Glover 1980) which indicate that modem Britain is 
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essentially a NfidNictofian creation. Paradoxically, it is present day Britain where the 
status of engineers is so low (Coifinan et a], 1-0.90) but also where the famous Victorian 
engineers are remembered through the legacy of their biographers, the most famous of 
which was Smiles (Smiles, 1862) whose four volume "Lives of the Engineers" included 
Smeaton, George Stephenson and Telford to name but a few. Sm=i1es was a contemporary 
biographer and it can be claimed that the esteem of Victorian Engineers is in part due to 
his works, 
Of interest to this study is that the picture painted by Smiles is primarily one of engineers 
who combined technological activities with managerial / business activities. For example, 
the Victorian engineers portrayed in L. T. C Rolt's (Rolt, 1957; Rolt, 1958; Rolt, 1960) 
trilogy of Brunel, Telford and the Stephensons were project managers par excellence. An 
article in the IEE Recruitment Journal (17/1/199 1) claimed that the 1990s would see a 
return of engineers who shared the same Vision as the Stephenson's. These 'New 
Engineers' would combine technical competence with business understanding and the 
ability to manage both people and projects. Fayol would possibly have concurred, as we 
have seen engineering and management were once synonymous but this is not the 
perception in the Anglo-Saxon based USA / British management view. Despite the 
prevalent view it still appears common sense that technological work means precisely 
nothing until the engineer has organised the work force and obtained the finance. 
There is still present in the UK a school of thought, brought up on mainstream 
management thinking by Fayol and others and confirmed in the recent reports on 
management by Handy et al (1987), Mangham and Silver (1986), Constable and 
McCormick (1987) and Forrester (1986) that management has no engineering dimension. 
Despite post-dating the CIEP none of these later reports mention it. Management is still 
taught as a subject in its own fight with its own body of knowledge (Armstrong in Glover 
and Hughes 1996,269 -3 02). As Handy et ( 198 8) state it is accepted that the traditional 
mix of subjects le business strategy,, marketing, finance and behavioural science is broadly 
correct. Again, according to Armstrong (in Lee and Smith 1992) the supporters of this 
viewpoint known as the Management Education Movement (NIENI) believe that 
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managers, in particular senior managers, can operate in any industry, in total ignorance 
of the actual processes being managed confident that ; it is irrelevant to the success of their 
endeavours. The group also argues that the same set of rules can be taught equally at all 
levels from a foreman to a managing director. 
Not surprisingly, Finniston disagreed with this view and introduced, or probably formallý, 
re-introduced, a belief that all industrial management, in whatever function or at whatever 
level has an 'engineering dimension'. The diagnosis being that a lack of professional 
engineers in senior positions in British Industry was causing v. is to be ignored. As already 
outlined the remedy was for change in the formation of engineers to equip more of them 
for this role. This was to be overseen by a statutory body to enhance the status of the 
profession (and presumably attract more able recruits) and to awaken the British public 
and employers to the importance of engineering expertise in management. A 
comprehensive account of Finniston is given by Jordan (199 7-1) and Jordan and Richardson 
(1982). The Finniston view can be summarised into three main parts-. 
That there is an engineering dimension to management. 
That companies need to be made aware of this fact, otherwise when choosing their 
senior managers, finance and marketing skills will still appear more attractive. 
& That engineers have to equip themselves with the skills expected of the MEM 
Several comparative studies of managers such as those by Hutton and Lawrence (198 1)- 
German engineers, Lawrence (1980) - German managers, Lawrence and Spybey (1986) - 
managers in Sweden, Barsoux and Lawrence (1990) and (1997) - managers in France, 
Barsoux and Lawrence (1990b) - British managers, Lawrence (1991) - managers in the 
1) - managers in Japan, Lawrence (1996) - Netherlands, Glover in Lee and Smith (199. 
managers in the USA and Stewart et al (1994)- managers in Britain and Germany, sho%% 
that in other countries of the world the education and development of managers differs 
considerably frorn that of the MEM model. For example, France has it's Grand Ecole. s 
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for engineering, then economics and law (in that order). 
Even in the UK, Berthoud and Smith (1980) found that the work of many managers 
included a substantial amount of engineering and correspondingly Gerstl and Hutton 
(1966) found that the work of engineers included a substantial amount of management. 
The Fielden report (Fielden, 1963) even showed that manufacturing companies which had 
professional engineers on their boards of directors outperformed those Xýhich did not 
although later work by Barry, Bosworth and Wilson (1997) indicated the opposite view. 
To summarise., the empirical evidence points to there being an engineering dimension to 
management specifically in organisations which depend on technology for competitive 
advantage. Comparative studies show that different models for the background of 
managers exist in other, arguably more successful, economies than the UK. 
Predominantly in these economies, engineers play a leading role in the management of 
companies. Why this should not be the case in the UK is not apparent even though there 
appears to be empirical support for involving engineers at senior level. In the UK, 
accountancy can still be claimed as the royal route to management (Barsoux and 
Lawrence 1990b) although work by Barry, Bosworth and Wilson (1997) presents a 
contradictory View, It may therefore be just perception that higher reaches of UK 
companies (in particular) are awash with accountants rather than engineers. This all 
suggests that a study of UK engineers as managers would be beneficial to understanding 
their contribution to the management of UK companies. 
1.3.2 Engineers as Managers 
The key area examined here is that of what is known of engineers as managers, 
particularly in the UK in the period 1960- to date, the aim being to ascertain what is 
known of the subject both prior to and after the Finniston report. Firstly, however a brief 
overview is given of engineering management to set the arena of activities of this 
particular group of managers undertakes. 
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So. just whal is Engineering Management? 
Having identified that management can have an engineering dimension, can a bod, " of 
knowledge be identified that is (exclusive' to the practice of engineering management" 
As seen there is common ground between all divisions of functional management 
especially at a high level view point. Here the focus is on those management acti-vitles that 
are deemed to be predominantly exclusive to engineering and are to a large extent onlý- 
undertaken by engineers as managers. 
Arguably the most important management activity undertaken by engineers is that of 
production management. Notwithstanding it's importance, the'Views on what should or 
should not be included in the subject are diverse and many views reflect the classical 
management / non-management activity division. For example research by Whitley, 
Thomas and Marceau (1981) indicates that if and when offered in MBA courses 
production management is not a very popular option, %Nrith students. Armstrong in Lee and 
Smith (1992- 43) makes the claim that the courses are often gutted of their technological 
content in an effort to make them attractive to a wide audience. In a classic text on the 
subject, Production and Operations Management (Lockyer, Muhlemann and Oakland, 
1988- 8) potential students are even encouraged (or II Ibly warned. ) that there are poss' 
no technological links- 
it i"S imporicuit to realise that a Imowledge of engineering or iechnolo*, of any, 
sort is not a necessaty requirementfor a production .... manager. P. 
Empirical research into the work of production managers reveals interesting differences 
between economic cultures. There have been several studies of production managers in 
the UK (New, 1976, RoskiU, 1977- Gill and Lockyer, 1978). Arguably the most revealing 
are those that compare countries such as the Hutton and Lawrence (1978) study of 
German and British production managers. In the book based on the findings of this study 
Lawrence (1984. - 142) reveals that British production managers consider themselves to 
be 'good afl-rounders' - the Americanised generalist approach to management. This can 
be contrasted to the Germans who are more orientated to the technical aspects -a 
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consequence of their cultural concept of Iýchmk. 
As an off-shoot to production another area where engineers work is that of maintenance 
management. Maintenance management as a subject was not until the 1970's eý., en 
considered a main stream activity and was until then incorpo. rated within production 
management texts. However due to technological advances most notably in electronic and 
hydraulic control systems, production plant has become more sophisticated as well as 
larger. Several UK textbooks on maintenance management now exist (Kelly and HaFri s, 
1978; Kelly, 1984; Kelly, 1989; Moubray, 1.097). The methodology in developing the 
subject has been to apply 'general' management principles to the maintenance function, 
thus developing modified and targeted 'rule of thumb' for successful maintenance 
management. However, as Waller (1992) indicated such rules may not always be applied 
with the same degree of success in different industries,, specifically across the 
manufacturing / service divide. 
To the general public, production management is probably the area most associated with 
professional engineers. However, the management activities of engineers are much more 
diverse. There is project management, research and development management and design 
management to mention a few others. Even the activities of senior management have 
encompassed with the arrival of texts on strategic technology management and the 
- Dussage et al, 1992; Steele, 1989). management of innovation (Slack, 1992-1 
Who are the engineers? - The British Engiýneering Profession 
No attempt has been made so far to define what is meant by the term 'engineer' although 
the focus generally has been on the professional engineer. It is generally acknowledged 
that in the UK the professional engineer is relatively unknown in the minds of the British 
public and is often stereotyped as the person who repairs the washing machine. However, 
a recent study of young people's views of engineers by Bridges reported bv the EEE (I EE 
News 7151199.. ) showed a refreshing change with comments such as "(thej) are ke 
docior, -v, lmiyerv and accouniams ". 
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So just who are these engineers9 In the UK the Engineering Profession is organised 
around the Engineering Council which is the Central Body for registration of engineers 
together with a multiplicity of professional institutions. There is also a Royal Academy of 
Engineering, the engineering equivalent of the Royal Society. As already stated in the UK 
the term 'engineer' is particularly vague covering anything from a plumber to a fellow of 
the Royal Academy of Engineering. Although this is not uniquely a UK problem (Hutton 
and Lawrence 1981: 4), several commentators link this phenomenon to the fragmentation 
of the Engineering profession (Gerstl and Hutton, 1966- 39-40,, Buchanan, 1989) and the 
British culture (Weiner, 1981). Starting from the foundation in 1818 of the Institution of 
Civil Engineers (ICE) the number of engineering institutions reached a peak in 1960 with 
over 50 virtually independent groups (Engineering Council, 1993: 24). The growth of 
these institutions is comprehensively covered by Buchanan (1989). However the picture 
is changing . Recent statistics 
from the Engineering Council (1993 - 100) show that due to 
mergers the number now stands at 42 with a total membership of 577,819 of which 300, 
151 (including double counting ) are registered with the titles C. Eng., I. Eng and EngTech. 
Of this number 73% are C. Eng, 20% are I. Eng with the remaining as EngTech. Many 
engineers belong neither to the central register nor to the Institutions and their numbers 
can only be guessed. At the top of the hierarchy is the award of C. Eng which apart from 
a few qualifying via mature candidate routes or through the Engineering Council 
Examinations (of degree standing ) can now only be attained with an accredited honours 
degree (Engineering Council, 1997). This was not always the case and present C. Engs 
are a mix of graduates and non-graduates. C. Engs consider themselves as the 
'professional engineer' (IEE, 1993). The primary non-graduate award for holders of 
accredited BTEC HND/Cs is that of I. Eng and for an accredited BTEC National 
Certificate, EngTech. This study is concerned with professional engineers or more 
correctly C. Engs. This group predominantly consists since Finniston of those with 
accredited degrees in engineering. Consequently, the context in which engineer is no", 
used will be taken to mean a person of the educational equivalent of Chartered Engineer 
status. 
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Formation of British engineers as managers, "ithin their professional ftamework 
The major studies of engineers in the past 30 years (Gerstl and Hutton 1966), British 
Association (1977 and 1977b) and Finniston (1980) all provide evidence of how engineers 
received their education. Although no single study has focused exclusively on the 
managerial aspects all provide glimpses of how graduate engineers and non-graduate 
engineers receive their management formation, 
The provision of management training for professional engineers has in manN, respects 
followed the provision of the technological formation of engineers. In 1850 the combined 
membership of the ICE and Institution of Mechanical Engineers (I Mech E) was just 
under 1,000. According to Buchanan (1989) virtually all these acquired their skills by the 
method of pupiflage in the office of an existing engineer, a method with direct links to the 
time honoured system of apprenticeship. The only minor exceptions were those who had 
received training as Royal Engineers at the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich and the 
few who may have trained on the Continent such as Brunel. By this means both technical 
and managerial skills were acquired. 
The growth in what can be classed as 'off the job' training in scientific principles for 
professional engineers began slowly. Both University College and Kings College, London 
had engineering departments by the late 1840s. Immediately before the beginning of the 
First World War the number of engineering students at Universities was estimated by 
Buchanan (1989) to be about 1,500. Although the engineering institutions accepted the 
desirability of a university education and this was incorporated into the admission policy 
of the ICE as early as 1909 (Buchanan, 1989) the traditional method of pupillage was not 
automatically superseded and in many senses still continues to the present day with the 
element of supervised training. 
However, by the 1960s, the universities and polytechnics were providing the majority of 
chartered engineers through the degree route. Although there was still a non-graduate 
route to C. Eng. through either the examinations of the then Council of Engineering 
Institutions (CEI) or HND/C With suitable endorsements, the profession was heading to 
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an all graduate intake which to all extent it became in the mid 1980's. 
Management subjects for the engineer since the 1960s 
"the engineer is a leader: he must sene and commatul " 
from Lamirand, 1932 , in Crawford (1989.. 132) 
Although the above is a quotation about the needs of French engineers, British engineers 
are one of a small group of UK professions requiring the demonstration of responsible 
experience before the conferment of the title Chartered Engineer. There is little published 
material on the management content of engineering degree coursers during this period. 
Gerstl and Hutton (1966) fi7om their survey of chartered mechanical engineers hypothesise 
the characteristics of an ideal engineering degree with 21% of the total time devoted to 
English, humanities, technical report writing and foreign languages and 10% to industrial 
administration, economics and social sciences ie nearly a third of the entire course to non 
technical subjects. The British Association (1977) report adds that later studies such as 
Huddie and Tilley (1973) and Palmer et al (1976) supported the requirement for non- 
technical subjects. Faulkner and Wearne (1979) state that the trend to the inclusion of 
non - technical subjects was formally recognised by the CEI, the predecessor to the 
Engineering Council. The CEI had a qualifying examination for the title of Chartered 
Engineer which included a paper entitled 'The Engineer in Society'. The early syllabuses 
shown in Appendix 1.1 and give an impression of how the subject has developed over the 
early period. 
Probably the most significant and arguably the most influential change to the degree level 
formation of engineers as managers was the introduction of enhanced 4 year engineering 
degree courses, known as 'Dainton' courses. Interestingly, these pre-date the CIEP 
report. As Patel (1991) points out in 1977, the then Labour government under Harold 
Wilson had Lord Dainton (1914 - 1997), the then head of the Uni-ý, ersity Grants 
Committee, draw up proposals for a new broad based degree in manufacturing. The 
catalyst for this was what is now termed the Dainton letter (1977). The then Polytechnics 
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were also invited to make submissions for the new course. The main features of these 
'enhanced courses' were that in addition to the traditional engineering subjects the%- ýý ere 
also to cover accountancy, economics, marketing and industrial relations together in 
some cases with foreign languages. Although the 10 programmes chosen for supporl and 
listed by Finniston (1980-82) at Birmingham, Brunei, Cambridge, Imperial College, 
Oxford, Queens - Belfast, Sheffield City Polytechnic, Strathclyde, Trent Polytechnic and 
Manchester / UMIST differed in the scope of their managerial content all had a common 
core of standard subjects. As a consequence of the extra subjects the courses, of 
approximately four years duration were generally a year longer than conventional 
engineering degrees. 
There are several accounts of the setting up of these initial 'enhanced' courses Brunel 
(O'Connor et al, 1984), Imperial College (Cory and Allen, 1981 -- Walker and Cory, 1984) 
and Sheffield City Polytechnic, (now Sheffield Hallam University), (Andrews, 198 1). All 
accounts point to collaboration with industry and the need to link the technical and 
business aspects of the course through the use of project work and work experience. 
Some such as those at Imperial College also required industrial sponsorship as a pre - 
requisite to enrolment, Keenan (I 
99Aý 
i rri 
I 
1) reported an investigat on into the cu cu a content 
of the Dainton courses car-ried out in 1986 which showed that from a sample of all 
Dainton graduates from the eight universities plus those about to graduate all considered 
that the Dainton courses had been successful in preparation for industry when compared 
to a control group on conventional courses. Bolton and Spanyol (1984) found that apart 
from the enhanced courses, electrical engineering teaching at undergraduate level was still 
biased away from the teaching of innovative and commercial skills. 
According to Patel (1991), the numbers graduating ftom these courses rose from 522 in 
1982 to&267 in 1990. What made and still makes the courses unique is that they only take 
'high flyer' A level students with grade B and above. This gives the courses a rather elite 
standing. This is in marked contrast to what was and still Is generally the ý,, iew regardinu 
engineering degree students. At the time of introduction of the enhanced courses 
engineering degrees were being accused of attracting a large proportion of "-eak students 
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and indeed the supporting papers to the British Association (1977b) report pro-,, "des a 
revealing quotation: 
"ifyou want to study Engineering .... 
don't despair - many, of to&Tys engineering 
graduates started their degree courses with mediocre 'A 'levels. " 
ftorn Johnson (1976) in British Association (1977b) supporting papers (Section 
C page C 10) 
Finniston (1990.80) claimed that UK engineering courses attracted a good proportion of 
those with very good scores at A level (or Scottish Higher Certificate) but that as a 
consequence of attempts to increase the supply of graduate engineers during the late 
1960s / early 1970s engineering courses were also attracting a long tail of candidates with 
relatively poor examination results. This had depressed the 'academic centre of gravity' 
of the engineering student population. This trend was still evident ten years later at the 
start of the 1990s as the University Funding Council (199 1) statistics for 1990/91 show 
Engineering and Technology courses for UK domiciled new undergraduates entrants had 
15.8 and business and a mean A level score of 20.5 compared to medicine/dentistry of . 
financial studies of 23.3. However average subject area scores can mislead, for example 
in specific areas engineering can hold its own eg aeronautical engineering entrants scored 
24.3 compared to veterinary science. 18.6, medicine 26.6, law 26.1 and accountancy 23.6. 
Against this view are studies that link success in the final degree examinations against 
initial entrant qualifications (Patchett, 1967; King, 1980; Briggs, 1985) for engineering 
and Himmelwaite, 1963; Kessall, 1963 for economics). All seem to show little correlation. 
However as Patchett states, 
-E-ntry standard and the abifiýy to pass a particular course probabli - bear little 
relation,. -vhip to the ultimate success qf a student as .. engineer 
The Dainton courses are still running successfully and as Patel (1991) points out have 
acquired their own individual identities. As a consequence of Finniston and the evolving 
two tier engineering degree structure all awards from the Dainton courses haý-e been 
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modified to Master of Engineering (M. Eng. ). Paradoxically, Glover and Kelly (1987. 
108) indicate that the trend to a two tier degree structure from 1984 onward has resulted 
in the new standard 3-year engineering degree course, the B. Eng.. becoming the 
'enhanced' course and the Dainton and other M. Eng. s the 'extended' courses. Mso, 
Glover and Kelly (1987.109) give a personal view on the destination of M. Eng. graduates, 
teaching and research in engineering rather than into industry. The two tier structure is 
now firmly embedded into the engineers) new professional standards and routes to 
registration (Engineering Council, 1997) with the award of C. Eng being based on four 
years of study rather than three as previous with an accredited M. Eng. degree meeting 
the requirement along with three degree B. Eng. courses and an additional -year of study. 
Management formation outside of the profesýional fi-amewQrk 
There has always been a multiplicity of methods by which an engineer or indeed anyone 
else aspiring to a management position can obtain management skills. Although the trend 
is now well established for engineers to receive initial management formation in their 
profession accredited degree courses, there still remains a continuing need for further 
development outside this structure. This can range from 'on the job training' through to 
postgraduate qualifications such as the Diploma of Management Studies (DMS) and more 
recently the Master of Business Administration (MBA). A series of reports on the 
formation of British managers in the late 1980s (Constable and McCormick, 1987; Handy 
et al, 1987; Mumford et al, 1987) all came to the same conclusion that the majority of 
British managers had little formal management training. Out of this grew the 1988 
Management Charter Initiative with its proposal for a Chartered Manager qualification 
linked with an academic hierarchy based on the Certificate of Management Studies 
(CMS), DMS and MBA. In the future according to this view, the management element 
of an undergraduate engineering degree course maybe but one step on the management 
training ladder. 
Handy et al (1988) formally categorises three broad pathways to beconuing a manager in 
the UK'; the corporate approach, the academic approach and the professional approach 
All three are suitable for initial to advanced formation and none are mutualiv exclusrv, e. 
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All are options open to engineers wishing to add to their management skills base, by 
building on their initial formation. The first is undertaken in the corporation ýý here an 
individual is provided with training on an 'as and when' needed basis, Handy points to 
the examples of Shefl and ICI which were the source of many managers dunng the 1930's. 
The second approach is the acquisition of skills through CMS, DMS and NIBA courses. 
Finally, the third is by means of the examinations of the professional associations of '"-hich 
Handy quotes the most prestigious being those of the accountants. There is no reference 
to the Chartered Engineering Institutions providing a pathway to management despite the 
inclusion of the Engineer in Society element in the Engineering Council examinations and 
the provision of the Diploma of Engineering Management Examination by a joint board 
of the IEE, IMechE and ICE. 
Engineers have often chosen a mix from all three pathways for their continued formation 
and for many indeed, up to recent years, it has been their first introduction to business 
skills. In the case of formal qualifications many engineers have undertaken DMS and 
MBA courses which are designed for all backgrounds. Some qualifications are specifically 
targeted at the engineering group such as the Diploma of Engineering Management and 
other postgraduate courses such as M. Eng in Production Management as described by 
Huczynski and Boddy (1979). The Engineering Council (1988) produces guidelines for 
its registrants regarding management and business skil-Is and the report's authors Levy and 
Dawkins (Levy and Dawkins, 1989) provide an overview of how this should fit into the 
engineer's continuing formation strategy. Braddick (1989) looks at the issue from the 
point of view of the employer by referring to research, "Management for the Future", by 
the Foundation for Management Education and the Ashridge Management College. This 
research identified three styles of management development - the fragmented, the formal 
and the focused based on Harrison's model (Harrison, 1987). The fourth style, not 
observed in the research but given for completeness is 'supportive' and is centred on the 
individual. Braddick utifises case studies (mainly MBA's) to draw his conclusion that the 
approach to management development must be to- 
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Integrate practice as well as theory 
Involve a partnership between business and industry 
Stress an integrated rather than functional approach to problem solving. 
Where do the engineering managers come from? 
What then is the background of engineers and what are their aspi Although no"v 
dated two of the major studies of engineers ie Gerstl and Hutton (1966) and the British 
Association (1979) both give an insight into the background of engineers both socially and 
educationay. The Gerstl and Hutton study of Chartered Mechanical Engineers revealed 
a different emphasis on social background between the graduate and non-graduate 
engineers with 76% of the graduates having a middle class background whereas for the 
non-graduates this was 54%. When analysed by age the background profile was seen to 
be changing leading to the conclusion that the move to an all graduate profession was also 
changing the social background of engineers. The British Association report focused on 
the educational background of potential engineers. It too found with the trend to 
university and polytechnic entry there had been a move from the tradition vocational 
background of ONC/D and even HNC/D to A levels as the main qualification. 
Finniston (1980) pointed to the problem of competition in the engineering sector causing 
difficulties in attracting and retaining high quality graduates. More recent work by 
Hawkins and Barclay ( 1990) indicated that the supply /demand balance for engineering 
graduates had turned in favour of the graduate and as a consequence was changing their 
aspirations. These aspirations were studied in a group of graduates one to two months 
before entering employment and the authors found that over three quarters of the sample 
were aiming for future jobs that were either mainly management or a Mix of 
management/technical (engineering management). However in an early study by Keenan 
and Newton (1986) a larger sample than in the Hawkins and Barclay study was used. This 
included near to graduation students as well as the same graduates after a year of full-time 
employment. Interest in the managerial aspects of engineering work was relatively low. 
The majority did not particularly wish to supervise others, to be involved in financial 
decisions or to work on administrative activities. Keenan and Newton concluded that 
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other research (Heriot et al, 1980) also concurred Nkrith their findings and the-y 
hypothesised that the lack of enthusiasm for production and management of people w-as 
culturally based and pointed to the differences observed in their study of the expectations 
of overseas students. 
What about the enhanced Dainton courses9 Are they capable of changing the 
expectations? Keenan (1994) in a study comparing Dainton graduates with a control 
group of non-Dainton engineering graduates draws a distinction '%krith the findings of the 
Hawkins and Barclay study which requested preference for long term career options as 
opposed to the immediate job preference ftom his study. In this respect the Dainton 
graduates were found to be more managerially and less technically orientated than their 
conventional counterparts. Some differences were also observed on course entry (self or 
purposely engineered selection? ) and the study showed a decline in technical orientation 
of the Dainton students throughout the course with the trend remaining observable over 
the first few years of employment that were studied. 
In summary it would appear as the engineering profession has moved to an all graduate 
intake the social background has moved to the middle class and the Initial education 
background from vocational qualifications to A levels. Also although engineering 
graduates in general are not initially predisposed to a management job 'first oty, most 
have them as long term aspirations. For those embarking on enhanced courses this 
aspiration is already evident on commencement of the course and is enhanced by the 
course itself 
Who makes the management grade? 
The question then afises whether or not there is a 'royal' route to engineer-ing 
management and who are the chosen few that make the transition from technical work to 
the grade of engineering management and eventually general management. Lockyer and 
Jones (1980) in the "Function Factor" descfibe their studv of managers m. -hich focused on 
the four central functions in companies those of finance, marketing, personnel and 
production. Most managers identified themselves as being middle or senior management 
I 
-') 
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with some having boardroom status. The statistics were revealing) production managers 
were slowest to attain their upper management status. Nearly half of the sample had 
started work under 16 and the group had the lowest expectation of filture promotion 
(possibly due to their older age profile). One third had degrees, but a similar number had 
completed their education with less than 5 '0' Levels. About 60% were members of a 
professional institution, however the academic qualifications would indicate that not all 
of these could be corporate members. In terms of job experience surprisingly feA; 
managers in any function had accumulated experience beyond their own function, ývith 
finance having the lowest score. Hutton and Lawrence (1982) found similar factors of 
who makes the grade in their case studies of Production Managers in UK manufacturing 
companies. Barsoux and Lawrence (1990b) in "The Challenge of British Management" 
refer to this work as still being the latest information being available on British production 
managers. Thus the effects of the enhanced engineering degree courses and MEBA's for 
engineers on the profile of engineering managers both in production and elsewhere are still 
to be evaluated. 
1.3.3 Conclusion 
The broad overview leads to the conclusion that although management studies of 
engineers have been undertaken these have either been as part of a wider view of the role 
of the engineer such as the Gerstl and Hutton (1966) study or the British Association 
(1977) and the Faulkner and Wearrie (1979) studies into the needs of management 
education. The initial question posed at the beginning of the chapter singled out as a 
significant milestone in the development of engineers as managers the introduction of new 
undergraduate engineering courses. The review showed that there is lack of knowledge 
linking the influence of these courses on the success or otherwise of engineers in both 
functional and general management roles. The most significant study of the group to date, 
Keenan (1994), focused exclusively on the career expectations of the group. There is no 
empirical data to show the influence of these enhanced courses in producing engineers as 
managers compared to conventional courses and whether or not there are other 
organisational or cultural influences which obstruct and delay the progress of engineers 
into functional and general management positions. 
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1.4. The Research 
The research, a career study of engineers as managers draws on the main influence 
discussed and was also underpinned by models of career development. A modem working 
definition of careers as developed by Arnold (1997) was used in the study- 
"A career is the sequence of employment-relatedpositions, roles, activities and 
experiences encounted by a person. " 
This is a broad definition that encompasses many different types of career (both old and 
modem). As Arnold (1997) outlines, Kanter (1989) identified ee career modek I thre 
0 Bureaucratic - progression upwards through various jobs with increasing 
responsibilities and financial rewards in a formally defined hierarchy. 
0 Professional - involving the development of specialised, socially valued knowledge 
and skills, characterised by little or no status moves. 
Entrepreneurial - involving creating or developing products, services or 
knowledge in order to add value or profitability to an organisation 
Although it is acknowledged that most careers for the last 20 years have not conformed 
to Kanter's (1989) bureaucratic model, for the sake of simplicity and convenience in 
questionnaire design the bureaucratic model has been assumed. This decision being 
supported by the belief that careers of many of the engineers under study would still 
conform to the bureaucratic stereotype. 
For models of influences on careers specifically in the context of managers' careers, the 
work of Cooper and Hingley (1985), Cox and Cooper (1988) and Jennings, Cox and 
Cooper (1994) has been used. In particular the influences identified Cox and Cooper 
(1988.4) were used as a framework-. 
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Family background - the influence of early life, parental relationships and 
significant childhood events. 
Education - the influence of schools, universities and other types of education. 
Career patterns ý the influence of job changes, rate of progression, management 
development programmes and the role of mentors. 
Work orientation - motivation, skills and management philosophy. 
It was not the intention to study the impact of all these categories. In particular that of 
family background was excluded from the study in view of the fact that this influence was 
considered to 'shape' the choice of engineering degree course. The research therefore 
focused on the elements of university level education, career patterns and work 
orientation. By the use of a comparative study data was captured with respect to these 
influences so as to be able to support or refute the impact of the key influence namely the 
educational content of the Dainton course. 
1.4.1 The research problem, aims and objectives 
The problem at which the research addressed was the lack of knowledge concerning the 
success or otherwise of the management enhanced engineering degree course graduates 
in becoming managers. The aim was twofold- firstly to identify and describe the role of 
enhanced course graduate engineers in management and secondly, by comparison with 
non-Dainton engineering graduates to identify their relative progress on the management 
ladder together with other influences beyond the degree course that may or may not have 
impacted their progress. The study focused on the graduates of the UK enhanced 
engineering degrees from their introduction in 1977 to 1990 (the cut-off date). It did not 
set out to test the extended hypothesis that these 'elite' graduates have made a specific 
contribution to the management and success of the companies in which they %vork. It 
simply evaluated whether or not these graduate engineers are on a 'royal route' to 
management. 
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The research had the following objectives- 
0 To undertake a detailed literature re-view of the empirical and theoretical 
knowledge of the influences , in particular that of education, that impact the 
careers of engineers and managers. 
0 To develop a theoretical framework of the influences that shape the success or 
otherwise of engineers as managers. 
0 To evaluate the validity of the fi7amework using career progress data for graduates 
from Dainton and non-enhanced engineering degree courses by collecting data 
through a postal questionnaire. 
0 To use the subsequently modified framework to evaluate the main hypothesis that 
'Dainton' engineering graduates have a career progression that is managerially 
orientated. 
1.4.2 Justification and value of research 
The research is both descriptive and causal and can be judged by the extent to which it 
adds convincingly to the knowledge of engineers as managers. It is symmetrical since 
contradictory views exist of the need for an efite of management trained engineers and the 
evidence found of the progress of the Dainton group into management positions and 
specifically into general management positions compared to their colleagues is vindication 
of the vision of the Finniston policy. Findings to the opposite, that is those that shoýý the 
group to be no different to graduates from non-enhanced courses, would also have ,., alue 
as it would support the view which was summansed by Lord Howie-. 
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"I have a nagging ftar that we (the CIEP) did not go fil4v, "nto 'the use of 
engineers by Industry. That was the inquiry's most important target area and I 
think we missed the bull's eye. It was right to deal with education /it detail ........ 
but we failed to put the blame for Britain's engineering shortcomings squareh, 
where it belongs = on the shoulders of the captains of mamifacturing industri, 
New Civil Engineer, 10 January 1980 quoted from Jordan (1992) 
The research explores this view by investigating the gateways / barriers to the progress 
of engineers as managers, specifically those influences that maybe organisationally centred 
These will be of interest to all who practice management and have an Interest in the 
economic performance of the UK. 
Novelty is claimed in attempting to link the management education of graduate engineers 
to achievement of managerial positions in organisations. As the research supports one of 
the viewpoints it has value as the basis for further comparative studies and suggests 
possible finiher research to compare the engineer as manager with the other professional 
groups engaged in industry most notably accountants. It can also be used as a basis for 
the comparative evaluation of the contribution of engineers as managers to the success or 
otherwise of manufacturing industry in the UK. 
L 4.3 Methodologiv 
The methodology of the research was predominantly based on the positivistic paradigm 
being a quantitative survey of the folloi&ring- 
Graduates from the Dainton degree level engIneering courses set up in 1977 
0A control group of conventlonal engineenng graduates from engIneering courses 
at the same universities. 
with the enhanced and conventional courses being matched so as to make them as 
comparableas possible. 
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1.5 Guide to the Thesis 
The following is an outline of the remainder of the chapters- 
01 in gy Chapter 2-A literature re,, Aew including an historical background to the traini - 
and education of engineers and managers. Also an understanding of what is 
currently taught to engineers and managers together with the other influences on 
the career progress of engineering graduates. Finally, investigation of the links, 
both empirical and theoretical, that have been shown to exist between education 
and career position. 
a Chapter 3- Description of the research methodology, conceptual framework and 
detailed hypotheses together, %Nith the development of the postal questionnaire and 
survey sample. 
Chapter 4. Presentation of the survey data - Part 1. The engineers' educational 
and demographic background. 
0 Chapler 5: Presentation of the survey data - Part 2: Where are they now and what 
are they doing9 
0 Chapter 6: Presentation of the survey data ý Part 3: Past Positions and 
Career 
ituluences. 
tat vely and qualitatively ChapLUr T Analysis of the survey results both quantl I 
against the hypotheses and theoretical framework. 
0r 8- Conclusion to the research an,,. 
', suggestions for further studies. 
Finally, although this introductory chapter seems to suggest that the thesis is 
the result of 
urther from the truth. Like a neat and logical approach to the research, It could not 
be f 
the engineers' careers that are illuminated in the 
forthcoming chapters, the production of 
ClIaptar 1: 13, a, *SroLuid to the Resý, 
the thesis has been fiffl of surprises, %krith periods of relative quiet and fevensh activity and 
sometimes painstakingly slow progress. Above all there has been a great deal of leaming 
about engineers as managers and the research findings are all the more ficher as a result 
of learning from all those engineers who took part. 
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CHAPTER 2 
The Formation of Engineers as Managers 
2.1 Introduction 
XO ai II Ae outlined in the introductory chapter one of the m in themes identified for the research 
was that of the influence of the formation of engineers, specifically as managers, on their 
subsequent career progression and actual managerial position. The aim of this chapter is 
to present the literature review carried out in this area. The review had two obýjecti\'es, 
firstly to establish what is known in detail of the formation of British engineers ill 
management skills and techniques. The second and related aim was to use this 
understanding to identify the links between formation and subsequent career progression 
that have been hypothesised and in cases, supported by empincal evidence. The 
understanding from this part of the review was then used in conjunction with the exter-nal 
influences to develop a conceptual model of engineers as managers. 
The chapter is orgamsed into four sections- 
0 An outline of the professional framework under which engineers have and still 
receive their formation. 
A descriptive account of the fon-nation received Mowing the categonisation of the 
introductory chapter with a division being made of formation within the engineers' 
professional fi-amework and the formation outside it. An international comparison 
is also outlined. 
An examination of the prescnptl,,,, e models of suggested 
best practice with regard 
to engineers management formation and contrasts xvith actual 
formation, 
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0 A critical review of the theoretical and empirical links between both general and 
vocational education and career progression. This to fonn the core of 
development of a conceptual framework. 
2.2 The engineering professional framework and its influence on engineers' 
management formation 
The formation of engineers, both technically and managerially, especially to the point of 
registration with the Engineering Council is strongly influenced by the self-regulating 
engineering professional bodies which exist in the UK. 
The formation of professional engineers in the UK can be divided into two parts, that of 
initial mandatory formation pre-registration with the Council and that of post registration. 
The discussion here centres on the former, which has grown and continues to grow in 
scope. Post-registration formation (often known as Continuing Professional Development 
(CPD) or Continuing Education and Training, (CET)) can be sub-divided into either the 
updating of existing skills or the acquisition of new skills in new areas or to a greater 
degree of specialism. The engineering profession was one of the first to be active in this 
area (Levy and Dawkins 1989-29) and is even attributed with making CPD mandatory 
(Sunday Times 6/6/93)- 
"One of thefirst to introduce (TD was the Engmeernig Council, which since 
1986 has required its members to undertake a minimum of 35 hour. s aYear. " 
However, the requirements are advisory only (despite the article's claim) and as such are 
more appropriately discussed outside the professional 
framework. 
The phenomenon of professionalism appears to 
be peculiarly Anglo-Saxon (Johnson. 
1972) and according to Fores and Glover 
(1978) is highly developed In Britain but not in 
Continental countries. Unfortunately there is no single agreed set of characteristics of a 
profession (Millerson, 1964). although the main contenders 
for Inclusion are specialist 
knowledge, self regulation and 
Chapter 2: The Fomiatim of EnginLxT% as 
prestige of membership (Johnson, 1972123)). 
-1_-) 
Notwithstanding the ambiguity regarding the Position of engineers as professionals it can 
be argued that in the UK engineers have found the latter characteristic most efusive 
although with respect to specialist knowledge and partly self-regulation the situation has 
been more successful. In the early part of the engineering profession's life it is difficult 
to establish whether the criteria to determine a candidates' suitability to becoming a 
member of the profession are as a consequence of reacting to the 4 market' rather than 
setting its standards. However, there can be little doubt of the present day Influence now 
exercised by the profession as a recent lead article in the Times ffigher Education 
Supplement (19/3/1993) claims- 
" ENGINEERS START TO BITE - at least four university civil engineering 
departmentsface loss of accreditation b the Inslifullon (? f CIO/ E'ngineers on y 
beha4(of the Engineering COUncit Another 30 were warned to ral. s-c standardv. ' 
221. Formation Framework 
What then are the key aspects in the professional formation of engineers? The criteria 
used has been to identify those aspects of formation for which certification through a 
written examination is required. Although the profession has and still uses certification 
based on formal interviewing to assess the outcome and quality of the vocational training 
element of an engineer's formation (Engineering Council 1998), British society in general 
accords more status to formal examination. Thus although the interview is still considered 
important as part of the final assessment of a candidate for registration there has been a 
constant move towards formal certification at key stages through written examinations. 
In this respect therefore the first nulestone in the profession's influence on formation can 
be considered as the recognition of theoretical technical instruction tested by examination 
as a condition for admission to the leading institutions. The Institution of Civil Engineers 
(ICE), although not the first to introduce qualifying examinations (this achievernent 
according to Buchanan (1989-174) belonging to the 
institution of Municipal Frigineers 
with its 'Testamur' examination 
in 1886), set a model for the entire profession with its 
three fier quafification system introduced in 1897 (Watson 
1988,58). The examinations, 
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which acknowledged for the first time the desirability of a university education. ýk-ere 
mandatory for anyone aspiring to the title "Associate Member of the ICE" (the equivalent 
of today's member to which later has been added the title "Chartered Civil Engineer"). 
From this date forward the profession was to have an increasing control over the technical 
formation of engineers. 
The first milestone with regard to formal management formation had to wait until the 
1960s with the inclusion of management subjects in the"Engineer in Society" paper which 
formed part of the Council of Engineering Institutions (CEI) examinations for the 
academic stage of chartered engineer status ftorn 1966 onwards. The "Engineer in 
Society" paper was and still is a compulsory part in the CEI part 2 (now Engineering 
Council) examination. However this particular influence had a long gestation period. The 
CEI byelaws set on the granting of its Royal Charter in 1965 stated the a person becoming 
a corporate member of a constituent Chartered Institution no later 31 December 1973 was 
deemed to have met its academic requirements for registration as a chartered engineer 
whatever their acaden-tic background. These transitional arrangements expired on the I 
January 1974 and fi-om, that date onwards although the 16 institutions could still set their 
own criteria for corporate membership, any corporate member wishing to register and so 
to use the title "chartered engineer" had to have passed both CEI Parts 1&2 or posses 
academic qualifications of an equivalent standard ie a degree. Thus ten years after its 
introduction, academic business education for engineers became of age, as a compulsory 
part of their formation. As Watson (1988-168) indicates in his history of the ICE that in 
order to prevent anomalies that body adjusted its own criteria for adrnission as a corporate 
member to ensure that after 1974 no one would be accepted for membership unless the 
conditions for registration with the CEI had also been met. The main route henceforth 
would be the academic qualifications of CEI Parts I and 2 standard although for a few it 
was still possible to become a chartered engineer without formal academic qualifications 
via the " Mature Candidate 11) route of the CEI set up in 1970. 
It would be wrong however to suggest that the majority of engineers qualified through the 
examinations of the CEI and later those of the Engineering Council. Gerstl and Hutton 
Cbaptcr 2. The FonnAlco offngincers as, Managms 2-4 
(1966.43) found that in 1960 (prior to the introduction of the CEI exanunation) of newly 
qualified associate members of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers (I. Mech. E. ), 65% 
had qualified through the HND/C route, 24% through degrees, leaving no more than I I% 
qualifying through the Institution's own examinations, the predecessors to the CEI 
examination. The examiners" report (Council of Engineering Institutions, 1977ý 14) for the 
CEI Part 2 examination in 1977 recorded 629 'whole' examination candidates whereas 
the figures from the Engineering Council (Engineering Council, 1993) for the 1992 
equivalent Engineering Council Examination (both Parts 2A & 2B) showed 489 
candidates passing (including candidates from overseas). This can be contrasted against 
the 9,829 new engineering graduates (including overseas) from universities for graduation 
in 1992 (University Funding Council, 1993). 
Another milestone with respect to formal initial management formation is evident ftom a 
discussion document reviewing Engineers Formation (Engineering Council 1993b. 14) 
which reinforces the integration of managerial formation for engineers with its proposed 
new registration groups,, Highest and Standard (spanning current 1. Eng/Eng Tech). All 
groups require technicat, business/management and language competence. Of note is the 
"highest" group which is based on the M. Eng standard with 'top flight' technical, 
management and language competence which was incorporated into the qualification 
route for chartered engineer in 1997 (Engineering Council 1988). With the raising of 
registration standards it appears if the Finniston R. Eng (Diplomate) qualification is being 
considered again together with the incorporation of technicians (Eng Tech) into the 
supporting role along with a proportion of I. Eng. The engineering technician group being 
outside the original Finniston remit (Finniston 1980- 1). 
The discussion document also include new criteria for initial and continued registration. 
For example for registration in the highest group a candidate would have to achieve the 
following-. 
Element I- Foundation Level. Standard of a technologically based honours degree. 
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Element 2- Continued Engineering and other study: either by a conjoint programme or 
subsequent CPD to the level of an M. Encr (possible MBA option route) 0 
Element 3- Training to achieve "Occupational Competence". This would include the 
formal training period of 2 years together with the demonstration of responsible 
experience for a further 2 years. The standard to be achieved being N/SVQ 5 in 
engineering roles, N/SVQ 5 in management /business and N/SVQ 3 in a language other 
than English. (Note- N/SVQ 5 is the equivalent of the award of a professional 
qualification, such as MIMechE or MIEE. To attain the highest registration group would 
therefore suggest the award by a suitable body of a professional management competence 
qualification. ) 
Element 4- Evidence of commitment to professional conduct and to the maintenance of 
continued competence to practice. 
222 Summary 
The framework of influence outlined can be represented diagrammatically as shown in 
Figure 2.1 which shows the overlapping of managerial / technical areas. Increasingly, the 
trend is to the inclusion of more elements of formation within the sphere of professional 
influence, both with respect to initial and continued formation. The detail of the split of 
formation within and outside the professional sphere is developed in the next section. 
2.3 Formation of Engineers as Managers within their Professional Framework 
"A few hours spent in a blacksmiths' and wheelwTights' will leach you more 
practical mechanics (than studying books) " 
Isambard Kingdom Brunel in a Private Letter Book dated 2 December 1848 
(quoted from Buchanan 1989- 163) 
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The early British engineers were drawn from a craft based background and acquired their 
technical and managerial skills by the process of pupillage. That all education was given 
C on the job' was clearly the best practice of the day as indicated by no less an engineer 
than Brunel. However this early formation model has significantly changed in the two 
centuries since its introduction, arguably for a multiplicity of reasons. 
The existing formation framework now contains a significant amount of 'off the job' 
training which is provided predominantly by the universities both in technical and business 
/ managerial skills. However the aspiring chartered engineer is then still required to spend 
a further two years 'on the job training' to learn the skills of an engineer. The acquisition 
of these skills being demonstrated during a further two years responsible experience in a 
suitable junior position before being able to register as a qualified engineer (Engineering 
Council 1998). 
The in depth review that follows considers the type of management formation that has 
been and is received by engineers within their professional framework. The review has 
been characterised chronologically into the periods 'pre' and 'post' Finniston. 
Z3.1 Engineer's Management Formation: Pýe-Finniston 
For most of the life of the UK engineering profession management formation for engineers 
has lain outside their professional framework. 
The first major milestone to be considered is that of the 'Tngineer in Society" 
examination. The syllabus for the paper gives 'clues' to the core of business studies 
undertaken by the majority of engineers prior to publication of the Finniston Report. In 
its final form pre-Finniston the syllabus can be divided into four main sections (Newman, 
1975-5)- 
1) Technology in aQci _: 
the historical development of modem societies and the influence 
of technology. 
Chapter 2: The Formation of Ynginevrs as Managers 
2) Indust[y and commerce- Economics - the company as a unit, competition and 
marketing. The financing of industry and its relation to the national economy. Private and 
State control. 
3) Management: The organisation and its environment. Basic features of organisations. 
Managerial functions and techniques. Labour relations and industrial law. 
Communicalion 
_. 
Report writing and oral Presentation. Sources of information. 
Managerial communication. Public relations and communications to learned societies. 
What depth of the study was required can be partiafly assessed from examination 
questions. For example the question: 
"What do you understand by the terms "line manager " and "staff manager 
How might the relationship between these two kinds of role be dýftned? " 
From CEI Part 2 Spring 1973 examination 
was given an outline suggested answer (Newman 1975-37) that included material based 
on standard texts on organisation and management. Additionally, candidates were 
expected to distinguish between the differing uses of the definitions of "line" and "staff' 
manager. 
However the formal introduction of the "Engineer in Society" into the educational 
requirements should not be taken as indicating that until its introduction any academic 
study of management was outside the professional stage of an engineers formation, nor 
that exempting exam-inations covered the same syllabus content. For example Faulkner 
and Weame (1979) claim that over the last thirty years (ie from 1949) the content of all 
engineering courses had changed. The trends observed were the inclusion of economics, 
sociology and other management studies. The Gerstl and Hutton ( 1966 -5 8) snap shot of 
the non-engmeering subjects studied by engineers whilst at technical college or university 
is reproduced in Table 2.1 providing supporting evidence for Faulkner and Wearrie's view. 
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SUBJECT 
GRADUATES 
N=387 
NON-GRADUATES' 
N=590 
ENGLISH 5 35 
MODERN LANGUAGES 11 15 
ECONOMICS 13 18 
COSTING, ETC 7 16 
INDUSTRIAL 22 49 
ADMINISTRATION 
OTHER 2 6 
TOTAL 60 11 139 
MULTIPLE ANSWERS 
REPRODUCED FROM: ENGINEERS - The anatomy of a profession 
GERSTL, J. E. & HUTTON, S. P. (1966) 
Table 2.1 Non-Engineering Subjects Studied at College or University 
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Of specific interest is the higher proportion of non-engineering subjects studied by the 
non-graduate engineers (through the HND/C route). However certain of these anomalies 
can be explained by the differential attainments in certain subjects prior to entering higher 
education such as in English. Industrial administration was the most ftequently studied 
of the non-engineering subjects for all groups. However it was particularly high among 
non-graduates as it was a requirement for Associate Membership of the IMechE at the 
time. Of note was that the questionnaire used also asked the respondents to write details 
of what their particular industrial administration / relations study included. Unfortunately 
no reference was made to this aspect in Gerstl and Hutton's record of the research and 
therefore this potentially useful record of the specific course content appears to be lost. 
That the "Engineer in Society" paper was the first formal recognition that the study of 
management should form a part of the formation of a chartered engineer is beyond 
dispute. However as Faulkner and Wearne (1979.5) state not all the chartered 
engineering institutions followed the CEI model by requiring a candidate's academic study 
for exemption from the CEI examinations (either by degree or HND/C ) to include such 
content. That apparently differing standards were applied to exempting qualification such 
as engineering honours degrees is supported by the researcher's own experience. The 
"Engineer in Society" content of the honours engineering science degrees in the period 
1976 - 1979 at Oxford comprised of a set of ad-hoc non-compulsory lectures given by 
visiting lecturers. Interestingly, these lectures were not included in the formal university 
lecture fists (Oxford University 1976-1979). Notwithstanding this, the degree had formal 
recognition as being exempt from the CEI Part 2 examination by the three major 
engineering institutions the ICE, I Mech. E. and Institution of Electrical Engineers (IEE). 
Thus the evidence would appear to indicate that the criteria was not equally applied. With 
the increasing trend to qualification through degrees during this period (Chilver, 1975; 
Merriman, 1978) it is perhaps wrong to draw the conclusion, that prior to the changes 
catalysed by the Finniston Report, the syllabus of the "Engineer in Society"' paper 
represents a core of management studies as part of an engineer's formation. It may in 
reality have represented a either the minimum or more probably the maximum extent of 
Chapter '. Ilie Formation of Fngm&--m as Manages-, 2-11 
management formation within the professional framework. 
2.3.2 Engineer's Managementformation: Post Finniston 
If the requirements of the CEI examination were the start to 'legitimising' management 
education for engineers it is with the academic degree level studies of the Dainton (or as 
they were then titled "enhanced") degree courses introduced in 1977/78 at ten higher 
education institutions that 'critical mass' was achieved (Fig 2.2). These courses were to 
influence and become the model for the subsequent M. Eng degrees proposed in the 
Finniston report. Most of the published material outlined in the introductory chapter 
relates to the early years of the courses and although descriptive in nature provides a 
general view of the management subjects included in the curriculum. However a detailed 
survey of the original eight Dainton Universities together with ten other universities who 
were running or planning extended courses was made during the period September 1981 
to May 1983 (Blears and Bonwitt, 1984). The survey provides a detailed comparison of 
the content of the original Dainton courses. This information together with that of the 
number of courses has been compiled and presented in Tables 2.2 and 2.3. 
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MANAGEMENT SUBJECT 
-COURSE A - COURSE B - COURSE C 
MANAGEMENT 
GENERAL- 
I 
SOCIOLOGY x x 
Engineers in Society x 
Technology in Society x I 
ORGANiSATIONAL BEHA\AOUR x x x 
Organisational Design x x x 
ECONOMICS x x x 
Micro-economics x x x 
Macro-econornics x x x 
SPECIFICý 
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT x x x 
Prodxbon systems x x x 
Production planning x x x 
Human Resources x x 
ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT x 
R&D x 
Propct Management x 
RELATED DISCIPLINES 
MARKETING x x x 
Market research x x 
Market plans x x 
Marketing ac"bes x Ij x 
ACCOUNTANCY x x x 
Financial x x 
Management x x x 
LEGAL x x 
Company Law x 
Labour Law x 
Commercial Low x 
International aspects x 
PERSONNELA-IUMAN RESOURC ES x x 
ýNTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
OPERATIONAL RESEARCH x 
NOTESý 
x Topic area covered in syllabus 
x Detailed topics covered 
Compiled from data in Blears and Borrmtt (1984 : Appendix 7) 
Table 2.2 Sample Management Content of Dainton Courses 
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Finniston was to have significant impact on the syllabus content of engineering degrees 
specifically with respect to management and business elements. By 1983 the Engineering 
Council had issued its own statement on enhanced and extended undergraduate 
engineering degree courses (Engineering Council 1983). The document also recorded that 
there were 47 enhanced and extended degree courses, including Dainton courses with 
another 25 planned. Although supported by the then University Grants Committee, apart 
from the Dainton courses, there was no additional funding. 
Additionally the Engineering Council introduced a change in terminology. The original 
Dainton courses had been termed "enhanced". The Engineering Council (1983- 1) now 
defined (. (. enhanced" degrees as being three year full-time courses in England, Wales and 
Northern Ireland together with the corresponding courses in Scotland which had been 
remodelled to include engineering applications as an integrated part. Enhancement being 
primarily in respect of the addition of some aspects of design and elements of management 
and business methods to the core engineering curriculum. The term "extended" was to 
be henceforth used for "enhanced" courses of longer duration which either. 
provided for study of a particular engineering discipline in greater depth, or 
a were multi-disciplinary providing an education in a range of engineering disciples; 
or 
incorporated business skills as an integral part of the curriculum and also included 
a major design project. 
The Council recommended that enhanced and extended degrees which met their 
accreditation criteria should be designated B. Eng. and M. Eng. respectively (Engineering 
Council 1983-2) with other non-accredited degrees to remain as B. Sc. or B. A. This was 
in fact a continuation of the Finniston recommendation (Finniston 1980) to differentiate 
engineering degrees although of course the Council had no powers to directly enforce this 
name change. 
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The management enriched Dainton course described by Finniston as -enhanced" cleark, 
satisfied the new "extended" criteria and clearly became part of the three similar but 
different types of M. Eng degree. Examination of prospectuses for 1994 entry to higher 
education institutions revealed that in many of the original institutions the integration of 
the Dainton courses is now so complete that their identification as such is difficult. Only, 
two out of the original ten still differentiated their courses as being Dainton courses- 
Queen's University of Belfast- Aeronautical Engineering Extended Course, 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering Extended Course and Mechanical & 
Manufacturing Engineering Extended Course. 
0 Imperial College-. M. Eng in Electrical and Electronic Engineering entitled the 4D,, 
or Dainton stream. (NB: The Dainton M. Eng in Mechanical Engineering is 
unidentified) 
However, that the courses are still 'different' from main stream engineering is often 
stressed. Also examination of a 1993/94 degree course compendium (CRAC, 1993) 
reveals that the 1983 strategy of the Engineering Council has acheived 100% success. The 
use of M. Eng and B Eng for accredited courses has become totally universal. Even at 
Oxford where all engineering courses have become four years extended, the universal title 
of Bachelor of Arts for all undergraduate degrees is dropped for engineering to allow the 
award of M. Eng. 
There have been other initiatives with regard to undergraduate engineering courses since 
the Dainton enhanced courses and their spin-offs. The most noteworthy to date being that 
of the Integrated Engineering Degree Program (IEDP). Although this course is not the 
direct subject of the research it currently illustrates the present position with regard to 
education of chartered engineers with management/business studies as part of their 
formation. Conceived out of a need to produce broad based engineers, dubbed as 
"Generalist Engineers"I rather than single discipline orientated specialists it had its origin 
in Engineering Council (Engineering Council, 1988b- Engineering Council, 1988c) 
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consultative documents which with associated guideline syllabus identified a nexý- B. Eng 
degree course. The 'generalist' approach had grown from less radical proposals for 
broader based production or manufacturing systems engineering courses proposed by the 
Engineering Councfl as part of an initiative to produce more manufacturing systems 
engineers and so halt the UK manufacturing decline. The work resulted in the 
Manufacturing Systems Engineering Initiative (MSE) as a response to improve the 
numbers entering Manufacturing Engineering. This was launched by the Department for 
Education and the Department of Trade and Industry in 1987. The educational outcomes 
being comprehensively covered by Crowcroft and Illston (1992) 
However, Finniston et al (1989) show that the original intention of the 'Generalist 
Engineer' concept had been an even more embracing approach covering all engineering 
degree disciplines and included management studies in a wide integrated approach leaving 
the choice of specialism until much later. It would have to be applied to B. Eng. and 
M. Eng. qualifications alike (Finniston et al 1989: 143). However in reality the IEDP has 
grown along side mainstream single or joint discipline engineering courses as yet another 
option for the potential engineer to chose. It is often distinguished by an entry 
requirement that omits A level Physics (Nottingham Trent University, 1994). So although 
the IEDP may have been seen as the initial quafification for an engineer, followed by post- 
graduation specialism this has not been realised. Interestingly, in response to the MSE, 
many single discipline courses have been re-organised to have common first and even 
second year course curricula. 
Differing from the multi-discipline engineering science courses by the use of integrating 
studies the EEDP outline syllabuses treat management studies (known as enterprise, 
organisation and people) equally alongside those of manufacturing, electrical, information 
and materials engineering. Identifiable themes are communication skills, leadership, 
teamwork, finance, law etc. It is however the combination of integrating studies with the 
multi-discipline approach that differentiates these courses and which involves an extensive 
use of project based learning. 
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2.3.3 Comparison i4th Continental Engineer's Management Formation 
Continental engineering formation is becoming an integrated part of a growing number 
of engineers initial formation. Sheffield Hallam University offers a combined B. Eng. / 
Dip-Ing with a year of study at Fachhochschule (Osnabruck, Germany) together with 
supervised work experience in Germany. Nottingham Trent University offers B. Eng / 
M. Engs with exchange links to French grandes &oles and German educational 
establishments with options to spend a year industrial placement overseas. Imperial 
College's 'European Yeai" has links to both French grandes &oles or German techniSche 
hochschules. These small but interesting trends to incorporate a period of overseas 
training into the UK engineering degree course indicates that comparison with other 
models of engineer's formation may reveal other possible influences on UK graduate 
engineers' formation. Indeed some of the rationale behind the Finniston ideal of an elite 
cadre of LTK engineers and the best practice framework for engineer's management 
formation can be critically analysed against continental influences. 
Most of the present education links are to the EC especially France and Germany and it 
is with these countries that the comparison focuses. In particular it was to Germany, that 
the Committee of Inquiry into the Engineering Profession (CIEP) looked for a model upon 
which to base the reformation of UK engineering. Also French engineering formation 
provides a striking contrast to that of the UK with its engineering grandes &oles which 
are at the pinnacle of its higher education system. As Barsoux (1989: 26 ) in his study of 
French leaders states . 
"In France, engineering education does not play secondfiddle to medicine, law 
or architecture - it is the recognised way to the top both socially and 
professionally. " 
Francf, 
Rodriguez (1992) claims that the role played by professional institutes,, where they exist, 
is very much different in continental Europe where as already outlined the professional 
ethos is not as developed. In general the rule is the awarding of professional engineering 
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titles by universities or grandes &oles. As Rodriguez points out these recogruse only 
academic achievement. There is no certification of industrial experience as in the UK and 
France is no exception to this European model. 
The role of the grandes &ojes predominates the literature of French engineer / manager 
formation. However as Barsoux and Lawrence (1990: 27) point out, there is in fact a 
three tier higher educational system consisting of 
0 GrandesLoles. 
0 Universities. 
0 Instituts Universitaires de Technologie or IUT 
(Institutes of Advanced Technology first established in 1962) 
Crawford (1989: 58) adds the older lycýe technique to the list. These are the larger lycýes 
which offer courses beyond the Baccalaureat (or Bac as it is generally known, the 18+ A 
Level equivalent examination), which award the Brevet de Technicien Sup&ieur (BTS) 
which is identical to the newer Dipl6me d'un IUT (DUT). However even this detailed 
view can oversimplify. As Crawford (1989-55) indicates there were 154 ýcoles 
d'ingMieur in 1973 awarding the dipl6me d'ingMieur. According to Shaw (1991) this 
figure had risen to 175 in 1991 with an output of 14,000 compared to 20,000 UK 
engineering graduates (from both universities and polytechnics). The ýcoles are ranked 
with some being referred to as petites &oles, with those usually normally referred to as 
grandes &oles being identified by the high admission standards required in the concours 
(a post A-Level entrance examination requiring up to 2 years preparation). Even then an 
elite inner circle of grandes ecoles led by the Ecole Polytechnique and Ecole Centrale 
exists. 
In general, engineers, ingMieurs &pMmes, are trained in the grandes &Ojes whereas high 
level technicians, known as techniciens sup&ieur dipl6mes attend either the Avee 
technique or HIT The former requiring five years post BAC training and the later two 
years. Figures for 1975 given by Boudon (1977-110) show an output of 10,000 
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ingenieurs * olomes compared to 40,000 techniciens superieur dipl6mes. Although 
direct comparisons can be misleading, the ingMieur dipl6me can be equated to the UK 
graduate chartered engineer, taking into account that not all UK engineering graduates 
become chartered engineers. The relationship of the techniciens superi . eur to our 
HND/HNC qualified incorporated engineer (originally known as technician engineers) 
would appear more debatable. However as the concern is comparison with UK chartered 
engineers focus is with the ingMieur dipl6me and direct comparison below this level is 
not necessary. 
The dipl6me d'ingýnieur which takes 5 years (Shaw 1991) effectively puts the 
qualification on a par with at least a UK Masters degree. The first two years (often three 
as it is often the case the second year needs to be repeated) are a period of intense 
cramming known as le cycle preparaloire at the end of which is taken the concoilrsý. As 
the Times f1igher Education Supplement for 29/1/1993 claims students normally work at 
least 16 hours a day during this period. Study is generally taken at either a kole 
d'ingýnieur or at a prepas (preparatory school) such as the prestigious Louis-le-Grand 
in Paris. In both cases entry to the grandes &oles is via the competitive concours 
examination. It is also possible to enter year 3 with BTS, DUT, or DEUG or year 4 with 
a maitrise (a masters degree) again after passing the concours. 
The cycle preparatoire follows the 'royal route' of the bac C stream, or as it is now 
known the bac S, (mathematics and physical sciences) with its emphasis on mathematics. 
As Barsoux (1989) claims France has nailed its flag to the post of cleverness and 
mathematics is the central feature of French education selection. The first year of the 
cycle preparatoire is known as mathematiques supýrieur and the second year; 
mathematiques speciales. The advanced classes also include information technology, 
computer techniques and foreign languages, particularly English. 
Le cycle itigMieur (the final three years) can be less demanding than the preparatoire 
(Ardagh 1993-511). With specialisation held until the final year the French engineering 
schools aim to produce well rounded engineers (itigMieur generahstes) who are able to 
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respond to technological change. For example (Crawford 1989.55) outlines le 6ý, cle 
ingMieur at the tcole Nationale Superieur des Arts et Metiers, It is 6vided into two 
parts: a general science course (applied maths, physics, chemistry, general mechanics etc) 
and a more practical 'technical training' course carried in workshops and laboratories. 
Indeed as Crawford (1988: 73) points out the elite circle of engineer-ing grandes &oles are 
actually distinguished by the generalised nature of their courses with the most prestigious 
the Polytechnique, Centrale and Arts el Metlers providing formation generale as 
compared to formation technique specialisee. This leads to the French concept of 
polyvalence, the generalist engineer capable of high management position. As Crawford 
remarks this contrasts sharply with Glover's review (Glover, 1983.8) of several studies 
showing the British tendency to define engineers as specialists who are unfit to occupy the 
highest positions. In fact his own studies revealed that it is the ingMieurs dipl6mes from 
the elite schools that are successful in reaching high management positions rather than 
those fi7orn petites &o1es, who despite being cadres, actually fulfill the role of techniciens 
sup&ieur. 
With respect to the detail of le cycle ingenieur there is little published information. There 
is no work, such as that available for the Dainton courses, that enables detailed analysis 
of the managerial content. With respect to formation outside the arena of the Grandes 
Ecoles, France has a national levy system on companies which if they employ more than 
10 employers must spend 1.1% of their payroll on training. However post graduate 
management courses such as the MBA are not as popular as in the UK or America. 
However the tailor made, rather than the general management course, is booming business 
(Barsoux and Lawrence 1990.43). For example INSEAD, the international management 
school now devotes two-thirds of faculty time to short courses for in-service managers. 
Most of the leading grandes koles boast centres for management development. France 
also has commercial grandes koles similar in prestige to the engineering schools. 
Gt-, rmanv 
Although now unified the focus here is with formation of engineers as managers within 
the old Federal German Republic (West Germany). Again a multi-fier Ngher (post Arbitur 
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examination taken at 18/19 years) education system exists which in terms of engineering 
training splits professional engineering studies into Universitaten (universities) with 
engineering faculties, Technische Hochschulen or as Hutton and Lawrence (1981-139) 
point out they are now known, as Technische Universilat (Technical Universities) and the 
newer Geswnlhochschulen (comprehensive universities) (Hutton and Lawrence 1981.18). 
The qualification awarded is Diplom Ingenieur (Dip. Ing). Higher level technician 
training (ie the equivalent of the UK incorporated engineer and the French, fechniciens 
superieur) is carried out at the Fachhochschulen (engineering schools) with the award of 
the Ingenieur Graduiert (Ing. Grad). Both qualifications are awarded by the state and 
have been protected by Federal Law since 1967. The Dipl. Ing. course takes a minimum 
of 4.5 full time years with an average of 5.8 years, thus putting it on a par with the 
dipl6me dingMieur fi7om the French Grandes Fýcoles. It produces a fully qualified degree 
level engineer and again can be equated with the UK chartered engineer qualification. The 
Ing. Grad. qualification is 3 years full time and comparison can be drawn with the UK 
HND/C qualified engineer and the French fechnicien superieur. 
As Hutton and Lawrence (1981: 24) point out the development of the 
G -v esamthochschulen, grew out of desire to amalgamate varieties of further (ie post 16) 
and the higher (but sub-degree level) institutes. Into the single institution have gone many 
Fachhochschule which were themselves termed Ingenieur-Schulen until 1968. The change 
in title also saw a change in the method of entry to the Ing. Grad. These Institutes both 
with a Gesamthochschulen and independently have in fact grown similarly to the UK ex- 
polytechnics in that both sub-degree level (ie HND equivalent) and degree level 
qualifications are awarded. It is now possible to be awarded a Dip[ Ing. (FH) (Shaw 
1991). Entry is either directly with Arbitur or with a vocational apprenticeship. The 
vocational apprenticeship route takes 3 years to complete with part-time attendance at a 
technical college. A further year preparatory course is then required (Vorberellungslairs) 
at a special 'higher vocation college' before a Fachho1scInilen entry certificate is awarded. 
Thus these students are usually 2 years older than their Arbitur qualified colleagues. The 
Dij)L Ing (FH) takes a minimum of 4 years with the average being 5.5 years. Although 
the DipL Ing (FH) appears to be equivalent to a DipL Ing from a university there are 
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certain academic differences. Firstly the Dipt Ing (FH) does not allow the holder to study 
for a doctorate and by law they cannot become professors whom must have at least a 
DipL Ing. from a university. 
What is the management formation element of the German Dipl. Ing or Dipl. Ing (FH)? 
Steinmuller and Stiebler (199 1) outline a typical Dipl. Ing course at the TechniSchen 
Universitat Berlin (Technical University of Berlin - 1T)B). It is divided into two equal 
parts: 
The undergraduate Grundsiudium culminating in the Diplom- P orpritfiing. 
The Hauptstudium. 
Both parts are of a minimum of four semesters each (2 years) although the average taken 
is usually longer. There is then a period of practical experience in industry and a special 
topic. This takes a further two semesters bringing the DipL Ing to ten semesters in 
duration. Randlesome (in Handy et al, 1988-1125) indicate a similar division of time in the 
DipL Ing (FH). As indicated earlier the DipL Ing takes on average 12.6 semesters. 
Despite Steinmuller and Stiebler emphasising the integration of humanities and social 
sciences into the TUB in general it would appear that the culture of Technik holds strong 
with the DipL Ing courses aiming to produce "professional" engineers. Randlesome (in 
Handy et al 1988: 139) states that West German companies perceive the management task 
in strictly functional terms especially at the middle and lower levels. Therefore to be a 
useful production supervisor the individual would need to be firstly, a good production 
engineer. 
23.4 Summary 
That management / business education within the professional framework is increasingly 
significant in the formation of the engineer is undeniably evident from the forgoing review. 
A picture of the detailed content also begins to emerge. Nearly twenty years on, the 
original Finniston vision for an elite of business trained engineers has its reality through 
the Dainton courses and their numerous successors. New Engineering Council Standards 
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and Routes to Registration (SARTOR) exist for a system of registration in which the 
highest award is restricted for the technically / managerially trained engineers. 
Comparison with formation in France and Germany still reveals a longer academic 
formation period but also shows a blurring of the two tier approach that was a 
characteristic of the German system so favoured by Finniston. Indeed at face value the 
Ing Grad appears more similar to the HND/C than the lower tier of a degree level 
qualification emphasised by the CIEP. A similar spread of institutions awarding 
professional engineer qualifications is also evident, the French petit &oles, the German, 
Fachholschulen and the British, new universities, created from the polytechnics. The 
influence of UK engineering graduates attending these continental higher education is 
unquantified. The courses would however appear to be more technically oriented than 
their LJK equivalents, although this is against the normal stereotypical view. 
2.4 Management Formation outside the Professional Framework -The rise of 
Business Education and its effect on Engineers' Formation 
"Never again would a British Engineer command such a high esteem and 
affection: never again would the profession stand so high .... the public 
began to 
lose confidence in the engineer so that he began to lose confidence in himseýf" 
A reflection by the writer L. T. C. Rolt on the era that passed on the death of 
Robert Stephenson in 1859 (Rolt, 1957) 
The view of Rolt is not alone and several writers (Cottrell, 1976; Lawrence, 1978; 
Sword s-I sherwood, 1979; Critchley, 1988-259) have hypothesised that as the engineers 
stopped being leaders (and maybe managers too? ) and concerned themselves more with 
the technicalities of their profession that this decline was a certainty. Although in all 
probability an over-simplistic view of a complex and perceived decline it explains 
in some 
degree the rationale for management enhancement of technical formation and also the 
popularity of post-initial formation management courses amongst engineers. 
In overall timescales, the extended and enhanced engineering degree courses are a 
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relatively recent addition to the management formation of engineers. As Tom Berry of 
the Manchester Business SchooL quoted by Wilson (1992-59) in his history of that school, 
stresses: "that to expect a change in less than an generation ftom such innovations a. s the 
MBA is unrealistic ". 
Such lead times, it can be hypothesised, are also likely for the new engineering degree 
courses before the cause and effect can be measured. Therefore for the majority of 
engineers who have aspired to and achieved managerial positions in recent years many will 
have acquired their managerial skflls outside their professional framework either through 
formal academic business education, short courses, orjob experience. The same route can 
be and often is also followed by engineers from the new degree courses. Therefore an 
examination of management formation outside the professional framework allows the 
identification of other variables that may affect the managerial career progression of 
engineers. In order to examine the influence of management education it is first necessary 
to understand some of the key points in its history. 
However there is a caveat. Despite the popularity of management courses for engineers 
and the under-writing of management studies as an essential part of an engineer's 
formation by Finniston the area is not without its "doubters". These are aptly stated in a 
recent reply to a letter by the editor concerning the non-recognition by the IEE of the 
MBA as an approved qualification for membership records. 
" The IEE records only those qualifications which are formally recognised as 
being an accepted element of engineeringformation " 
IEE News 6/l/1994 
That times have moved on is recognised that the fact that the EEE now formally approves 
the MBA qualification for membership records. 
2.4.1 Early academic business education and the Diploma of Management Studies 
As Whitley, Thomas and Marceau (1981-209) conclude in their study of NfflAs, 
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management is alone amongst the major occupations in European economies that has 
never been "bureaucratized" (professionalised) in that career entry and promotional 
possibilities are tied exclusively to the possession of educational certificates, diplomas or 
degrees. Despite this in a country where professionalism has strong social underpinning 
business education has flourished in Britain. How this has come about provides insight 
into another aspect of the formation of engineers as managers. 
The major seeds for management development in the UK were set as long back as the 
1920s by a small group of 'management intellectuals' who according to Child (1969) 
became known as the British Management Movement (BMW with the shared belief that 
management was an 'art based on science" which had a distinct body of knowledge despite 
the contrary view being held that managers were 'born and not made' (Nichols, 
1969: 127). These BMM views found considerable support after the second world war 
especially when visits by study groups to the USA under the Marshall Aid scheme 
(Hutton, 1953) returned with glowing reports of US management and management 
education. 
According to several writers (Williams, 1971- 115-19; Thompson, 1965 - 206-7) the British 
government during this period was in an increasingly interventionist mode and this is 
linked by Whitley et al (1981) to two major developments in management education. 
First, the founding of the British Institute of Management (BIM) in 1947 and arguably 
more significantly the establishment of the Urwick Committee in 1946 by the then 
Ministry of Education (Wheatcroft, 1970-89). From this committee came the 
recommendations for a National Scheme of Management Studies to be run in technical 
and commercial colleges. Initially conceived as a two part course run part-time over five 
or more years it led to a Diploma of the BIM. It was revised in 196 1, when entry level 
was raised to a degree-level qualification and the now post-graduate course shortened to 
three years (part-time) with the award of a Diploma of Management Studies (DMS) by 
then newly formed Council for National Academic Awards (CNAA). However as Whitley 
et a] (1981.38) point out the course was less than popular with employers due to it being 
administered by the perceived unprestigious technical and commercial colleges. By 1964 
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numbers taking the course had dwindled to 564. This issue was not resolved until the 
establishment of management as a subject taught at university although in recent years the 
DMS and the associated Certificate of Management Studies have seen a revival of 
fortunes through courses running at many of the new universities and the Open University. 
2 4.2 Th e rise of th e Post- Gradu ate Bu sin ess Sch ool 
Until the founding of the Business schools, universities in the UK had made little 
contribution to management education (Mosson 1965. ) 1975). A start had been made 
during the 1950s when several universities started self-financing courses for practising 
managers. This was furthered through the efforts of the private Foundation for 
Management Education and the University Grants Committee in the early 1960's which 
together channefled funds for post graduate courses at thirteen institutions. These ad-hoc 
approaches were the prelude to the mushrooming of university based management 
education in the UK which stemmed from two influential reports. 
1962 saw the publication of the Robbins Report (Robbins 1963) which with the National 
Economic Development Council (NEDC) recommended the foundation of two business 
schools. The Franks Report (Franks, 1963) for the BfM arbitrated on the ensuing debate 
sparked off by the Robbins Report. The most pronounced being that of the "Savoy 
Group" set up by two directors of GKN and Lord Nelson of GEC which advocated the 
setting up a centre for functional management training operated by indust[y. As Wilson 
( 199 1.11) argues this was indicative of British industry's orientation for a professional and 
rigorous approach to management education which had the potential to exclude the 
universities from arena. 
However the Franks report confirmed the main findings of the Robbins report to set up 
post-graduate business schools, those of the Manchester Business School (MBS) and the 
London Business School (LBS). The existing Business Schools were to turn out 2,000 
MBAs (or their equivalent) a year of which the new London and Manchester schools 
would each turn out 200 (Franks, 1963- para 38). It is from these two schools that 
sprang the two strands for the formation and development of managers- the post 
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experience short courses for middle and senior management and the Bfitish MBA (classed 
as post-graduate and occasionally post experience ). The later courses have been strongly 
influenced by American practice. Initiafly styled an M. Sc. at the LBS and an MBA at the 
MIBS the courses were of two years duration compared to their Amefican counterparts 
of one year. 
Whitley et al (1981-51) in their study of MBAs in the UK and at INSEAD in France 
describe the philosophy of the early curriculum at both the X11BS and LBS. At MBS 
which from its inception to 1980 changed little, the first term of year one started with 
'background' subjects in area such as accounting, finance, law, psychology, sociology, 
organisational behaviour and quantitative methods to bring everybody to a basic level of 
understanding of business functions and management disciplines. The next two terms 
dealt with decision making, resource allocation and policy making. The main activity of 
the second year was project work in areas such as operations management, industrial 
relations, entrepreneurship and international business. In addition a small number of 
optional courses were taken, the most popular being those connected with marketing and 
finance. 
Contrastingly the LBS course has undergone a marked change. Its early curriculum was 
biased to quantitative and economic studies with little time being devoted to the 
behavioural studies that characterised the MBS course, Again according to Whitley et al 
(1981- 52) there was a pre-occupation with mathematics arising from the Principal's belief 
that mathematics was as much a part of a managers education as Latin had been that of 
a gentleman's (Aris 1965). Although revised in 1970 more fundamental changes were 
made in 1974 after the resignation of the first principal in 1972. This resulted in the 
quantitative element of the first year being much reduced with more attention being given 
to 'management' subjects such as marketing and finance. The second year was also made 
, elective 1) . 
Both the courses in their own way provided the sort of curriculum that they believed was 
appropriate for the young professional manager who would one day move into a position 
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of high responsibility. This ultimate aim is apparent through the use of courses on 
corporate strategy, business policy, mergers and policy formation. However the new 
schools and in particular their flagship MBA degrees were soon under attack. As 
Partridge (1970) claimed "there is a wide guff between what the British business schools 
want to do and what industty thinks the ought to do Y 
The Owen Report (1970) of the BIM was more direct in its attack. It claimed that 
industry did not want: 
". -- 
business graaýiates to be trained in the skill of directing strategy ..... since this 
skill is unlikely to be neededfor some years. Nor .... graduates who are arrogant, 
who regard themselves as elite ...... the 'I am trained to 
be a Managing Director' 
syndrome " 
In many respects this attack stifl continues albeit now aimed at the more numerous group 
of I-Egher Education institutions providing MBAs for instance- 
"MBA: Still a password to the top? " 
Sunday Telegraph 13/l/1991 
"A degree of uncertainty. Chic in the 80s, MBA glamour has quicklyfaded in 
the harsh climate of the 90s. " 
Management Today June 1991 
Who attends? 
However the courses for varying reasons continue to attract applicants and are particularly 
attractive to engineers. Engineers are 'drawn' by advertisements in their journals such as- 
"Engineers manage better with an MBA 
(Electrical Review - 1985). 
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Whitley et a] (1981 - 97,143) in their 1976-78 study of the LB S and MB S draw attention 
to the fact the of the first degree subjects taken by the LBS and MBS alumni over 50% 
were in the areas of science . engineering and technology. 
In fact this is also the largest 
group entering the Business Schools with previous work experience of one year or more 
in 1976-78 (58% of the total). Indeed of this total over three quarters were engineers and 
scientists who had worked in production management. Although this bias to engineers 
is partly due to the large number of male graduates who qualify in this area the claim is 
made by Whitley et al (1981-98) that the high percentage is due to engineers, particularly 
in the field of production management trying to escape limited career prospects by moving 
into marketing or general management. 
However with the MBAs at MBS and LBS being two years full time courses the numbers 
graduating (eg 51,25% of the Franks target in 1979/80 at NMS - Wilson, 1992: 50) was 
unlikely to effect the majority route for business formation outside the professional 
ftarnework, ie job experience. 
External Criticism 
The overall picture was little different. In a critical Hobart Paper for the Institute of 
Economic Affairs, Griffiths and Murray (1985) described progress to date as having 
hardly lived up to expectation. Their figures for 20 years on from the Franks Report 
recorded there were 28 business schools (or departments) of management in British 
universities. The total number of British students engaged in full-time postgraduate 
business / management studies had increased from about 1,355 in 1972/73 to about 1,530 
in 1982/83 (Griffiths and Murray 1985.13-14). However the numbers graduating was 
considerably lower due to the existence of 2 year courses and the inclusion of research 
degrees such as M. Phil. or Ph. D. By the 1980s the emergence of the part-time MBAs 
and the flourishing of post-experience courses was to significantly change this picture. 
Thus at the time of Finniston formal post-graduate management formation for engineers 
was of minority interest but growing. Aimed at producing general rather than functional 
managers the courses had expenenced critical exposure (a phenomena that was to 
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remain). As Whitley et al (1981-56) found for those engineers with the qualification, the 
MBA was seen more as a means of changing career direction than preparing them for 
managing engineering orientated functions such as production, design and maintenance. 
As Morris (1977: 134) quoted in Wilson (1992) succinctly states- 
"I see business schools as small craft sailing down a narrow coastal channel 
between the &y sands of stagnation and the rough seas of a major 
breakthrough. " 
2 4.3 The rise qfpart-time MBAs 
Finniston (1980: 16) stressed the difference between inital formation and continuing 
formation, arguably the first within the professional framework and the second outside it 
respectively. Specifically, aspects of expertise it was suggested an engineer 'may' wish 
to develop were managerial skills in financial control, marketing or industrial relations. 
It was acknowledged that 'on the job' formation was and is limited by the expertise and 
scope within a company. Formal post-experience included taught Masters courses either 
full-time or part-time and whilst MBAs remained ftill-time they could only attract a 
minority of engineers or others willing to give up their current employment for one or two 
years. 
Coincidently, at the same time as Finniston the Business Schools were looking to increase 
their student numbers. Wilson (1992: 53) describes how in the 1970s the NIBS had 
experimented with part-time degrees as a means of moving towards the Franks target of 
200 registered students. The inital foray had only a limited success recruiting no more than 
a handful of students. However under the influence of the School's Director, Professor 
Tom Lupton, stronger links were forged with local industry to promote either a part-time 
diploma or Masters course and in 1989/90 there were 67 intakes. 
The success of part-time MBAs is echoed by the official publication of the Association of 
NIBA's. Figures quoted in Paliwoda (1990) for 1990 showed 4,5 11 people studying either 
part-time or full-time in 64 graduate business schools. An interesting twist of statistics 
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claimed by Paliwoda (1990- 77) being that in 1983 all but 24% of students were studying 
full-time but by 1989 all but 23% were studying part-time either by an attendance mode 
or through distance learning. 
2 4.4 Short post experien ce courses 
The rise of short post experience courses particularly those in the management / business 
arena has been dramatic in the last 25 years. The range of these courses is wide and 
encompass residential courses of up to two weeks duration at one extreme to short 
presentations by the latest management guru at the other, Even before the entrance of 
universities to the market in the 1960s the UK had two private colleges at Henley and 
Ashridge specialising in this market together with numerous in-house company centres 
such as the British Railways Staff Colleges at Woking and The Grove, Watford. 
Although the influence of these courses is unchartered, their content has changed 
significantly. The diverse nature of the subject areas of the courses are such that a 
complete overview is impracticable but as Wilson (1992.82) states the significant change 
has been the swing away during the last 25 years from courses with the aim of producing 
General Managers to those which focus on actual problems faced by managers in the 
workplace. 
2 4.5 Summary 
The formation of engineers as managers outside their professional framework continues 
to be a powerful influence and forms a significant part of the framework of drivers on 
career progression. Although the review identifies a trend to the inclusion of management 
/ business studies both within initial and continuing professional formation a significant 
area still lies outside this professional framework. This vAH continue to be the case not 
only to satisfy the managerial needs of other professions but also as linking pathways for 
those engineers who do not attend the four year 'management' extended engineering 
degrees. Notwithstanding these positions the belief still persists that an undergraduate 
course may not be the most appropriate place for management training. 
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2.5 The Prescriptive Model of Formation - Best Practice? 
So far a descriptive view of the formation of engineers as managers as portrayed in 
published literature has been examined. But before examining the case for known links 
between education and career progress a perscriptive perspective is taken to assist with 
the final analysis before formation of a conceptual model. The debate on engineering 
formation, sometimes with but often without, empirical foundation is rich with prescribed 
best practices regarding how an engineer as manager should be educated and trained. 
Indeed despite the research that supported the CEEP one can only wonder to just which 
set of empirical facts it had referred when it recommended the dividing up of the elite 
group of engineers (Finniston, 1980: 96), who would combine technical capabilities with 
the personal potential for leading others both in the development of advanced technology 
and the management of engineering operations. 
Although arguably a now dated view, Alistair Mant (1977-100) takes the opposite 
viewpoint by implying that the rise of management education in this country has been 
accompanied by a corresponding decline in our industrial performance. This neatly 
illustrates that most of the perscriptive views are very much based on personal experience 
which can be notoriously unstructured. As the aim is to identify a conceptual framework 
anecdotal prescription has been avoided with the review concentrating on 'prescription' 
based on detailed analysis. 
Intrinsically, prescriptive best practice can be categorised into what should be included, 
when it should be included and by whom and even where (ie 'on or off the job'). The 
following views outline management formation specifically for engineers. That for 
managers in general having been analysed in chapter I where the discussion centred on 
whether or not there is an engineering dimension to management in certain industry 
sectors. It is of note that all of the studies do not provide recommendations eg the large 
comparative survey of production managers in Britain and Germany by Hutton and 
Lawrence (1978) of which the interim report was presented the CIEP makes no 
recommendations as it is a statement of present practice and therefore unprescriptive. 
Consequently, the views presented naturally slant to that of the major studies into 
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engineers as managers which also prescribe suggested ways forward. A balance has been 
attempted with the inclusion of smaller studies although it is probable that it is the larger 
more publicised studies that are the most influencial. Mso examined is the extensive 
source of perscription for engineering management education, that formed by the subject 
matter of engineering management as contained in textbooks. 
2.5.1 Bestpractice managententJonnation for engineers - The Helicopter View 
What should be taught? 
Gerstl and Hutton (1966: 169) probably formulated the earliest structured perscriptive 
view of management education of engineers arising from their study of approximately 
1,000 Chartered Mechanical Engineers. They advocated a broadening of the engineering 
degree course with more time being given to communication, both written and through 
drawings. They also felt that as much as a third of the course should be devoted to 
English, writing, foreign languages, industrial administration, economics and social 
science. When compared with the length of continental engineers' formation the UK was 
found to lag behind and longer courses were also advocated as a means of incorporating 
the extra curriculum. The Gerstl and Hutton views were also similar to those of the early 
1960s by the British Association (1961) in their report "The Complete Scientist. " 
The effect of these prescriptions (both based on major surveys) either directly or indirectly 
on the management content of engineer's formation is impossible to ascertain with any 
degree of certainty. Blears and Bonwitt (1984.2) in their study of 20 early Dainton 
courses and their offshoots indicate that Engineering Professors' Conference had through 
the 1970s advocated longer degree courses based on the continental model. In its 
evidence to the CIEP it proposed the two-tier formation structure with the major theme 
being the need to develop a sense of 'market awareness I in the engineering graduate. The 
influence of these inital perscriptive views are perhaps significant in explaining the 
existence of the management enhanced Dainton courses which were already up and 
running weH before the CIEP made "management enrichment" fashionable. However as 
Blears and Bonwitt (19843) state the need for management enrichment was not 
universally accepted, possibly because the Dainton courses in which so much of the best 
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practice was embodied, appeared to have been hastily conceived, The alternative concept, 
the technology enriched degree course developed as a result. 
The CfEP was arguably the watershed in the formalising and probably more importantly 
communicating best practice. The status of the CEEP was a governmental department 
advisory committee and the sheer scale of its research inquiry makes its findings 
(perscriptions) much more authoritative than any individual survey. Indeed Blears and 
Bonwitt (1984: 2) claim the direct catalyst for the setting up of the CIEP, the University- 
Industry Relations report of the House of Commons Select Comnuttee on Science and 
Technology also led to the Dainton Initiative. Unfortunately not named in their report it 
would appear to be the consultative document "Industry, Education and Management"' 
(Jordan 1992: 92) by the Department of Industry. This report which argued that not 
enough of our top managers had technical backgrounds is a critical link between the 
Finniston and Dainton Initiatives. Several major surveys were used in written evidence 
by the CIEP and the best practice views would undoubtably have been of influence. It is 
useful to detail these to provide a consensus of the Finniston view of best practice 
management formation for engineers. 
The most comprehensive review of engineers' education that of the British Association 
(British Association for the Advancement of Science, 1977 & 1977b) was published 
shortly after the formal setting up of the CEIP in 1977. At one time proposed as an 
alternative to the formal inquiry it was rather overtaken by events (Jordan 1992-8 1). It 
reported to Sir Montague Finniston who at the time was Chairman of the British 
Association Co-ordinating Group. Interestingly, in its comprehensive review of the 
education of engineers, the report made no specific recommendations with regard to the 
content of management training of engineers. However it did provide evidence that the 
entrance to engineering degrees was such that there was a too small number of able high- 
scoring A level students when compared with a long tail of low-scoring candidates 
(British Association for the Advancement of Science, 1977.23). As Jordan suggests 
(1992: 91) this was to lead many observers to believe that a two tier degree course xvas 
necessary. 
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Of the other surveys at the time one of the most formally structured perscnptive view on 
management training for engineers is that of Faulkner and Weame (1979). Indeednot 
only did Wearne give written evidence to the CEEP (Finniston', 1980.177) but he also 
lobbied nationally for engineers' status with articles such as 'Tngineenng- Are the 
Professional Institutions Really up to the Job" (Times 18/7/1975). The views, based on 
a survey of 404 UK chartered engineers of all disciplines is significant because of its 
coincidence with the work of the CIEP. The prescriptive outlook was intended to shape 
the design of engineering degree courses of the future, based on 'market research' of past 
customers. Of interest was the paradox of 'when and how much' which always seems to 
pervade perscriptive views of management content. For example what is the optimum 
ratio of management: technical content of engineering degree courses. It can be argued 
that as certain managerial tasks are not encountered until later in a career (indeed if at all) 
and that the knowledge acquired may become dated, certain aspects can be easily left out. 
On the other hand as Faulkner and Weame (1979: 39) claim: 
"What is not studied as a student may never be learnt at all or not learnt at all 
thoroughly. " 
As Higgins (1982) indicates in his review of university management provision for 
engineers this is what the Dainton courses, in particular those at Cambridge and Imperial 
aim to provide by giving: 
-'enough insight into (these) subjects to enable them (the students) to apply their 
engineering with understanding and to learnftom experience ". 
However although the paradox was raised the identification of an optimum was to require 
additional research (Faulkner and Weame 1979-42) and this was not forthcoming. 
Faulkner and Weame (1979) indicate that certain subjects should be included for their 
ability to educate the engineer as a citizen eg economics and that others, including 
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management can provide the disciplined basis for learning more rapidly in the future. In 
particular the use of communications and human relations skills were stressed together 
with project management and psychology. Also reflective of the period during which the 
survey was carried out was the inclusion of Health and Safety legislation. Perhaps, 
however, the most profound conclusion was whether or not the engineer was going to 
become a 'real manager' and that they preparation should therefore enable them to cope 
with things "managerial" otherwise they would cease to take part in decisions. 
The same questionnaire as used for the UK study was also used to collect data from 
samples in Australia, Canada (British Columbia), Japan, the Netherlands and Norway 
between 1979 and 1984. In updating the results of the study, Faulkner et al (1984) 
claimed remarkably similar managerial needs across countries. Indeed a slant to the "soft" 
management subjects such as human relations from accountancy and marketing skills was 
found (Faulkner et al 1984: 1 ). Of the differences, perhaps not surprisingly, Japan 
showed the greatest divergence. Wearne et al (1984) acknowledged that in many respects 
the differences were due to the relative importance of the different managerial skills, rather 
than the skills themselves. This view is supported by Storey, Edwards and Sission (1997) 
in their comparative study of British and Japanese 'managers in the making'. 
By Whom? 
Bolton and Spanyol (1984) provide an example of the smaller type of detailed study that 
appeared after the publication of the Finniston Report and attempted to prescribe for this 
question. It focused on the place of innovative and commercial studies in engineering 
education in the UK. The survey used involved 144 departments of engineering and 
included the enhanced (Dainton) courses. The survey was in two parts. the first was 
background information to the courses whilst the second attempted a descriptive view 
programmes within the degree course that would: 
"Teach the student to understand the various constraints of cost, time, market 
and human considerations under which engineering is actually, carried and the 
compromises widjudgements requlredftom itspractitioners. " 
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14 enhanced courses were identified in the sample with an annual intake of 3 11 students. 
The major recommendation made was that the engineering teacher needs to be gi,, -en the 
Opportunity to see and understand the professional context In which engineers practice. 
Also recommended was that a move be made away from the teacher being the single 
source of information to acting more in the role of facilitator. 
2 5.2 Best Practice Management Formation for Engineers - The World of Textbooks 
Engineering Management as a subject is naturally concerned, ýNith the detail of what should 
be taught. As a sub-division of management, it is similar to the inclusion of marketing or 
accountancy. However unlike these later sub ects in which often the detail techniques are j 
also transmitted, engineenng management is often at the 'higher' level where the focus 
is on the management aspects or activities eg planning, organising and controlling rather 
than the technicalities. Knowledge of the later being either assumed or possibly even 
ignored. 
As Barsoux and Lawrence (1990b. -5) observe management is a continuum, it is not an 
activity confined only to senior managers. This view will become more obvious as 
organisations delayer. The continuum is reflected in the materials presented in textbooks. 
Of interest is the appearance of composite textbooks for 'Engineering Management' (eg 
O'Connor, 1994; Lanigan, 1992). These bring together the fragmented parts such as 
production, design and project management into a related composite subject. The 
continuum aspect is stressed emphasising the need for management skills at all stages of 
an engineers career ie: 
"Engineers perform two prime roles in mostjobs: they must be professionals and 
they must be managers. There is seldom a sharp division ..... .. 
(From O'Connor 1994-36) 
This is a significant milestone which provides visible evidence that engineering 
management as a subject is beginning to exert itself along side traditional management 
sub . ects such as marketing and finance. J 
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2.6 Successful? - The Links between Formation and Employment 
The first parts of the chapter have been concerned with descriptive and prescriptive view 
of the formation of engineers as managers. This serves two purposes- first the 
establishment of educational behaviours that wil-I act as signposts for the research direction 
and second, a comparison of the actual (as recorded) view of formation against a 
prescriptive model. In this final part the aim is towards a conceptual model, supported 
by empirical data of the casual links between formation, employment and career 
progression. Employment in this context being taken to have a meaning covering a vast 
array of activities and identified by key parameters such as sector, type of work and 
occupation (Dolton and Makepeace 1992: 102) together with position and salary. The 
links identified are those where the main focus is with the formation aspects, nearly 
exclusively educational and the graduate engineer as a manager. The links to engineers 
as managers are examined from three standpoints. These being the group- 
0 as part of the larger group of graduates of all disc1plines. 
0 as management post-graduates. 
0 as engineering graduates. 
The focus on management employment and its relation to key influences of which 
education is but one is explored further in chapter 3 during the operationalisation of the 
model during drafting of the questionnaire. 
2 6.1 Graduates in general 
As the core personalities of this research are graduate engineers, a natural starting point 
is with the links that are known between graduation and employment. Although for the 
purposes of the review 'graduate' has been taken at its widest defirution in practice most 
research has been targeted at graduates fi-om the 'old' universities. Although statistics are 
available for the 'new' universities, the first destination of UK university graduates is 
comprehensively covered by the University Statistical Record, Volume 2 (1981- 1994) 
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which has been published annuafly under various titles since 1962. A similar publication, 
First Destination of Polytechnic Students (1986 -to date) also exists for polytechnics 
(CNAA) graduates. Both contain empirical data from which analysis is necessarý- before 
any broad links are apparent. Figures 2.3,2.4 and 2.5 fllustrate the key trends with 
respect to university engineering graduates and their career destinations since 1980. Of 
interest is the dramatic decline in numbers when compared to the graduate population as 
a whole, the fall being totally reflected in the decline of male engineering graduates. The 
first destination information shows that input into engineering orientated occupations is 
reflected by the total size of the UK employment pool whereas management (which 
includes finance) is fairly constant over the period. 
ParadoxicaRy, the further one moves away fi-om a specific graduation date where arguably 
the links between formation and employment are more revealing the more difficult it 
becomes to obtain data as tracing the individuals concerned becomes more difficult. One 
of the largest surveys undertaken in recent years was that reported by Kesall et al ( 1970) 
entitled "Six Years After" which targeted graduates between October 1959 and 
September 1960, six years on after graduation. Predominantly a sociological study 
(Kelsall et al 1972) it does however provide interesting clues to the links that exist 
between a technological education and subsequent career path. 
The survey sample of 10,548 graduates was adjusted to bring the ratios of men to women 
in line with the total graduations in that year derived from the University Grants 
Conunittee data for 1960. Of the adjusted group., 22% of men but only I% of women had 
honours degrees in technology (A definition which at the time included metallurgy, 
textiles, agriculture and forestry alongside conventional engineering courses). As the 
survey group pre-dates the existence of polytechnics all the graduates were ftom 
universities. 
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Two perspectives were taken, that of employment sector in which the graduates had 
worked and that of the type of work performed (Kelsall et al 1970: 33). The main initial 
sectors entered were education 41%, industry 26% and public administration 12%. Initial 
type of work was predominated by professions (although no definition was given) at 44"o, 
with research being second at 26%. Not surprisingly management was not a significant 
percentage as a choice of initial destination. However as is usually the case overall 
percentages conceal important differences within the graduate body. Analysis by gender 
showed that of the two highest sectors of education and industry men were as likely to 
enter either (33% respectively) whereas for women, education overwhelmingly 
predominated (61 % to 18%). Analysis by degree subject showed a high tendency of those 
with technological degrees to enter industry (57%). 
Six years on and certain differences had become apparent. Only 44% of the graduate 
women were still working full time and the 'six years on' analysis was confined to men. 
The number with technological degrees in industry had fallen to 50%. Although not 
confined only to the industry group, of those with a technology degree the majority (45%) 
were working in research. The professions claimed 23% with production and 
management recording only 11% and 6% respectively. 
There have been two further similar studies of graduates after six to seven years in the 
labour market, that of the 1970 graduates detailed by Williamson (198 1) and that of 1980 
graduates reported by Dolton et al (1992 & 1990). The 1986 survey is the widest to date 
including diplomates of colleges of higher and further education within its survey group 
of approximately 10,000. It also looked at other influences such as parental 
background 
and pre-higher educational qualifications. The study contains data on a small sub-sample 
of engineering graduates (le 20% of the male and 2% of the female respondents, in total 
approximately 900 who studied engineering and technology). Of the published 
findings 
to date none have yet focused exclusively on this group. 
Despite this some conclusions can be reached. For example the findings on career 
mobility (Dolton and Makepeace 1992-38) which start from initial occupation eg engineer 
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(NB- engineering graduates make up the majority ) show 78% of males and 64% of 
females stating their occupation as engineers, 6 years on. Of interest is that 10% claim 
to be in management/sales and this is the largest transition of the group. The cut-over 
- criteria however is not revealed and it is therefore difficult to ascertain just when an 
engineer is no longer an engineer but a manager. Also the use of management as an 
occupation and as a type of work can present a certain amount of conflicting evidence. 
There is no sub-division of the management job so that functional areas such as 
production management are not revealed nor is there any comparative analysis of salary 
data. 
Thus in summary where graduate engineers have been portrayed as part of the larger 
graduate pool initial entry to management can be observed. This n-ugration into 
management continues to be observed but there is little comparative data with respect to 
type of management job, hierarchical position or salary. 
2 6.2 Management education and career progression 
The two main theories or viewpoints that are currently held are-. 
0 the possibly uniquely British view that managers are born, not made, with Its 
obvious conclusion that education is not linked to either career progression or 
company performance. 
0 That supported by Franks (1963), Handy et al (1988) that better educated 
managers would naturally be linked to improved econonUc performance a view 
reinforced by Kempner (1983) in a comparative study of the USA, Germany, 
France, Japan and Britain. 
As already outlined the latter view encompasses a diversity of beliefs such as whether the 
education is best provided by industry (Savoy group), by academia, or through post 
graduate or post experience courses. What should management education include and is 
there a need for initial management education (Handy et al 1998) or should it come later? 
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Notwithstanding these the major issue appears to be whether there is empirical support 
for the links between management education, career progression and tentatively company 
performance. Most studies have focused their attention on the flagship of the 
management education portfolio, the MBA courses. There are several studies which have 
investigated the link between these courses and career progression, such as Whitley et al 
(1981-156), Asher (1984 - as quoted in Wilson 1992). Both Whitley and Asher noted 
the concentration of the MBA graduates at the 'soft' end of industry ie marketing and the 
financial services. The 'switching function' of those MBAs with engineering qualifications 
who previously worked at the hard end of industry in production and R&D, was noted by 
Whitley et al. However Berry (1984: 15) who studied the first 300 graduates of the MBS 
commented that the MBA programme probably has a ten to twenty-five year horizon. 
Table 2.4 portrays his conclusion in that 91% of the graduates pre-1972 had reached 
senior or board level whilst those from later years were progressing up the ladder. The 
work also reveals contradictory views to that of Whitley and Asher in that consistently 
25% of graduates entered the 'hard' end of industry with only 5-7% going into 
consultancy. This could of course be just a reflection of the types of student entering the 
MBS programme and whether there is any difference between the length of pre-industry 
experience before enrolling on the course. 
This forms part of the wider issue of the influence of pre-selection which is evident at 
many stages in the educational system. The key stage with relevance to the study of 
engineers as managers are those educational criteria that are used by employers in their 
selection for initial placement. For example which graduates from which educational 
background enter which industry is clearly influenced by recruiters. For graduate 
engineers the educational background of their fellow engineers together with others such 
as accountancy graduates is an influence that will effect career progression, Put simply 
just who are the internal competition for the functional as well as general management 
jobs? 
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POSITION 
ACHIEVED 
6-10 
YEARS SINCE GRADUATION 
NN 
BOARD 43 28 24 3 
SENIOR 48 47 43 39 
MIDDLE 6 11 25 51 
OTHER 311 14 8 7 
TOTAL 100 100 100 100 
REPRODUCEDFROK THE MANCHESTER EXPERIMENT -A history of the Manchester Business Schoo4 1965 - 1990 
WILSON, JOHN F 0992) 
SOURCE: BERRY, A. J, (1984), SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR SENIOR MANAGERS 
Table 2.4 Job Levels achieved by MBS MBA Graduates 
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This is in many ways is the choice of the recruiter. A major study of these facets of 
employers' behaviour, perception and judgements of the higher education wstem ýý-as 
carried out by Roizen and Jepson (1985). Although the work primarily focused on 
employer's influence on career progression there were interesting beliefs that ýý ere held 
by employers. For example there was an apparent lack of concern over what is taught in 
degree courses, presumably based on the belief that it is not related to future job 
performance. The length of the course also seemed unimportant although the enhanced 
engineering degrees could be an exception to this rule (RoIZen and Jepsen 1985-154). The 
findings into these external influences and their relationship with the internal influence of 
formation are explored further in Chapter 3. 
2 6.3 Engineers' education and career progression 
Unlike the Business School courses for which both groups of theorists have been equally 
anxious to either prove their own theories or disprove those of the opposite faction 
engineering departments or faculties have not experienced the same forces to justify their 
existence. Consequently, although theories abound linking engineering education to an 
engineer's career progression there is little formal empirical support. As indicated in the 
introductory chapter the position with respect to any focused study on the management 
/ business content of engineering courses is even more scant. 
Most of the recent work carried out has been primarily for the purpose of providing 
feedback for higher educational institutions and both Faulkner and Weame ( 19 79) and the 
Goals of Engineering Education Project (Beuret and Rule 1984) fall into this category. 
Both studies were concerned with asking the 'customers' what their ideal engineering 
course would have been. As such they relied on perceptions and cannot be used to 
positively identify specific links. 
A headline in the Financial Times (4/1/1995) showed that maybe the old vie" that 
engineers do not get to the top was wrong after all. 
-A boarckoom myth exploded - Engineers have as much chance of reaching the 
top as anyone else " 
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The background was findings from research by Barry, Bosworth and Wilson (1997) into 
who heads UK companies and which groups of Chief Executive Officers (CEO) actuafl-ý, ý 
head the more successful ones. The main findings were that although engineers head up 
nearly 30% of the companies studied it was the accountants (at a minority of 8% of the 
CEO population) which were the most successful followed by the arts graduates. Those 
with an engineering background trailed in at third position. That engineers were so 
unsuccessful compared to their colleagues is of interest to this study. Leaving aside the 
definitions of 'success', McLellan (1996) commenting on the research summansed the 
reasons to be: 
"(1here) arefundamental questions about which educational backgroundprovides 
the best preparationfor running a manufacturing company. The findings seem 
to indicate that the majority of engineers and scientists are temperamentally 
unsuited to heading up a company. " 
This conclusion is based on a sample of 130 first year undergraduates at Manchester 
(Barry 
, Bosworth and Wilson, 
1997: 66) of which 47 were taking history and 83 were 
studying mechanical or aerospace engineering. The conclusion drawn, against cnteria of 
what makes a 'good' CEO (rather than 'just' a CEO), is that the students selected for 
engineering degrees at Manchester already score low on the 'personality' and 'people' 
attributes that potentially lead to being a successful CEO whereas the history graduates 
score highly. 
This is an important conclusion because although those who are today heading British 
companies are not as 'successful' as their colleagues from other disciplines it appears as 
if their replacements will be no different. However it is not known if the sample of 
engineering courses in the Barry, Bosworth, Wilson study included any Dainton course 
undergraduates although the conclusion made is that. 
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"engineering inaWstry's leachng initiative 10 improve the management skills of itý 
engineers, the Dainton Enhanced Engineering courses, JsjundwnentalýVflalfed 
Selectionfor Dainton is based on A -level results alone, which 'Viggest that those 
being selected are ýwre engineers', not those with management potential 
McLellan (1996: 65) 
Keenan and Newton (1986) with a 798 engineering student study and Keenan (1994), 
with a 2,168 student and 220 graduates study, point to the differences between 
conventional engineering students and Dainton students and graduates. At near 
graduation in the initial study 80% of conventional students claimed that they preferred 
jobs which did not involve "working with people" (supervising a team of white collar 
workers). In the study that compares Dainton graduates with conventional students 
Keenan actually found that the Dainton students were strongly management (ie people) 
orientated rather than technical. This orientation being evident on selection to the course 
(whether this is self selection or selection by course tutor was not known) and the 
orientation was reinforced throughout the time of study and into employment. 
To summmise in the past engineering education has been, despite the myth, a route to the 
top. Also opposite to the conclusions by Barry, Bosworth and Wilson (1997) Dainton 
course engineers may now be passing along the route whom are both 'born' and 'taught' 
managers. 
2.7 Conclusion 
The detailed review explores the issues and attempts to identify key areas in which 
formation influences may impact on the career progression of professional engineers in 
general and those of the Dainton graduate group specifically. The following broad 
conclusions can be drawn which have been taken into consideration in Chapter 3 durim-, 
the development and operationalisation of a model of career progression attempting to 
identify specific links and influences- 
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0 The conceptual framework will need to take account of managerial formatIon both 
within and outside the engineers" professional framework. Timing of the inclusion 
of management and business studies could be of similar significance to that of the 
detail (both prescriptive and actual) of what is taught. The effect of whether the 
studies are included within the degree course, outside it or a mix of the two 
methods also needs to be taken into account. 
0 Detail of the management / business subjects taught follows that of current 
management / business curriculum. There is however a tendency to study 
technological management in addition to the mainstream management topics. 
Although a recent development its effect will require quantification as an impact 
on the 'engineering dimension' of management. 
0 Pre-selection at the various stages of formation may significantly influence career 
progression. 
0 Established links between education and career progression have been at a higher 
level than Individual sub-groups of graduates such as engineers. There is little 
focused research on engineering graduates as managers both generally and of the 
Dainton group in particular. Little appears to have been published of the 
influences outside the academic sphere that may also have affected the actual 
career progression achieved. 
0 Background detailed syllabus data and structure for Dainton courses and their 
present day equivalents are mainly unpublished. 
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CHAPTER3 
Research Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter sets out the over" approach to the research design and methodology. The 
first section examines the research paradigm employed that underpins the methodology, 
with the remaining sections being concerned with the following- 
0 Why certain data were collected - the development of theories and hypotheses. 
0 What data were collected - operationalisation of the concepts identified in the 
literature review. 
0 From whom was the data collected - samples and sampling techniques. 
How was the data collected - postal questionnaire. 
How it was planned to be analysed. 
3.2 Research Design 
Both research paradigms of positivistic and phenomenological (Hussey and Hussey, 1997) 
which are in reality at either end of the paradigm continuum were considered for the 
research. Although the traditional approach would point to a positivistic model it was 
only chosen after careful consideration. The phenomenological approach was considered 
initially as it was considered to reveal 'richer' data on the engineers' careers. However 
it was soon to be found not to be practical. This was due to the fact that the access to the 
groups under study could only be made through Alumni databases which for legal reasons 
were not empowered to release their data to a third party. As no direct contact was 
possible with the groups this ruled out interviews and other phenomenological techniques. 
Thus a positivisitic paradigm was finally chosen as the only practical means of obtaining 
data in the first instance. Although a phenomenological approach could then ha-,, 'e been 
taken once contact was made this was not really a practical option due to limited 
resources available to the researcher. The final research design therefore took into 
account two limitations that the chosen positivistic approach could imply 
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0 There was a slight risk that the highly structured research design of the positivistic 
approach would impose certain constraints on the results and rruiss or ignore more r- 
relevant and interesting findings. 
The capturing of complex phenomena such as aspects of peoples' careers and the 
influences on them in single variables could be misleading. 
The first item was overcome by allowing a degree of 'free format' in the questionnaire so 
as to capture views 'missed' in the structured format. With respect to the second item 
a multi - faceted approach to the variables used to describe the key areas was taken. For 
example managerial position was described through five variables. Finally, an 
ethnographical study of documentary evidence was used to supplement the main 
questionnaire. 
The research methodologies considered for the data collection were as follows- 
0 'Face to Face'. 
a Telephone. 
0 Questionnaire. 
Again for confidentiality and practical limitations a postal analytical questionnaire was 
chosen using sample groups from the Dainton courses and Control group courses and 
conducted through the medium of the post. This was also the most cost effective way of 
targeting the maximum possible number of engineers. As originally concelved the postal 
questionnaire could have been supplemented by follow up 'telephone' interviews. 
However in view of the response rate (average 32%) this was not considered necessarN,. 
3.3 Theory, Hypotheses and Models 
It is believed that Dainton engineers are more likely to be working as managers than their 
conventionally educated colleagues. The underlying research model of their career 
progression is shown in Figure 3.1 and in detail the hypotheses are as 
fblloxsý 
3-2 
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When compared to conventional engineering graduates, Dainton engineers were more 
likely: 
Education 
To have had significant management formation during their first degree course. 
To have a higher mean A level score. 
To have undertaken more higher education in particular MBA courses. 
To have experienced more 'on-the-job' training and development. 
To have had training that was 'managefiafly' orientated. 
Present Career Position and Professional Status 
To be found working in the non-manufacturing sectors of the economy. 
To be found working for smaller organisations. 
To have achieved higher managerial positions. 
To work in 'managerial functions' such as general management, finance, sales 
marketing rather than production / operations. 
0 To have a job that is classed as 'management' rather than 'technical' 
To have a higher median salary. 
To have higher migration rates into other professions such as accountancy. 
Career Progression 
0 To have more career experiences as measured by mobility between functions, jobs 
companies and industrial sectors. 
0 To have been on 'fast - track' management career programmes. 
The sectorial differences are not expected to be significant so as to change the 
generalisation of the hypothesis. 
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3.4. Questionnaire Drafting and Testing 
The drafting of the questionnaire was based on the operationalisation of the model of 
career development identified in the main literature review described in Chapter 2 (see 
Figure 3.1) and further enhanced by additional literature searching into the detail of the 
causal links indicated in the model. It was composed of five sections (see appendix 3.1 
for the questionnaire) and went through several iterations before being approved for a 
pilot despatch to the Brunel engineers. The outcome of the pilot despatch indicated that 
only a few minor adjustments were necessary none of which prevented the data obtained 
being used in the main analysis. The description that follows is that of the final 
questionnaire which was used for the main postal survey during December 1996 - July 
1997. 
0 Section I- Educational Background including university, postgraduate 
qualifications and other training. 
6 Section 2- Career Progression since graduation in terms of present position, 
professional status and previous positions. 
0 Section 3- Organisational influences. 
Section 4- Views on motivation, values and skills. 
Section 5- Demographic information such as age and gender. 
A variety of questioning techniques were utilised to facilitate the various scaling of the 
attributes under observation ranging from ratio scales (eg salary data), through ordinal 
scaling derived fi7om responses to four and five - point Likert questions to nominal scaling 
where for example gender is simply represented by the bipolar I or 2. 
3.4.1 Section I- Educational Background 
The questions in this section are based on the findings of the detailed literature review into 
the education of engineers and managers. This involved not only the specific literature 
aimed at managers' or engineers' careers (eg Gerstl and Hutton 1963; Cox and Cooper 
1988) in which education was but part of the influences targeted, but also those studies 
which although predominantly focusing on management activity (eg Kotter 1983) also 
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studied educational influences on career patterns. International comparative views were 
also sought, particularly regarding engineers and managers and their education in 
Continental Europe (eg Barsoux and Lawrence, 1990; Whitley et al, 198 1) and finally the 
scope of the research was broadened to include the engineers amongst the studies of 
graduates' careers (eg Dolton and Makepeace 1992; Roizen and Jepsen 1985). 
Predominantly the view obtained of the influence of education on an individual's career 
was descriptive in nature. Of the prescriptive views found many were based on little or 
no empirical work and not surprisingly the majority were intuitive. However a small 
nucleus of causal links based on empirical research was identified eg Channon, 
Margerison, Kakabadse and Margerison, Norburn in Cox and Cooper (1988 -18), Whitley 
et al (198 1), Berry (1984) and Dolton and Makepeace (1992). However, it would be 
incorrect to classify these as a coherent model from which predictions can be made 
concerning the link between education of engineers and their becoming managers. 
To acconunodate the variety of other educational influences identified, the first section of 
the questionnaire was divided into four sub-sections. The first deals with the first degree 
university data, the second - additional higher education undertaken and the third - 
continuing education and training. 
Question Detail - University (Questions 1-2) 
The first sub-section, that of university education aimed to assign attributes to the 
individual respondent based on the detail of his / her engineering degree studied. 
Question I was designed to record those key attributes that cannot readily be ascertained 
through investigation of secondary data sources. Also although date coding was used to 
identify the respondent as having come from either the Dainton or Control Group eg- '28 
APR 1997' represented Cambridge Dainton graduates (see Appendix 3.4 for further 
details) elements of Question I eg Question I (c) title of first degree and Question I (d) 
number of years studied were included as additional checks to mornitor the accuracy of 
questionnaire targeting by the supporting university. It was originally thought that the 
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title of the first degree could be ascertained in the questionnaire by 'ringing' the relevant 
option. However the actual variation of these ranging from B. A. through B. S c. B. E ng to 
M. Eng. produces a variety that obviated against this approach and it was therefore 
considered more appropriate to ask the respondent to complete a box indicating the actual 
title which could be checked against a master list. This would also cover for the 
possibility that a genuine title could be overlooked. 
Apart from Question I (f) no specific questions were included with respect to the detail 
of the course as this secondary data was to be collected separately from the supporting 
institutions. Question 1(f), foreign language study, was incorporated as the evidence 
available indicated that this level of detail was not readily accessible. It is also viewed to 
be of importance to career success of engineering graduates in certain fields of 
employment especially those involving a continental aspect. 
Question 2 completes the first sub-section and was to enable the assigning of a variable 
to the individual based on his / her A level scoring where a grade A will be allocated 10 
points, a B, 8 points etc (%Nith appropriate treatment for Scottish Highers). The question 
was included because as the literature review indicated the Dainton courses tend to attract 
the most able students and fi7om that view it can be postulated that there is a possible link 
of the following form- 
Good 'A " level score + any engineering degree = successful managerial career 
It can also be argued that at universities such as Oxford and Cambridge the calibre of 
student is likely to be very similar between the Dainton and Control course and the 
inclusion of this question will allow empirical examination of this hypotheses 
Question Detail - Post-Graduate qualifications (Question 3) 
The second sub-section aimed to identify the extent to which the respondent had obtained 
post graduate qualifications. The data obtained from the questions being used both to 0 
describe and also identify causal links With career patterns. In particular the sub-section 
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is designed to evaluate the significance of the MBA as the literature review revealed 
several major empirical studies of the links between the MBA and career as well as the 
opposite anecdotal views that managers are 'born' rather than made. The inclusion of 
these questions was to allow comparison of the overall effectiveness of the MBA and the 
managerially orientated Dainton management enriched engineering degree. 
Question Detail - Qthe-r training (Question 4- 1) 
This rationale for this question was derived from the literature search into the studies of 
managers' careers where many managers talk of attendance on career development 
programmes (together with the assumed link to the skills that this may impart) being 
important to successful future career position. However there appears to be little empirical 
evidence yet available to support this view and the data obtained from the question is 
expected to throw additional light on to this presently popular 1-fRM tool. 
3.4.2 Section 2- Career Progression since graduation 
The II questions (Questions 8- 19) of this section were designed to record and measure 
the career progression of the individual engineering graduates. The main concern of the 
section was towards the managerial aspects of their careers, but it was necessarily drafted 
to ensure that a full picture could be obtained with regard to the different patterns of 
career migration that were believed to exist. Also the section was constructed to allow 
comparison with National Salary Databases (such as the Engineering Council and IEE 
Salary Reviews and Reward's Managers' salaries) so as to facilitate the determination of 
the sample with other groups of engineers and managers using salary as the determining 
factor. The section is divided into two distinct but related sub-sections. The first aims to 
identify the characteristics of the present post held (or last if unemployed or a home- 
maker). As such these are the "end" or dependent behaviours variables being researched 
ie where are the engineering graduates within the economic arena, are they managers and 
at what level? The second sub-section aims to identify the professional qualifications 
acl-iieved ie are the engineers chartered or did they become accountants or not bother with 
professional qualifications at all. Finally, the third sub-section returns to the theme of 
influences by looking at experience (ie career path) 
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Question Detail - Present JL)b Position Questions 8 -L6) 
The first sub - section questions were drafted to ascertain specific characteristics of the 
"r position held by the respondent. 
In detail the rationale underpinning the inclusion of specific questions was as fbllowsý 
0 Question 8- This was a general question and was included to record present 
employment status so as to facilitate the grouping of the data from subsequent 
questions. 
0 Question 9- This question asked the respondent to categonse his / her present 
employer into industry sector. The categorisation used is based on UK Standard 
Industry Codes (SIC) as published by Central Statistical Office (1968) with the 
specific grouping being based on that by Dolton and Makepeace (1992) in their 
survey of 1980 graduates. Reward also use grouped SICs to generate their own 
broader categofisation of industry sector. However the categorisation used by 
Dolton and Makepeace used job title data to finally allocate a specific SIC to one 
of their broader categories. Thus dependent on occupation codes a specific 
company in say SIC 13 could be allocated to either of 3 of their categories. Thus 
the relationship between the more detailed grouping used by Reward and that of 
the questionnaire involves supplementary allocations as shown in Appendix 3.2. 
It was anticipated that the main grouping used in the questionnaire would suffice 
for the purposes of comparison. Dolton and Makepeace also categorised the data 
themselves fi7om descriptions of employer and job. Although job title was 
included in Question II it was considered that categorisation by the individual 
would give the required accuracy for this study. 
0 Question 10 - The information on company type, ownership, location, number of 
employees and turnover was included to be used in association with the data from 
Questions 12,13 & 14 so as to facHitate comparison with national salary 
information. 
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Question II- The inclusion ofjob title was to be used as a check on the accuracy 
of completion of Questions 9 (industrial sector), 12 (hierarchy) and 13 (function). 
0 Questions 12,13 and 14 - These were designed to measure the key managerial 
characteristics of the specific post held. The literature search revealed many 
different methods of doing this. For example Dolton and Makepeace used 
4 occupational' and 'type of work' groupings. The method chosen for the 
questionnaire reflected the managerial slant of the research and is based on the 
grouping used by Reward ie a specific job has both a functional and a hierarchy 
level. The functional categorisation used by Reward contains detail beyond the 
needs of this study and a broader grouping of functions has been developed as 
shown in Appendix 3.3. Finally, although the Reward hierarchy level is suitable 
for direct use the wording was simplified. It also does not distinguish between 
specialists and managers at the same level (which is of significant interest to this 
research). Thus Question 14 was incorporated into the questionnaire. 
Question 15 - This was included to assign an attribute on how the actual position 
was obtained. The data from this question provided a useful descriptive insight to 
the present phenomena of 'de-layering') and its effect on junior and middle 
management. As Business Today (Radio 4- 4/12/1994) suggested the use of 
secondments etc may be the way in which individuals develop their careers in the 
de-layered organisations of the future. 
0 Question 16 - This question asked the respondent to indicate their present salary. 
This data was to identify specific influences on 'success' based on salary and also 
allowed external comparisons between the 'success' of the group of engineers 
under consideration compared with the general pool of all managers and 
engineers. It was decided to request a specific value rather than a banded value 
based on the view that at the risk of reducing the number of responses the 
infon-nation obtained will be of superior 'quality' for database comparison. This 
turned out to be the case. 
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Question Detail - Professional StaLus (Questions 17 - L%_ 
The final sub-section was designed to facilitate identification of the causal links that may 
exist between professional orientation, career pattern and education. It also enabled a 
picture to be obtained of the professional migration of the engineering graduates. 
Naturally the choice of professions is vast and the ones chosen were those expected to 
have been chosen by the engineers and also to complement the professional groupings of 
managing directors observed by Cox and Cooper (1988: 19). Specifically, it was useful 
to View how many of the sample actually complete their training as professional engineers. 
There is also anecdotal evidence that many of the Dainton graduates migrate into the more 
lucrative accountancy and city jobs, hence the inclusion of accountancy Question 18 and 
the banking element of Question 19 (Patel 1990; Training Agency 1989). The remainder 
of Question 19, concerning the legal professions etc was included to complete the 
grouping of likely main professions as there is evidence for example in recruitment 
periodicals that engineers become patent lawyers. 
Question Detail - Previous Positions (Questions 20 - 24) 
The five questions in the final sub- section return the focus of the questionnaire back to 
influences rather than observed end behaviours. They were drafted to ascertain the 
broader picture of the individual's past career. The questions were based on findings both 
from the research into managers' careers and the details of their job activity (Storey, 
Edwards and Sisson, 1997; Jennings, Cox and Cooper, 1994; Cox and Cooper, 1988; 
Cooper & Hingley, 1985; Kotter, 1982; Fidler, 198 1). All identify certain aspects of past 
career profile as being linked to 'success' (generally measured as the individual's 'arrival' 
in a director or general manager post). In particular the number of job changes, time in 
specific industry, time with same employer and functional experience are identified as 
relevant; the underlining hypothesis being that the knowledge acquired by these 
experiences, like that of education, are linked to success as managers. Thus the parameters 
measured are an indirect reflection of a specific skill. In the data analysis it was taken into 
account, that in a similar manner to that of education, it may not actuafly be the acquired 
skill that is important but the very fact that an individual has either attended a specific 
education institution or has a certain career pattern that is important to his / her success. 
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3.4.3 Section 3- Organisational Influences on Careers 
This section measured the organisational influences that were considered to affect the 
career positions identified by the responses to section 2. Although a separate section, it 
was complementary to the previous sub-section on previous positions with both being 
classified as internal attributes, albeit in this section measured indirectly. As such the 
influences either affect some of the internal characteristics observed or act in a moderating 
role. For example if an individual regards the influence of money highly then the pay 
structures within organisations may be of critical importance to that individual's career 
pattern. In particular the focus in this section was with those influences that have been 
identified in the literature review as either being linked or hypothesised to be linked to 
career paths. Indeed many of the aspects of the organisational influence on managers' 
careers appear to have been given scant attention in the major studies and in general focus 
has been with the immediate impacts on individuals rather than that of the long run. 
This was a difficult section to draft as care was need that the wording of the questions 
would elicit opinions, albeit fi7om the perspective of the respondent, concerning attributes 
of the organisations, rather than how the respondents viewed organisations behaving to 
individuals. The later view,, in effect informally based causal relationships, though useful, 
would of course be mimicking the research without the necessary attendant rigour. 
Therefore questions of the form, I in your opinion have the following aspects affected your 
career' have been avoided with questions aimed at unearthing 'facts' such as 'did the 
organisations have dual ladder career structures 1) . 
Likert, four - point questions were used in this section so as to prevent a middle average 
view being scored. Four points were considered sufficient as any finer detail was 
unjustifiable. As no relative scaling is possible the responses will produce an ordinal scale. 
Also with respondents likely to have worked for several organisations since graduation 
it is necessary for the wording to reflect the composite view of what is likely to have been 
the organisational traits encountered is obtained. 
The responses to this section focus on the main themes of the research. If for example the 
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research were to indicate that the Dainton engineers were no more successful than the 
Control Group and relatively speaking both groups were behind the group of all managers 
in general then it is quite probably that some of the answers to the difference would lie 
with the organisational influences and their effect. Although the literature revealed 
possible organisational aspects that could effect managerial careers, there appeared to be 
little evidence of why any should be more pronounced on engineers as part of the 
management aspiring group. In many respects the specific questions are focused at 
cultural aspects. These deeper routed organisational aspects are most likely hold the key 
to any 'biased' effects observed eg perhaps the view that 'engineers do not make good 
managers' is commonplace. It was precisely these aspects that Peters and Waterman 
(1982) were looking at in their study in Search for Excellence' and also the reasons 
according to Peters (1994) why most management initiatives from Total Quality 
Management to Business Process Redesign have failed to deliver their promised 
expectations. 
Question Detail - Organisation (Question 25) 
Questions 25 (a) & (b) are inspired by the Cox and Cooper (1988) studies which most 
likely because of the age profile of their survey group failed to observe any influence of 
formal management development programmes. It was anticipated that the younger 
demographic profile of the engineers in this study could reveal influences of formal 
development progranunes. The attributes allocated by Questions 25 (a) and (b) was used 
together with the responses to Questions 4-7 (Other Training) to observe links with 
present career position. The research also indicated the strong influence of informal 
mentoring or 'guardian angels'. Cox and Cooper were of the opinion however that this 
aspect may now have been replaced by the more formal development programmes. 
Questions 25 (c) and (d) were a reflection of the current research on the use of dual career I 
ladders for professionals especially engineers. The published research, (eg Allen et al, 
1992, Lentz, 1992) and new research showing groupings of engineering managers as 
intrinsics', 'extrinsics' and 'drifters', suggests that the use of these structures will assist 
engineers Wishing to become managers by ensuring that they are not held back by those 
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who merely take management promotion as the only way to increase their salary and may 
not be interested in progressing out of function and to senior and / or general manager 
level. The underlining hypothesis being that dual ladder structures lead to more engineers 
in all types of management posts. 
Question 25 (f). The ability of money to act as a motivator or not is explored at length 
in the literature on human psychology. Certain research indicates pay structures as an 
important organisation aspect, although the model of a worker as an economic man 
(Schein 1980), adjusting his effort for monetary gain is now considered naive. Many (eg 
Handy 1985: 10 1) consider that once an individual has 'enough' pay the perceived fairness 
of equity of pay in relation to other work groups is important. Hence this question sought 
to evaluate the overall view of organisational approaches to this important concept. 
Question 22 (g) & (h). Project management, with its characteristic integrated teams of 
specialists united around tasks rather than functions, has expanded across developed 
countries. In many companies specialist functional structures have been abolished (Smith, 
Child and Rowlinson, 1990). Many technical functions have been exterrialised to sub- 
contractors (Smith, 1989; Whittington, 1991). This pair of questions sought to collect 
data to examine the effect that these changes may have had on the careers of engineers as 
managers. 
3.4.4 Section 4- Views on management career influences 
In the final section of the questionnaire the theme returns back to ascertaining supporting 
views by asking respondents specific questions about personal motivations / values and 
the general types of management skills that they consider to be influential. No specific 
questions were included with regard to personality traits. Notwithstanding the difficulty 
of undertaking a personality test through the medium of a postal questionnaire, the 
decision was also taken in view of the fact that derived personality factors had already 
been the subject of a detailed study by Keenan (1994) With regard to the Dainton and a 
Control Group of technically similar engineering courses. Although the study did not link 
these factors to career success the 'make up' of the Dainton course graduates With respect 
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to the control group was well documented and it is argued that the Dainton courses tend 
to attract a certain type of person. In addition Cox and Copper (1988-154) looked at 
several aspects of personality including the completion of a Cattell 16 PF test in their 
study of managing directors and their identification of several key traits such as 
assertiveness, innovation, self sufficiency and shrewdness are similar to the traits exhibited 
by the Dainton graduates in the Keenan (1994) study. 
The section is divided into 6 sub-sections: 
0 aims. 
0 people skills. 
0 administrative skills. 
0 technical skills. 
professional skills. 
organisational traits. 
Likert five point questions were used to assess the extent of the motivators and skills. The 
aim being to identify what is important to the individual as this may throw some light on 
career formation. In addition the later questions aim to measure to what extent the 
respondents consider they may possess the general skills required by managers as these 
should logically be linked to career progression. 
ion Dt-, tail - Aims - Question 
The question in this sub-section looked simply at the need to achieve as a motivator. 
Question Detail - Skills - Question 25 (b) - 
These questions were based on the broad categories outlined by Handy ( 198 5) as being 
those skills that a manager should possess. As such they reflect an amalgam of research 
into what managers do. The spht into people skiUs and administration is reinforced by Cox 
and Copper (1988) with leadership skills as well as the administration skills of decision 
making etc being of importance to managing directors. The category of technical 'know 
how' is considered of importance to engineering managers and is in addition to those sk- Ills 
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that are normafly associated with managers. This inclusion being strongly influenced by 
the literature review into the engineering dimension to management especially in relevant 
industries such as manufacturing. The individual questions used are derived fi-om those 
skills identified by Thamhain (1991) from his study of over 600 engineering managers in 
the USA. His personal desire category having been covered in the questionnaire by the 
sub-section on aims. 
3.4.5 Section 5 -More about yoursey' 
The data collected by the questionnaire was used not only to describe the career and 
professional migration of the engineering graduates being studied but also to identifv the 
causal links that exist. In order to check that the data samples were representative of the 
total groups demographic information in terms of age and gender were sought. 
3.4.6 Reliability and Validity 
The postal questionnaire has been divided into five sections as follows- 
Section I- Educational Background. 
Section 2- Career Progression since graduation. 
Section 3- Organisational experiences. 
Section 4- Personal motivations and skills. 
Section 5- Age and gender of the respondent. 
The categorisation of the questions matches the grouping of main dependent and 
independent variables as shown in the operationalised framework in figure 1- It consists 
predominantly of questions which will reveal nominally scaled data te where the 
assignment of a numeric will indicate a certain category. 
Typically these questions are of the form- 
flin Your engineering degree did you stuqý aii-v of the followingforeign 
.ý ff languages . ....... 
Question I(fi 
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with the responses being categonsed as (1) French, (2) German etc, 
This format was used both to measure dependent and independent variables. However as 
appropriate the inclusion of ordinal and ratio scaled questions have been used. Overall the 
type of scafing used has implications as well as limitations for the type of data analysis that 
can be carried out. Before considering the data analysis in detail it is necessary to take a 
view with regard to the reliability and validity of the questions in order to quantify anN 
limitations to the eventually identified relationships and their generalizability 
ýWestion Reliability 
The constraints of using a postal questionnaire mean that not only is the length of the 
questionnaire limited physically but also by the anticipated length of time a respondents 
attention span can be held. These constraints obviate using many of the standard 
techniques to improve reliability such as multiple questions all focused to reveal data on 
the same variable together as with the use of multiple observers. Practically the 
constraints have meant that there is generally only one question per variable as questions 
such as "what is your salary? " or "what is your managerial position? " can only reasonably 
be asked once. Thus within certain limits the data so obtained will of necessity have to 
be taken at its face value. 
Specifically the external reliability of the questions within the questionnaire (ie the 
stability) could not be calculated as for reasons of cost alone the questionnaire despatch 
cannot be repeated and is a "one off event. Thus whether or not the same responses 
would be recorded over a period of time cannot be evaluated. 
Also the concept of internal reliability (ie consistency) is inappropriate in this situation in 
that there is only one question per variable. Thus reliability coefficients for the data which 
depend on multiple responses to basicafly the same question, such as coefficient alpha (or 
modified Cronbach's alpha for Likert scaled questions), the Kuder-Richardson coefficient 
and split-half reliability coefficient cannot be calculated. 
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However although formal reliability calculations are ruled out a limited number of 
descriptive check questions have been included, where appropriate, to ensure a degree of 
reliability to the more significant variables. For example the wording of all despatched 
questionnaires was identical and the main variable "Dainton graduate or not" was 
ascertained indirectly through date stamping (see Appendix 3.4 for further details). 
However as a check on the accuracy of the despatch of the questionnaire Question I (c), 
degree title and Question I (d) duration of course were used to provide additional 
confirmation that the educational classification was correct. This philosophy Was also 
continued to section 2 where one of the main dependent variables "managerial level of 
present job" which is ordinal scaled from the data obtained from Question 12 was checked 
by the preceding Question 11, where the respondent was invited to record his / her job 
title. 
Finally, the raw data was inspected when received and also after transcription to the 
computerised database so as to rule out any that were obviously incorrect, eg extreme 
salary figures due either to incorrect compilation of the questionnaire or data transactions 
errors. 
Question Validity 
Question validity concerns the ability of a question to reveal data that enables the 
hypothesis under investigation to be tested. Of particular relevance to this research was 
the concept of construct validity. Although in general validity cannot be truly evaluated 
until after the event, ie the data from the questions failed to either 'prove' or 'disprove' 
a hypothesis certain checks can be carried out before use. The proposed questions can 
be considered by others so that a view can be taken on whether the questions are focused 
on the subject concerned - hence the questionnaire was evaluated by each research panel 
member individually before being approved for use. In addition a written justification for 
the inclusion of each question based on what it was to measure and what the literature 
review showed was provided to the panel for a comprehensive review. 
The questions can also be analysed in terms of the likely responses. This analysis was 
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carried out on early drafts of the questionnaire and resulted in the re-wording of the 
questions concerned with personal aims and possession of managerial skills. It "-as 
considered that as the postal questionnaire prevented follow-up questions being asked it 
was highly probably that some of the questions which were of the form-. 
"Are you ambitious? " 
were all likely to be answered in the affirmative thus preventing meaningful analysis. Thus 
to improve validity the questions were re-written and de-personalised. 
3.5 Survey Sample 
There were eight original 'Dainton' universities and two 'Dainton' polytechnics mentioned 
in Finniston (1980) which were as follows- Birmingham, Brunel, Cambridge, Imperial 
College, Manchester / UMIST, Queen's Belfast, Oxford, Sheffield Polytechnic (now 
Sheffield Haflam University), Strathclyde and Trent Polytechnic (now Nottingham Trent 
University). Detailed factual information about the eight universities and their courses is 
contained in the 'Report on a survey of Extended Engineering courses at 20 UK 
Universities September 1981 - May 1983' published by the Engineering Professors' 
Conference Research Unit at the University of Liverpool (Blears and Bonwitt, 1984). 
From this was ascertained that a variety of courses existed at the same university and that 
there were various course implementation dates. From current university prospectuses 
and contact with course tutors and administrators the course data was compiled as shown 
in Table 3.1 
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As data was required regarding the graduate engineers managerial progress 1990 was 
chosen as the 'cut-off year to the survey. The timing of the main survey during 
1996/1997 meant that the latest graduates would have six or more years post graduation 
work experience, by which time it was anticipated that at least junior management 
positions would have been achieved. This time period will also enable a judgement to be 
made on whether or not chartered engineer status has been achieved (le this can be 
achieved no earlier than four years after graduation). Also graduates from 1981 (the 
earliest date for graduates) would have 15 years experience which should show transitions 
into 'middle' and 'senior' management positions. 
The numbers of Dainton engineers from the courses where access was feasible totalled 
1,162 with a potential Control Group of 4,929. To include all engineers in the survey 
would require a postal shot of approximately 6,000. The judgement of support from 
Alumni Offices at the supporting universities indicated that random sampling would be 
required on the Control Group. It was decided to use random sampling to match the 
Control Group to the Dainton engineers - which indicated a total sample size of 
approximately 2,000. The technique used was pseudo - random sampling. Once an 
overall sampling rate had been set to achieve approximate matching of the groups 
graduation fists in year and degree level order arranged alphabetically were used choosing 
for example the fourth graduate in the fists if aI in 4 rate had been chosen. Total numbers 
for the courses and the results of the sampling are discussed in Chapter 4 and the results 
are shown in Appendix 4.1 
The actual despatches to the individual universities are given in Appendix 3.4. In total 
1,838 questionnaires were despatched (including the pilot). This number was 
subsequently revised to 1,804 as a consequence of the removal of the 1990 Oxford 
Dainton engineers (23) and the matching 1991 Control Group engineers (11). This 
decision being taken after despatch as this was the only year where the graduation years 
of the graduate engineers could not be matched. 
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3.6 Statistical Methods Employed 
All analysis was undertaken using the software package SPSS for Windows Version 7.5. 
GeneraUy the analysis of the data involved the use of descriptive statistics involNing tables 
and bar charts for the two sample groups ie Dainton engineers and Convention engineers 
at the various universities under study. Where appropriate T- tests, Kolmogoro\, - 
Smimov (KS) tests and Chi - Square tests were also used. In general only two variable 
analysis was undertaken although multiple linear regression analysis was used to explore 
the cause - effect relationships on the main dependent variables of salary and managerial 
category. The foflowing outlines the aims of the analysis undertaken. More detail of the 
actual techniques used are provided in Chapters 4,5 and 6. 
3.6.1 Analysis for Section I 
The data obtained fTom the responses to this section allowed a descriptive statistical 
background analysis of the homogeneity of the educational and training attributes of the 
Dainton and Conventional engineering graduates. Although the variables in this section 
are a sub-division of the main independent variable "education" the identification of causal 
relationships with career progression was outside the remit of the research. However the 
descriptive analysis enabled a view to be taken on the homogeneity of the educational 
attributes of the two groups. 
3.6.2 Analysisfor Section 2 
This section focused on the main dependent variables which were used to describe the 
area under investigation ie career progression in terms of particular sector of employment, 
managerial position, managerial profile of post held, type of organisation etc. Professional 
status was also included in this section to provide information on the vocational 
orientation of the individual's career since graduation. The question on current salary 
provided ratio scale data and in many cases it was feasible to use T-tests, KS tests and Chi 
- square tests to ascertain statistical probabilities of the results being observed 
if the total 
population had been sampled. Also external comparison of the data was made with 
National Salary Surveys such as Reward. 
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3.6.3 Analysis for Section 3 
Further collection of data concerning independent influences on career profile is the 
objective of the questions in section 3. Specifically the eight Likert type questions in this 
section focus on the organisational influences utilising a four point ordinal scale, ranging 
from "in all" to "in none". An analysis of the mean score of the groups to the questions 
presented in bar chart format was used. 
3.6.4 Analysisfor Section 4 
The questions in this section are sub-divided into two groups, the first ascertaining an 
individual's personal aims and the second investigating views of the influence of certain 
managerial skills on the career pattern of the individual. All variables are measured on 
a five-point Likert scale, ranging from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree" . 
Again 
analysis of the mean score of the groups to the questions presented in bar chart format 
was used. 
3.6.5 Analysis for Section 5 
The two questions in this final section are designed to collect demographic data. This 
enabled analysis to be undertaken to show the representativeness of the samples 
responding compared to the original populations. 
3.6.6 Multi - variable analysis 
Multi-variable analysis using both course type (ie Dainton / Control group) and the 
sectorial variable (university / course) was planned for the key dependent variables of 
salary and managerial category. Multiple linear regression techniques were to be 
undertaken incorporating other significant influences identified from the initial analysis as 
additional predictors. 
3.7 Summary 
As a consequence of there being little previous research in the area under consideration 
the questionnaire and its data analysis were designed to be mainly descrIptWe. The 
identification of links and the subsequent verification of the hypotheses is therefore against 
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a background of descriptive statistics and the apparent differences identified between the 
two groups. However where appropriate 'richer' data analysis is planned and this is 
expected to help support the findings of the comparative analysis. 
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CHAPTER4 
Results of the Survey: 
Part 1- The Engineers' Educational and Demographic 
Background 
4.1 Introduction 
The aims of this chapter and the subsequent chapters 5 and 6 are to present the results of 
the data collected by the postal questionnaire survey. In addition the survey data for 
educational background is also supplemented by that collected from the study of available 
course documents together with interviews with university staff responsible for the present 
day courses. 
The structure for the presentation of the results is shown against the background of the 
main variables (see Table 4.1) and this chapter presents both the educational and 
demographic data for the engineers that were the focus of the research. 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
1) Managerial Position (chapter 5) a) Education and training (chapter 4) 
2) Professional Status (chapter 5) b) Age (chapter 4) 
3) Function (chapter 5) c) Gender (chapter 4) 
4) Job categonsation (chapter 5) d) Past career profile (chapter 6) 
5) Present organisation (chapter 5) 1 e) 22! 2jons on organisational influences (chapter 6) 
Table 4.1 - Main Variable Groupings 
4.2 Educational Background - Study of Course Written Material 
To supplement the educational background data from the survey an ethnographical study 
of documentary evidence of the Dainton and Control Group courses was undertaken and 
the results are presented in this section. Predorrunantly a study of written documents it 
was enriched where possible by interviews with the tutors responsible for the courses and 
normafly fbllowinjý),, on from these discussions course material would be requested as being 
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representative of the courses for the periods under investigation. The main source used 
was course syllabuses, often as found in University Calendars, although supplementarý, 
material such as examiners records was also used where access could be obtained. The 
overall structure and chronological history of the courses has already been outlined in 
Chapter 3 and the objective of this section is to ascertain the essence of what is implied 
by the term 'Dainton engineer' to be used alongside the individualistic educational 
background data of the survey. 
4.2]Birmingham 
Birmingham's Dainton course is known as Mechanical Engineering, Manufacture and 
Management. Predominantly unchanged since first graduation in 1982 it has a 
background in mechanical engineering and consequently the Control course chosen was 
the 3 year B. Sc / B. Eng in Mechanical Engineering (this course is also run on a4 year 
M. Eng basis). 
The two courses have always shared a similar common first year, although candidates 
register for their chosen course at the start of their studies. However because of the 
greater syllabus content of the Dainton course transfer to the 3 year course is possible, but 
rather exceptional, whereas the opposite transfer is not practicable. The undergraduates 
are therefore to all intent and purpose chosen at course inception. Entry to the Dainton 
course requires an average A level score of 27 whilst the Control course is an average 
score of 24 points. 
The structure of the Dainton course consists of two streams, an Engineering Base and a 
Management Base, which run side by side throughout the 4 years. The Engineering Base 
covers virtually all the Engineering topics in the 3 year Mechanical Engineering degree 
programme plus additional Production / Manufacturing engineering topics. The 
management base covers accounting, economics, marketing, industrial relations, finance, 
technical management and organisational behaviour. Also at entry to the course each 
student has to chose either a foreign language (French, German, Spanish, Japanese or 
Russian) or Business Studies. 
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A theme that is stressed throughout the syflabus is the development of communications 
skills. There is a short course on the theoretical / formal aspects of communications which 
culminates with the presentation of the major final year project. 
4.22 Brunel 
The Dainton course is run by the Department of Manufacturing and Engineering Systems 
which currently (1998) offers three engineering courses; the Special Engineering 
Programme (SEP) - the 'Dainton' Course, the Brunei Manufacturing Engineering 
programme (BME) - chosen as the Control group and the Special Environmental 
Engineering Programme (SEE). 
The Brunei Dainton course is specifically targeted at highly able, motivated students 
wishing to study Electrical, Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering within the context 
of Management / Business. The minimum A level entry is AAA (to include mathematics 
and usually Physics and the 1994 Programme Guide for the course indicates that in 
addition to the minimum educational requirements all applicants will also undergo the 
following. 
30 minute personal interview. 
30 minute group problem solving exercise. 
The Watson Glazer Critical Thinking Appraisal (50 minutes). 
A 16PF psychometric test (40-45 minutes). 
The course information states that. 
.t etary to the course is highly selective... the structure, style atul content (? f the I 
SEP are quite difteretaftom other etigineeri . tig courses si . nce it emphasisn- the 
importatice of developing personal wid interpersonal skills. 
1994/1995 Brunei Course Prospectus 
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First graduates fi7orn the Dainton course were in 1983 and it is unique amongst the original 
courses as being a4 year thin sandwich course for which the final degree award is still a 
B-Eng. The SEP M. Eng programme is available after graduation and is restncted to SEP 
graduates. It comprises of a period of study and practical training in industry during 
which time the graduate is registered as a part time candidate of the University. The 
graduate is expected to keep a log book of training received, complete a project and 
present a dissertation. 
The SEP degree at Brunel, has from its outset had a focus on foreign language study 
(1994 Course programme) with optional add-on units in French and German being 
available. In 1988 formal final year language options were added and in later years this 
has been formalised further by the introduction of variants of the SEP, SEP With French 
/ German. 
The course was sernesterised in 1994 and interestingly the Management content of the 
present day course is one of the lowest of the Dainton courses. For example according to 
the 1994/95 course prospectus management is taken by all SEP students in semesters 3-6 
(the course is based on 6 semesters). Taking the first 4 semesters together the percentage 
of subject group hours for management is 8%. Design / Technik accounts for 33%, 
Engineering 38% and Mathematics / Computing 21%. It must be remembered that 
management is only taught during semesters 3 and 4 and it accounts for a larger 
percentage in semesters 5 and 6. The current four management modules (in the 6 
semesters) being. 
i) Management in Engineering (Semester 3) - this is predominantly a course in 
microeconomics vAth emphasis on the operation of the firm involving supply and demand, 
the market, costs and production and the models of competitive structure eg monopolies 
and oligopolies. 
ii) Manufacturing and Operations Management -1 (Semester 4) - this module includes 
standard operational management theory such as capacity, scheduling, inventory control 
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and 'world class' system design. 
iii) In Semesters 5&6 two management options are available - either Manufacturing and 
Operations Management 2- this is an extension of Part I and involves TQM, control 
techniques for project, batch and continuous operations and financial constraints 
The Brunel Manufacturing Course (BME) - the Control Group is also a4 year thin 
sandwich course and although focusing on manufacturing engineering was the closest 
technical equivalent to the SEP. Interestingly, in 1994/95 the percentage of subject group 
hours over the first four semesters equalled 12.5% for management. 
4.23 Cambyidge 
The present Dainton course is known as the Manufacturing Engineering Tripos 
(originaRy the Production Engineering Tripos). This course is of 2 years duration and 
the present degree award is M. Eng (Year 4/ BA Year 3), now common to all 4 year 
engineering courses at Cambridge. The course can only be taken after successful 
completion of a common 2 year engineering course making it a4 year course and it is 
commonly known as the MIET (previously PET) course. 
It has run virtually unchanged since its introduction in 1979. At that time there were only 
two engineering courses available which were both of 3 years duration. A student could 
either follow the "conventional" Engineering course, ie the Engineering Tripos (Pt I A- 
end of year I-4 papers, Pt 113- end of year 2-5 common papers and 2 in optional groups 
and Pt 2. - end of year 3-5 papers) or opt for specialisation in Electrical Engineering by 
taking the Electrical and Informational Sciences (EIST) tripos course following the 
common first 2 years (ie Pts IA& IB Engineering Tripos followed by the EIST at the end 
of year 3). 
The Dainton course was and still is manufacturing engineering orientated. Entry 
requirements are identical to the other Cambridge engineering courses at AAA or AAB 
with A levels in Mathematics and Physics (a distinguishing feature it shares with Oxford) 
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Students follow the two year MET course with Pt I- end of year 3-5 papers and Pt 22. 
end of year 4-2 papers. It is taken after completion of the Engineering Tripos Pts IA& 
IB. The first intake was in 1979,, these having entered the university on the Engineering 
Tripos course in 1977 and these graduated in 19811, being amongst the first Dainton 
graduates. Approximately 30% - 50% of the students on the Dainton course are 
sponsored and between 5YYo - 60% delay starting the degree course to undertake a 'thick' 
1-4-1 sandwich course. Indeed students who apply with the intent of reading for the MET 
are encouraged to undertake at least six months of approved pre-university industrial 
training and the 4 year programme is designed to fulfill a year of professional training for 
the appropriate Engineering Institutions. Other courses that can be taken after the 
Engineering Tripos Pt IB are Chemical Engineering Tripos (2 years) and the Management 
Tripos (I year) 
The management content of the MET is as follows: 
i) Year 3- Lecture courses in organisation and control of production systems, human 
resources (including human behaviour, personnel management and industrial relations) and 
economics,, finance and accountancy. There is also a major project during the first two 
terms of year 3 with the students working in teams on marketing, design, manufacture and 
business together with non-examined professional studies and visits to manufacturing 
industries. 
ii) Year 4- This year is split between university and industry and the supporting 
management teaching modules and industrial assignments for this year are on marketing, 
finance, business policy and industrial relations. This is supplemented by a 'long' 
industrial assignment together with intensive language study and an overseas industrial 
tour to Europe / Scandinavia / Far East. 
Students on the MET are also encouraged to take external examinations in AccountancN, 
(Certified Diploma in Accounting and Finance) and German. 
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4.2 4 Impeiial College, London 
Along with Queen's Belfast, Imperial College, London set up three courses in response 
to the original Dainton initiative. That in chemical engineering produced its first graduates 
in 1982 whilst the first engineers from the courses in electrical and mechanical engineenng 
graduated in 1983. Initially all three courses awarded a B. Eng for their new 4 year 
qualification although this was subsequently changed to an M. Eng award in 1987. Run 
within existing 4 year course structures the electrical and mechanical engineering courses 
have remained as easily recognisable streams since inception although the chemical 
engineering Dainton course lost its individual identifiable status with last graduates in 
1984 when all chemical engineering degree courses became 4 year, the Electrical course 
is known as the 4D group and the mechanical course is still separately identifiable. 
The Electrical Engineering Courses in Detail 
The Department of Electrical Engineering offers 3 unified undergraduate courses sharing 
a common first two years. One is the standard 3 year course (B. Sc / B. Eng) whilst the 
other two are 4 year courses, one being the Dainton course (4D stream) focusing on 
industrial and business studies and the other a technological stream (4T) focusing on 
technological study rather than business study during years three and four. Although all 
students were encouraged to undertake industrial training during the vacations it was 
mandatory to have completed an pre-university year of industrial training with an 
approved sponsor as well as having good academic records to enter year 3 of the Dainton 
Course. A typical view has been taken of the course can be ascertained from the 1985/86 
University Calendar 
Interestingly, 13% of the common first year was devoted to a subject entitled Engineers, 
industry and society 
4.2 5 Oxford 
There were originally two Oxford Dainton Courses, the largest being the Engineering 
Science onentated degree course, Engineering, Econornics and Management (EENI), with 
the other a Metallurgy course, which finished in 1985. The first graduates 
from the EEM 
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course graduated in 198 1. The EEM course was a development of Oxford's well 
established main stream 3 year Engineeiing Science course (the Control Group) growing 
from a variant of the course called Engineering Science and Economics. As such the two 
courses have always shared a common first year since inception, Similar to Cambridge 
the A level score entry to either course is high. According to the 1994/95 prospectus 
courses generally require AAB. 
Written examinations are taken at the end of Year 1, known as Moderations and the 
syllabus for the first year was and still focuses on mathematical and engineering topics. 
The differences between the course start to become apparent in Years 2 and 3. There are 
no second year examinations and those following the 3 year Engineering Science course 
continue to study traditional engineering topics such as thermodynamics and fluid 
mechanics etc for which in 1986 there were 6x3 hour papers in Finals. In the later years 
the students were also allowed to specialise by choosing between a pair of papers in either 
mechanical, civil, electrical / electronic, or general engineering making a total of 8x3 
hour papers. 
On the EEM course, the specialist engineering papers are omitted, together with one of 
the core papers - Paper 3 (Then-nodynamics and Fluid Mechanics) and the two Economic 
papers submitted were as follows (1986 Examination Decrees). 
i) The National Economy: This included the formation and distribution of the National 
Income, Foreign Trade and Balance of Payments, Monetary Policy and National Planning 
ii) Economic Decisions within the Firm- This included elements of accounting, break-even 
analysis, cost accounting and methods of investment appraisal together with forecasting, 
renewal and inventory control 
Interestingly, there are no written papers on purely management topics for part I of the 
final examination (end of year 3) but there are lectures so that the maximum benefit can 
be gained from the 6 months industrial placement which is undertaken between June at the 
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end of Year 3 and December of year 4. 
Finals Part 2 are taken at the end of Year 4 and consist of 3 papers together with a report 
on the industrial placement which is equivalent to 2 wntten papers. The 3 compulsory 
papers in the last year being- 
i) Engineering - Engineering Production and Design. 
ii) Economics - The Organisation of Production eg theory of market structure, public 
utilities and nationalised industries, monopoly and restrictive practices legislation etc 
iii) Management - Organisational Behaviour and Industrial Relations eg the individual in 
organisations, small group behaviour, leadership studies etc 
The 4th year syllabus also allows for a fourth but optional paper the choice of which will 
not 'preclude candidates from the award of honours at the highest level. This can be 
chosen fi7orn either comprehensive engineering or economic listings which included topics 
such as Economic theory, Economics of Communist Countries and Econometrics but 
there were no further 'pure' management subject topics other than Information 
Management. 
Also unlike other Dainton course at Oxford the management subjects are taught 
exclusively by management practitioners at Templeton College. The course is also 
characterised by there being no foreign language components or even options, It also has 
a 26 week industrial placement and project and a slant towards economics subjects rather 
than management. 
4.16 Strathclyde 
The present Dainton course is known as Manufacturing Sciences and Engineering (a 
name it has had since inception) and is run by the Department of Design, Manufacture and 
Engineering Management in the Faculty of Engineering. In keeping with the Scottish 
University System it is a five year course although English GCE A level candidates enter 
direct to year 2. With first graduates in 1983 it was originally awarded as the double 
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degree B-Sc. B. Eng, changing to M. Eng for 1987 graduates. The course is and has been 
broadly based on the four major engineering disciplines - electronic and electrical 
engineering, mechanical engineering, manufacturing engineening and the tools of 
management. The 1994/95 prospectus gives A level entry requirements as ABB and 
these must include mathematics and Physics with either at A. There is no other broadIN,, 
based engineering course at Strathclyde and hence the selection of a control group was 
not possible. The prospectus also indicates that the course is particularly popular ýý]th 
women who now make up 40% of it's entrants. 
The course as described in the 1982/83 course handbook is typical of how it was 
throughout the 1980's and indicates the emphasis placed on industrial training (NB- For 
comparison with English University courses the intake year is taken as year 2). 
i) Second year curriculum - Terms I&2 engineering and management subjects. In terms 
of lecture and tutorial hours the management content is 13% with two broad areas being 
covered ie Production Organisation and Human Resource Management. Terms 3&4 are 
devoted to Industrial Training (NB; term 4 is the summer vacation) - all classes must be 
passed in this year. 
ii)Third year curriculum (Terms 1,2 & 3) - The management subjects in this year are 
Financial Planning and Control and Production Management and Technology. These 
account for 42% of the lecture hours and 23% of tutorial hours. Term 4 is devoted to 
industrial training. Passes in 5 out of 6 classes are necessary to proceed to year 4 
iii) Fourth year curriculum (Terms I& 2) -a language option is included with a choice 
from French, German or Russian. Along With Engineering Systems Management, 
Marketing Management and Operational Research these account for 52% of lecture time 
and 22% of tutorial time. Industrial training is carried out in terms 3 and 4, however only 
the classes need be passed in order to proceed to year 5. 
iv) Fifth year curriculum (Terms 1,2 & 3) - Tutorials in Production and Operations 
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Management together with lectures / tutorials in Policy and Decision Making in 
Manufacturing and Operating Systems. Management studies account for 57% of the 
lectures and 50% of the tutorials. There is also project work with a final dissertation. All 
subjects must be passed in this final year. 
In 1987/98 with the introduction of credit transfer the management subjects had become 
elective classes for years 2 and 3. In the fourth year Engineering Systems Management 
was dropped and year 5 was reorganised to include an emphasis on maintenance and 
reliability. Production management was still a compulsory component and Programming, 
Inventory and Physical Distribution was added. The project also formally accounted for 
100 hours. Further minor adjustments were made up to 1990 although these mainly 
effected the mix between the years. 
In summary, the course is primarily focused on production / manufacturing engineering. 
The mange content is high including standard subjects such as finance, marketing and 
production management. The study of languages was included and sponsorship was both 
encouraged and formalised. 
4.3 Survey Response 
In total 1,, 838 questionnaires were despatched to engineering graduates from 8 out of the 
II separate Dainton courses at 6 out of the 8 Dainton universities. The pilot survey took 
place over the period October 1995 to December 1995 and the main survey over the 
period October 1996 to October 1997. Subsequent to the entry of data a decision was 
taken to exclude the Oxford 1990 Dainton graduates and their corresponding 1991 
Control group as strict comparability was not possible as the 1991 graduates were from 
a4 year course rather than a3 year course. This decision resulted in the exclusion of 23 
questionnaires sent to the Oxford Dainton group and II to the Oxford Control group 
giving a final revised total of 1,803 questionnaires despatched. Out of these, 575 usable 
responses were received back giving an overall response rate for the postal survey of 
31.9%. This was a satisfactory response and well above the initial predictions of 201.,,, o. 
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Table 4.2 gives a summary of the overall response rates for each course in the postal 
survey expressed as a percentage of questionnaires despatched and of the total course 
graduates for each course. The table showing a spread from 42% for the Imperial 
Mechanical Dainton course to 11% for the Imperial Chemical Control course. 
University/ 
Course 
Dainton 
% 
sent 
Dainton 
% 
response 
Dainton 
% 
whole 
Control % 
sent 
Control % 
response 
Control % 
whole 
Birmingham 95 43 41 49 31 15 
Brunel 25 37 9 85 37 32 
Cambridge 100 23 23 
Imperial - 
Chemical 
97 18 18 93 12 11 
Imperial - 
Electrical 
84 42 35 83 26 22 
Imperial - 
Mechanical 
83 50 42 79 23 18 
Oxford 79 37 29 81 39 30 
Strathclyde 100 22 22 1 1 
Table 4.2 - Response Summary 
The relatively low numbers of Dainton despatches at Brunel was as a consequence of 
using only Alumni addresses that had responded to a previous survey. It was anticipated 
that this approach would lead to a higher response rate - this however did not materialise. 
The comparison also shows a degree of variance between the universities and this was 
taken into account during the main analysis. Further, more detailed statistical information 
regarding the sample sizes, numbers despatched and numbers received in each of the years 
under investigation is given in Appendix 4.1.99 direct variables and 19 calculated and 
dummy variables were created in the SPSS database with 575 cases. The SPSS "-aniables 
are denoted by capital letters and a listing is provided in Appendix 4,2. 
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Section I of the questionnaire 'Educational Background' also contained audit check sub 
questions (ie QI (c) - title of first degree and I (d) - course duration) so that an evaluation 
could be made of the accuracy of the despatch of the questionnaires bv the universities' 
alumni. In addition Ql(a), graduation year was also used to check the accuracv of 
despatch. Replies to Ql(c) - DEGTITLE and Ql(d) - COURDUR gave a 100% 
correlation with the variable COURSTYP (Dainton or Control group) indicating that 
questionnaires intended for the Dainton and Control graduates had hit their respective 
targets. Replies to QI (a) - GRADYR (checked during data entry) showed two responses 
that were outside the timescale set for the research. Both were part of the Imperial- 
Electrical Control group despatch and being 1972 and 1975 graduates respectively were 
excluded from being entered. In addition the Strathclyde despatch included 1-2 x 1991 
graduates, however no replies were received with this GRADYR. 
Finally QI (e) - DEG-CLAS S, classification of degree obtained, was used to compare the 
spread of each sample obtained to that of the whole population in order to judge the 
extent to which the samples reflected the educational achievements of each population. 
The results fi-om this showed a reasonable spread across the degree classes sirrular to the 
original populations. It was not an aim of the research to link managerial achievement to 
degree classification and no further analysis on this data was carried out. 
4.4 Educational Background - Survey Results 
Questionnaire section I 'Educational Background' was divided into three parts - 
University, Postgraduate Qualifications and Other Training. It contained questions 
designed to reveal aspects of educational background that could not be found from the 
examination of the course syllabuses and from interviews with the staff at the uru'versitles 
responsible for the courses. The following is a presentation of the results found. 
4.4.1 University -Sponsorship 
(Q1B - Response 99.3%, Vdriable: SPONSD) 
As Figure 4.1 illustrates the Dainton engineers were in general more likely to have been 
sponsored on their course than their Control group counterparts. Indeed only at Brunei 
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and Oxford were the Control group engineers as least as likely to have been sponsored. 
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Figure 4.1 - Sponsorship 
4.4.2 University - Foreign Language Ytudied 
Qlf - Response 96.7%, Variable: FORLANG) 
A similar picture to that of sponsorship emerged with respect to the study of foreign 
languages (see Figure 4.2) with the Dainton engineers being in general more likely to have 
studied a foreign language than their Control group counterparts. The exception was 
Oxford where zero responses where obtained - this was not a surprise as language study 
fon-ned part of neither of the courses. The percentage of the Dainton graduates studying 
a foreign language ranged from 22% at Brunel to 100% on the Imperial Mechanical and 
Strathclyde courses compared with 1% at Birmingham to 70% at Imperial Mechanical for 
the Control group . 
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Figure 4.2 - Foreign language studied 
4.4.3 University -A Level Qualifications 
Q2 - Response 90.6%, Variables: ALEVELI, 2,3 & ALEVELSC) 
The engineers were asked to list the grades of their three highest A level scores. Using 
this information a new variable AILEVELSC was computed to be the sum of their 
individual A levels scores using the scale I O=A grade, 8=B grade etc. The computation 
also excluded graduates indicating less than three A levels thus preventing distortion of 
the figures. The group also recorded S-levels and Scottish Highers. Overall Dainton 
engineers had a mean A Level score of 28.06 (SD 2.46) with the Control group at 25.36 
(SD 4.21). The mean of this variable for the individual universities / courses is shown in 
Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 - Mean A Level Scores 
From the graph it can be seen that the mean score for Dainton engineers is higher at all 
universities than the Control group. The mean score range for Dainton engineers being 
from Birmingham at 25.9 to Cambridge at 29.5 whilst the corresponding range for the 
Control group was from 21.6 at Brunel to 28.1 at Oxford. At the two universities where 
there is no Control group (Cambridge and Strathclyde) the mean score was similar to that 
for the other Dainton courses. At Oxford the difference between the two groups of 
engineers was the smallest noted at only 0.6 whereas at Brunel the difference was 6.6. 
Could the sample mean A level scores have come from populations with equal meansr) To 
test this hypothesis an independent samples t-test for equality of means was carried out 
for those Dainton engineers where there was a control group. This test, appropriate with 
small samples, was also used in conjunction with a Levene's Test for Equality of 
Variances so as to test the spread of the groups and thus indicate whether a pooled - 
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variance or separate - variance t- test was more approph summarises the 'ate. Table 4.3 
findings using the appropriate pooled or separate variance equality of means and 
histograms were plotted to explore the distribution of scores against normal distribution 
curves thus validating the use of the t-test 
University Graduate N Mean Std. 
Deviation 
Confidence 
(2 tailed) 
Birmingham Dainton 57 25.86 2.77 99.9% 
Control 63 23.78 4.03 
Brunei Dainton 18 28.22 2.05 >99.9% 
Control 42 21.57 4.69 
Cambridge Damton 50 29.52 0.95 N/A 
Impenal - Chem. Dainton 11 28.18 2.75 74.9% 
Control 15 26.8 3.1 
Impenal - Mech. Dainton 39 28.36 1.83 99.6% 
Control 27 26.59 2.98 
Imperial - Elect. Dainton 47 28.04 2.19 99.8% 
Control 27 26.07 3.01 
Oxford Dainton 40 28.65 2.24 74.0% 
Control 67 28.12 2.41 
Strathclyde Dainton 18 28.78 2.67 N/A 
Table 4.3 - Equality of A level means 
The null hypothesis that population A level score means are equal can with a confidence 
level > 99.5% be rejected for the Birmingham, Brunel, Imperial Mechanical and Imperial 
Electrical engineers and the two-tailed significance does not assume the direction of the 
difference. At Imperial Chemical and Oxford the null hypothesis cannot be rejected with 
confidence. In the case of the Imperial Chemical the size of the sample groups is most 
likely the factor at work. At Oxford where the sample sizes are larger and represented 
nearly 30% of the populations the null hypothesis can only be rejected xkith a 740 o 
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confidence level. 
For Cambridge Dainton engineers a one sample test indicated that the population mean 
lay between 29.0 - 29.5 at a confidence level greater than 99.9% and for Strathclyde 
Dainton engineers between 28.0-28.5 
4.4.4 Post Graduate Qualifications - Doctorate 
(Q3a - Response 90.6%, Variable: DOC - Table 4-4) 
As Table 4.4 shows the numbers holding doctorates in any subject was small and apart 
from a descriptive overview no further analysis was undertaken. 
As Figure 4.4 illustrates apart from the Imperial Chemical engineers where over 20% of 
both groups held a doctorate (Dainton 20.0% and Control 28.6% respectively), those 
who responded indicating they held a doctorate in any subject represented no greater than 
12.5 % of their respective groups. The apparent high percentages of doctorates held by 
Imperial Chemical Engineers being possible distorted by the relative small numbers 
involved (sample sizes of 10 and 14 respectively). Excluding the Imperial Chemical 
engineers overall the range was from 12.5% for the Birmingham Control group engineers 
to 0% for Cambridge, Imperial Electrical Dainton engineers and Imperial Mechanical 
engineers (both groups). Also in general, excluding the Brunel engineers where the 
difference between the groups is very small, Control group engineers were more likely 
to hold a doctorate than their corresponding Dainton counterparts. 
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Figure 4.4 - Post Graduate Qualification - Doctorate 
The aggregated overall view was that 2.2% of the Dainton engineers who responded held 
a doctorate whereas 8.5% of the Control group engineers held such a quallficatlon, this 
being 2.0% of the total Dainton sample and 7.8% of the Control group sample. The 
figures for the Control group being similar to the findings of the 1997 Engineering Council 
Survey where 8.4% of chartered engineers (from a sample group of 7,549) where found 
to hold a doctorate . 
With regard to the type of doctoral qualification the only clustering observable was in the 
category Science / Technology. There appeared to be very little difference between the 
two groups nor any evidence of a preference of Dainton engineers for non-technical 
doctorates in either the category Management / Business Studies or Social Sciences. 
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4.4.4 Post Graduate Qualifications - Masters 
(Q3b - Response 89.9%, Variable: MASTERV - Table 4.5) 
With respect to Masters' degrees as shown in Table 4.5 (and this excluded the INI. Eng 
qualification itself together with NIAs from Oxford and Cambridge) the holding of these 
types of degree appeared more widespread than Doctorates with a range ftom 9.10/, 0 for 
the Birmingham Dainton engineers to 59.1% for the Brunel Dainton engineers for those 
that responded as holding such a qualification. As shown in Figure 4.5 there is however 
little apparent overall pattern with the Control group engineers being the significant 
majority at Birmingham and Imperial Chemical (9.1%D-28.1%C and 10.0%Dý50%C 
respectively) and the Dainton engineers the significant majority at Brunel, Oxford and 
Imperial Mechanical (57.9%D-23. ]%C, 33.3%D-23.4%C and 25.0%D-8.7%C 
respectively). Only at Imperial Electrical were the groups statistically sin-iilar. 
Overall 22.8% of the Dainton engineers responded that they held a Masters' degree 
whereas 24.1% of the Control group engineers held such a qualification, this being 20.3% 
of all Dainton respondents and 21.9 % of all Control group respondents. The figures for 
groups being the same as or significantly greater than the findings of the 1997 Engineering 
Council Survey where 12% of chartered engineers (from a sample group of 7,549) were 
found to hold a masters degree. 
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Figure 4.5 - Post Graduate Qualification - Master's Degree 
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With regard to the types of master's degrees held clustering was found in the categories 
of Science, Technology / Engineering and Management / Business Studies. Even with 
Science / Technology degrees grouped together there appeared a strong preference overall 
for the Dainton engineers to hold management qualifications at 15.1% to 7.8% 
respectively whereas the Control group engineers favoured the scientific orientated 
masters degrees at 13.8% to 7.0% respectively. The preference of Dainton engineers for 
management masters degrees ranging from 27.8% at Oxford to 7.3% at Birmingham 
whereas the control groups preference for the scientific degrees ranged from 35.7% at 
Imperial Chemical to 4.3% at Imperial Mechanical. 
4.4.5 Postgraduate Qualifications - Certificates /Diplomas 
(Q3c - Response 88.9 %, Variable: DIPCER T- Table 4.6) 
As shown in Figure 4.6 with the exception of Cambridge where 46.9% of the Dainton 
engineers had such a qualification (this being generally the Diploma in Accounting and 
Finance which was part of the Dainton course) this level of qualifications appeared to be 
less popular than the masters degrees across all the graduates surveyed ranging from the 
46.9% for the Cambridge Dainton engineers to 0% for the Imperial Chemical and 
Strathclyde Dainton engineers. Apart from at Oxford and Cambridge the qualification was 
held by more Control group engineers than by the Dainton cohort. 
Overall 14.9% of the Dainton engineers who responded indicated that they held a post 
graduate certificate / diploma whereas only 9.5% of the Control Group engineers held 
such a qualification, this being 13.1% of all the Dainton engineers sampled and 8.6% of 
the Control group engineers. These percentages being very much higher than those 
recorded in the 1997 Engineering Council Survey where 3.6 % of chartered engineers 
(from a sample group of 7,549) where found to hold post graduate diplomas (this is 
assumed to include certificates). 
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Figure 4.6 - Post Graduate Diplomas and Certificates 
With respect to the areas of the qualifications overall there was little evidence of 
preference for the standard management qualifications of CMS / DMS with as little as 
1,2% and 1.8% respectively of the total samples holding such a qualification, There was 
clear evidence of preference for specific courses at several of the universities studied eg 
a post graduate certificate in Design, Manufacture and Management amongst the Dainton 
engineers at Birmingham, the Diploma in Accounting and Finance for the Cambridge 
Dainton engineers and a Diploma in Offshore Engineering for the Imperial - Cherfflcal 
Control Group engineers. 
4.4.6 Oth er Train ing - Types of train ing sin ce gradu ation 
(Q4a-h - Response 9 7.4 - 98.1 %, Variable: TRAIN] -8- Table 4.7) 
The aim of this question was to ascertain the extent to which the engineers had been able 
to participate in short train-ing courses during their work experience. Table 4.7 provides 
the findings for each of the categories ie technical, financial, sales and marketing, 
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commercial, legal, languages, general management, project management facilitating 
comparison between the universities. Table 4.7 also records the actual scores and the 
probability (Chi - square test) that the differences seen may exist in the total populations. 
Throughout the various groupings overall technical, financial, general management and 
project management appear as the top 4 with legal training being the least popular. Within 
the individual universities different pictures emerged and the probabilities that the 
differences seen applied to the total populations are given in Table 4.7. 
For technical training apart ftom Birmingham (p=3.3%) where the Control group 
engineers appeared to favour technical training the hypothesis that the total populations 
would show no differences could not be ruled out With any degree of certainty. In fact 
some of the results appeared to support the view that it was very likely there was no 
difference (eg Imperial Electrical p=95.5%) 
For financial training the picture appeared clearer in that at 3 universities (le Birmingham 
p=0.8%, Imperial Electrical p=5% and Oxford p=1.3%) the confidence levels were at least 
95% that the Dainton engineers appeared to have more financial training after graduation. 
For sales and marketing, commercial, legal and language training little difference could 
be detected amongst the grouping although there were one or two exceptions such as the 
fact that at Birmingham the Dainton engineers seemed to have had more sales and 
marketing and commercial training (p=1.5%) than their Control Group counterparts, 
whereas Dainton engineers from Imperial Electrical appeared to have had language 
training more than the Control group engineers. 
Although General Management and Project Management training were one of the most 
popular types of training encountered little difference could be detected with confidence 
(p ranged from 11.3 % to 5 7.1 
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4.4.7 Other Training - Number of Training days in thepast 12 months 
Q5 -Response 97 8%, Variable: TRAINDA Y- Table 4.8) 
In order to facilitate comparison the mean number of days training over the past 12 
months was calculated and as Table 4.8 shows very little variation in the mean number of 
days received by all groups, excluding the apparently large variations of Birmingham and 
Imperial Chemical. The box plots in Figure 4.7 (exclude outliers > 100 days) however 
reveal the spread of data with the existence of large outliers for Birmingham and Table 4.8 
shows the comparison of means and medians together with the results of t-tests for the 
means. The median gives a better idea of the typical number of days training as the mean 
has been boosted considerably by the one or two very unusual values. For example the 
median at Birmingham being 5 days for the Dainton engineers and 5.5 for the control 
Group engineers compared to means of 7.2 and 19 respectively. Also the means and 
medians for the Imperial Chemical engineers appear distorted by the small numbers 
involved 
The all group median for Dainton engineers being 5 days and that for the Control Group 
engineers being 5.5 days and the results of the t-tests indicating that there is apparently 
little difference between the various engineers, in particular the Dainton / Control 
categonsation. As a comparison Barry 1997 (using Eng Council data) gives 7.5 / 7.7 days 
for technology traimng and 8.1 / 7.3 days for business 
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Figure 4.7 - Training Days in Past 12 Months 
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Kqy to Figure 4.7 
Horizontal line inside box - median 
Upper box boundary - 75th quartile 
Lower box boundary - 25th quartile 
Box 'whiskers' - largest and smallest observed values that are not outliers 
* outhers - values that are more than 1.5 and 3 box lengths from the upper or lower edge 
0 extremes - values that are more than 3 box lengths from the upper or lower edge 
Univerm, ty Course Mean MMian 
Birmingham Dainton 7.2 5.0 
Control 19.0 5.5 
BrLmel Dainton 9.3 8.0 
Control 9.7 8.5 
Cambridge Dainton 6.1 5.0 
Imperial Chemýical Dainton 1.4 1.0 
Control 5.9 4.5 
Imperial Electrical Dainton 8.3 5.0 
Control 6.2 8.4 
Imperial Mechanical Dainion 5.4 5.0 
Control 9.2 7.0 
Oxford Dainton 6.8 5.0 
Control 9.1 5.0 
L j 
Strathclxde S Dainton 8.2 50 . 
Table 4.8 - Mean and Median Training Days in the last 12 months 
4.4.8 Other Training - Management Development 
(Q6 - Response 98.4%, Variable: AL4NDEV- Table 4.9) 
Whereas the previous questions focused on the type and duration of short courses the 
purpose of this question was to ascertain whether there was a difference in the preference 
for management development. The simple hypothesis being that the Dainton engineers 
would favour and be favoured for management development thus fulfilling a virtuous 
circle (Q7 is closely related but focusing on the more senior types of development eg 12 
week training courses for senior management as were once very popular) 
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Figure 4.8 - Management Development Since Graduation 
Management Development since Graduation 
Co urse Number Yes % p 
Birmingham Da into n 61 43 70.5% 10.0% 
Co ntro 1 69 39 56.5% 
B rune I Da into n 19 8 42.1% 8.6% 
Co ntro 1 59 38 64.4% 
Ca mb rid ge Da into n 52 40 76.9% n/a 
Imperia I- Da into n 11 8 72.7% 13.7% 
Chemical Co ntro 1 16 7 43.8% 
Im pe ria I- Da into n 40 27 67.5% 64.0% 
E le ctric aI Co ntro 1 29 18 62.1% 
Im pe ria I Da into n 50 32 64.0% 46.8% 
Mechanical Co ntro 1 27 15 55.6% 
0 xfo rd Da into n 38 23 60.5% 67.8% 
Co ntro 1 65 42 64.6% 
Strathclyd e Da into n 30 19 63.3% n/a 
To ta I Da into n 301 200 66.4% 1 
Co ntro 11 265 159 60.0% 
1 
Table 4.9 
Where p= Chi-square probabihties that the null hypothesis is true 
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Interestingly, although the sample data in Figure 4.8 indicates an apparent preference for 
management development amongst the Dainton engineers at Birmingham and Imperial 
Chemical,, offset at Brunel by the preferences of the Control Group engineers, as Table 
4.9 shows these differences may not with any confidence be expected for the whole 
population. It therefore suggests that there is little statistically significant difference 
between the Dainton engineers and their Control group engineers on who is likely to have 
been given management development. 
4.4.8 Other Training - Off-the-Job Management Development 
(Q 7- Response 96.9%, Variable: OFFJOBMD) 
This question was designed to ascertain who if any of the groups had received 'big bang' 
type management development. As graph 4.9 shows the overall percentages, as would 
be reasonably expected for this more elite type of development are at lot lower ranging 
from 15% for Oxford Dainton engineers to 0% for Brunel Dainton engineers 
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Figure 4.9 - Off-the-Job Management Development since Graduation 
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However, this question invited respondents to gives details of their 'yes' reply and 
although responses were sparse (ticking boxes being preferable) the few comments reveal 
interpretations that were not expected and certainly that type of training may not be 
exactly what was thought. For example one Birmingham Control group engineer had 
trained as an RAF pilot and the off the job training was as an Officer. Also the extra 
details where given give the indication that this was a dump question where information 
on courses attended that were not yet passed were placed. For example those who 
responded with 'yes' were on MBA distance courses and one engineer who completed the 
box had obtained an NVQ level 4 in Garden Centre Management. 
4.5 Demographic Background 
(Q2 7 -Response 99.7%, Vatiable: AGE) 
The mean age of the Dainton and Control Group engineers is shown in Table 4.10. 
Histograms were also plotted and compared with expected age from degree graduation. 
These showed that the respondents ages were fairly similarly distributed to that of the 
survey samples 
University Course ýýe 
I 
SD 
Birmingham Dainton 32 2.6 
Control 32 2.7 
Brunei Dainton 29 2.0 
Control 30 2.0 
Cambridge Dainton 33 2.9 
ImpCnal Chemical Dainton 35 0.8 
Control 35 1.0 
Imperial Electrical Dainton 32 2.2 
Control 32 2.1 
Imperial Mechanical Dainton 33 2.6 
Control 31 2.8 
Oxford Daimton 33 2.9 
Control 32 2.6 
Dainton 31 2.5 
Table 4.10 - Mean Ages 
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(Q28 - Response 99.7%, Variable: GENDER) 
The response was also predominantly male as shown in Figure 4.10. No information was 
available concern-ing gender of the graduates although the percentages would appear to 
be similar to the national norms. 
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Figure 4.10 -% Male Graduate Engineers 
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4.6 Summary 
1) The 'study time" ratio of management to engineering subjects varied. 
2) The management elements of the courses were taught by different types of lecturers 
either exclusively by management practitioners' eg at Oxford, through a mix of 
engineering academic staff and management staff, eg at Imperial, to exclusively by 
engineering staff, eg at Strathclyde. 
3) The range of management subjects varied for example the Oxford Dainton course has 
a very strong economics foundation. 
4) Not all courses include a foreign language eg at Oxford. 
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5) Sponsorship and hence the integration of the courses with industry varied ranged from 
100% at Brunel and Imperial to under 50% at Oxford and Strathclyde. 
6) The Dainton graduates are selected (or self selected) from day I- there is little 
interchange being the Dainton courses and the conventional engineering courses. 
7) Sophisticated selection techniques were found eg at Brunel use was made of 16PF 
psychometric tests and a Watson Glazer Critical Thinking Appraisal. 
8) Out of a maximum score of 30 for the three highest A levels, Dainton engineers overall 
had a mean score of 28.1 whilst the Control Group engineers scored 25.4. 
9) It was the Control Group engineers who had obtained doctorates With 8.5% holding 
the qualification whereas only 2.2% of the Dainton engineers held the similar qualification. 
10) With respect to Masters level qualifications overall the picture was near identical with 
22.8% of the Dainton engineers and 24.1% of the Control Group holding such a 
qualification. 
11) Post graduate diplomas and certificates were held by I I% of the engineers responding 
and there appeared to be very little support for the CMS / DMS management qualification 
with only 1.2% of respondents having a CMS and 1.8% a DMS. 
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CHAPTER5 
Results of the Survey: 
Part 2- Where are they now and What are they doing? 
5.1 Introduction 
"To be swccessful means to be liked and to be liked means, in many ways, to be 
alike. pp 
(Dahrendorf, 1959: 46) 
In this chapter the results for the engineers' present career position are presented together 
with their professional status eg chartered engineer, accountant etc. The findings are fi-om 
responses given to the majority of Section 2 of the questionnaire (le Questions 8- 19) and 
they form the main dependent variables under study. The analysis of the replies to the 
remainder of Section 2 of the questionnaire, that is previous career positions, together 
with other influences (Sections 3 and 4) are given in Chapter 6. 
The chapter is concerned predominantly with the presentation of the results for the two 
groups of engineers under study and their sectoral - university / course variants. 
Additionally, the data are also presented against a background, where appropriate, of 
national survey findings of the Engineering Council 1997 Survey of Chartered Engineers 
(Engineering Council, 1997) - EC Surve , Reward's September 1997 Salary Survey of y 
Managers and Directors (Reward, 1997) -Reward Survey and the Institution of Electrical 
Engineers Salary Survey 1998 (Institution of Electrical Engineers, 1998a) - IEE Survey. 
The aim being to position the research findings within other peer groups where graduates 
and graduate engineers may be found. The underpinning hypothesis under investigation 
in this chapter is that Dainton engineers' careers are managerially orientated (as measured 
by managerial level , job 
function, salary etc) whereas those of the Conventional engineers 
(Control Group) are technically orientated. Additionally that Dainton engineers do not 
become Chartered Engineers whereas their Control Group counterparts are so qualified. 
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5.2 Career Progression - Present Position 
As outfined in Chapter 3 the main theme of the research and its analysis is the comparison 
of the data for the present career position of both the DaInton and Control Group 
engineers so as to reveal whether or not there are differences in the managerial orientation 
of the groups. The analysis also investigates whether or not a sectoral split reveals an 
homogeneous or heterogeneous grouping of Dainton and Conventional engineers. 
Consequently, as it is thought that the educational influence of the university attended may 
weH influence some of the homogeneity of the Dainton v Conventional engineer grouping 
the analysis also looks at the Dainton v Conventional group differences at each of the 
individual universities so as to enable further conclusions to be drawn. 
In contrast to the analysis undertaken for the educational background described in Chapter 
4 which emphasised the qualitative nature of the data the analysis envisaged for the key 
categorical dependant variables was t-tests / Mann - Whitney for the interval data such as 
salaries. ,, 
Kolmogorov - Smimov (KS) tests for the ordinal data and Chi-Square Tests for 
the nominal data. Loglinear techniques were considered in the planning of the research 
so as to facilitate the investigation of the patterns of the replies to ascertain whether a 
Dainton v non Dainton or sectoral effect (university / course) was evident - effectually 
a three variable analysis. In the event this avenue was not pursued in view of the small 
number of replies to some of the categories which questioned the justification of any 
further inference of the results. Consequently the focus is With t-tests, KS and Chi-Square 
tests together with tabular and graphical comparisons with any sectoral links being 
tentatively explored. 
Finally, as in Chapter 4 all of the analysis has been taken from valid responses only. In 
general, 'nil responses' to questions concerning 'present position' and 'professional status' 
were small in number and believed therefore to be of little statistical effect. However, 
comparison with the total number of possible responses has been provided for all 
questions so as to indicate the respective response levels so as to give an indication of the 
consequent confidence that can be attached to the findings. 
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5.2.1 Present Position - Employment Status 
(Q8 - Response 99.7%, Variables: EMPLSTS, TIMUNEMP, TIAIHOAP 
Predominantly, both groups were in full employment with the percentage of those 
responding ranging from 92.6% employed for the Imperial Mechanical Control Group 
engineers to 100% for Dainton engineers at Brunel, Imperial Chemical and Oxford. No 
attempt was made to attach any significance to the minor differences as not only was the 
question well responded to with 573 replies out of a possible 575 but there were only 10 
in total who indicated that they were un-employed and only 5 who indicated they were 
home makers. The unemployed were split 6 Dainton and 4 Control Group with the home 
makers split 2 Dainton and 3 Control Group. Of those un-employed the time ranged from 
less than a month to four years with a mean of 1.1 years with time as homemakers ranging 
from 3 months to 6 years, with a mean of 2.5 years. 
Comparison with national employment statistics gave 93.4% for chartered engineers (EC 
1997). No further analysis such as demographic was undertaken as the main purpose of 
the question was to ascertain whether or not the group was in full time employment and 
could therefore be treated as homogeneous for the rest of the analysis. 
5.2.2 Present Position - Present Employment , 
Yector 
Q9 -Response 99.1 %, Variable: EMPLSEC - Table 5.1) 
The main economic sectors in which the engineers work are given in Table 5.1 and Figure 
5.1 illustrates that there was very little significant difference between the two groups. 
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Figure 5.1 - Employment Sector 
MDainton 
MControl 
Indeed the majority of engineers in both groups chose industry (58% Dainton, 
61 %Control). Between the universities, however, a slightly different picture emerged (see 
Table 5.1) but, Industry (SIC grouping 2-4), still accounted for the preferred destination 
for all the engineers ranging from 39% for the Oxford Dainton engineers to 82% for the 
Imperial Chemical Dainton engineers. However, if the Imperial Chemical Group figure 
is excluded (a small sample) it appeared as if Dainton engineers were less likely than their 
conventional counterparts to be found in industry, with the apparent migration towards 
education, commerce and the self regulating professions. This could be taken as possible 
evidence of the academic bias of the Dainton engineers but the effect is small and the Chi- 
Square tests gave confidence levels probabilities ranging from between 60 - 80% that the 
effect would be observed if the whole group was available. Only at Birmingham was the 
likelihood within the normally accepted statistical parameters at 98% 
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 illustrate the relative positions at Birmingham and Oxford which are 
broadly typical of all the university / course groupings studied. 
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It was also evident that across the universities the Control Group engineers predominate 
the public administration categonsation eg transport and the utilities whilst at Oxford not 
only was the preference for industry the lowest of all the universities but commerce and 
the self-regulating professions appeared as significant. 
5.23 Present Position - Organisation Type 
(()I0a - Response 99.5%, Variable: ORGTYPE - Table 5.2) 
There was little apparent difference between the Dainton and Control Group engineers in 
terms of the types of company that they were working in and as shown in Figure 5.4 the 
Multi-National plcs predominated the graduate engineers' preference with private 
companies coming second. 
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Figure 5.4 Organisations 
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However between the universities slightly different trends again emerged. The Multi- 
National plc was still the preferred company to work for, however, for example at Oxford 
and Cambridge there was an approximately equal preference also shown for private 
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companies- Also at most of the other universities there was little difference between the 
preferences of the Dainton and Control groups for Multi-Natlonals, whereas for both the 
Imperial Electncal and Imperial Mechanical courses the Dainton engineers showed 
significant preferences for other types of company such as UK plcs for the Imperial 
Electrical engineers and private companies for the Imperial Mechanical engineers. Chi- 
Square values varied significantly between the groups with above 95% confidence levels 
being observed at Birmingham and Imperial Electrical. 
It was also noted during data entry that the responses to this particular question were 
sometimes at odds to other available evidence such as the business cards provided by the 
respondents. Often these indicated that what were stated to be limited companies were 
in reality partnerships or vice versa and that therefore the statistical inference may be 
limited. 
5.2 4 Present Position - Company Ovn ersh ip 
(() I Ob - Respon se 9 7.2 %, Varia ble: 0 RNSHIP - Ta ble 5.3) 
Working for companies not owned by larger groups appeared as the most likely option 
for all the engineers with 64% of the total responding that way with a near similar 
proportion for the Dainton engineers at 65% and the Control Group engineers at 63%. 
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Figure 5.5 - Percentage working for companies not owned by larger groups 
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Also Figure 5.5 illustrates the sectoral position with Brunei Dainton engineers most likek, 
to work for a company owned by a larger group at 58% and Oxford Dainton engineers 
the least likely at 22%. Overall, however within the university groups no clear trend 
emerged of any significant preference by either the Dainton or Control Group. 
Statistically, only at Brunel did the Chi-Square test give reasonable confidence that the 
difference was statistically likely and even then it was only 91% rather than the 
conventionally acceptable 95% and the view could be taken that any differences between 
the total groups are likely to be either very small or non-existent. 
5.2 5 Present Position - Company Location 
(QIOc - Response 96.7%, Variable: COMPLOC) 
No formal analysis was undertaken of where the engineers worked as it was not the 
intention of the research to establish any links to the location worked. - the aim of this 
question being to allow a regional breakdown of salaries if required, As the pie chart in 
figure 5.6 illustrates, predominantly the LJK was the main base of the engineers (UK - 
regional grouping included) 
Middle East 
Figure 5.6 - Location of engineers' employment 
That engineers work worldwide might be expected and responses were received ftom all 
UK regions as well as from EC countries, the Americas, Japan and South Africa 
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5.2 6 Present Position - Company Size: Employees at location, Total employees and 
Turnover 
(Q] Od - Response 98.3 Variable: EMPL 0 YEE - Table 5.4) 
(Q] Oe - Response 979 Variable: TO TEMPL Y- Table 5.5) 
(Q10f - Response 91.8%, Variable: TURNOVER - Table 5.6) 
The size of company as measured by size of un-It worked in, the overall company size and 
turnover revealed a strong preference for the larger company by both groups of engineers. 
However overall the Dainton engineers appeared to prefer the very large "Blue Chip" 
companies. 
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Figure 5.7 - Company Size - Employees at Location 
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A comparison of the data in figure 5.8 with the national distribution from Barry et al 
(1997) shown Mi figure 5.10 shows employment of both groups of engineers is similar to 
the national norm of 6% for micro-sized companies (1-9 employees) but differs 
significantly for the small / medium group. This supports the observation of the 
preference of both groups for the larger companies. 
Employment Distribution SIC 1-4 
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lBarry, R. et al (1997), Engineers in Top Manage 
Figure 5.10 - National Percentage of Companies by size 
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5.2.7 Present Position - Managerial Category 
(Q] 2- Response 98.4%, Variable: MANCA T- Table 5.7) 
What do they do? The Dainton engineers (see Figure 5.11) appeared to be at Director - 
Senior Mddle management level as opposed to their Control Group colleagues who 
appear to predomýinate at the Junior management level and Other (eg teachers, lecturers 
etc) with little difference between the percentage claiming to be Senior / Middle 
Managers. 
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Figure 5.11 - Managerial Category 
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The same trend was evident at all the universities studied apart from Brunel where it was 
reversed. However, despite significant percentage differences the KS tests, where 
applicable, only gave confidence levels better than 95% at Imperial Mechanical and 
Oxford where significantly a preference is shown by the Imperial Mechanical Dainton 
engineers for the three senior manager categones whilst at Oxford the significant 
preference of the Dainton engineers grouping appeared in the Senior Management 
Specialist categorisation (see Figures 5.12 and 5.13). 
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However as with all management titles the categorisation can actually hide a range of 
seniorities usually dependant on the size of the company and the sub-division of this 
category by firm size was sensible. 
Also do the managerial categories attained by the engineers relate to other educational 
attributes such as their A Level Scores rather than the Dainton / Control group 
educational split? Table 5.8 shows the mean of the A level scores (where grade A= 10, 
grade B=8 etc). 'Others' score the lowest with a mean of 25.3 whereas the spread across 
the managerial categories, as iflustrated in Figure 5.14 shows a 'bath-tub' type effect with 
the two extremes le Directors and Junior Manager having the highest A level score with 
the Senior / Middle Manager group having the lowest score. 
Mean A Level Score v Managerial Category 
30 
28 
26 
24 
Director Senior / Middle Manager Junior Manager Total 
Senior Manager I Specialist Junior/ Middle Manager Other 
Managerial Category 
Figure 5.14 - Mean A-Level Scores of Managerial Categories 
5.2.8 Present Position - Job Function 
(Q13 - Response 98.4%, Variable FUNCTION -Table 5-9) 
The Dainton engineers appeared to have opted for jobs with a general or financial 
management orientation when compared with the Control Group engineers with 28% of 
the Dainton engineers opting for these two categories as opposed to 16% of the Control 
Group. 
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Figure 5.15 - Job Function 
If sales and marketing are also included in the list of management jobs the preference is 
even more striking. Also the choice for Production/Operations Management was 
approXimately the same at 16 % of the responses. Significantly, there was also a very 
strong preference for the Control Group engineers for engineering/R&D jobs with 26% 
taking this route compared to 15 % of the Dainton engineers. Both groups (with very little 
differences) showed strong preferences for Specialist Services and Project Management. 
Finally, there was little tendency to chose careers in either Procurement or Human 
Resources related areas. Overall, the general trend was for Dainton engineers to be in 
management and Control Group engineers in engineering / R&D. 
Table 5.9 gives the sectoral breakdown and the trends seen at this level of study generally 
followed the overall trend. At those universities where comparison was possible 
engineering / R&D was the most popular career orientation of the Control Group 
engineers ranging from 17% for the Oxford Control Group engineers (Dainton 5%) - 
Figure 5.17, where it was joint with Project Management, to 46% for the Imperial 
Mechanical Control Group engineers (Dainton 22%) - Figure 5.16. Only at Brunel was 
this trend not seen with Production / Operations Management being the most popular 
choice at 36% (Dainton 11%) 
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The Dainton preferences were less pronounced being spread across the managerial rather 
than technical areas eg project management, finance and general management. 
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Figures 5.16 Imperial Mechanical - Job Function 
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5.2.9 Present Position - Job Category 
(Q14 - Response 95.3%, Variable: JOBCAT- Table 5.10) 
This question was purposely designed to only allow a choice of either a management or 
technical categorisation of the respondents' jobs in order to polanse the responses to Q 13. 
As shown in Figures 5.18 apart from Brunel there was a very significant preference by 
Dainton engineers for managerial jobs reinforcing the finding of the previous section. 
Only three responses had indicated a 50: 50 split and these were omitted from the data 
entry by recording a 'nil response'. 
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Figure 5.18 - Percentage in Management 
Only for Brunel and Oxford did the Chi - Square Tests showed a statistical probability 
above 90% (98.2% and 94.2% respectively) that the hypothesis of no difference between 
the two groups of engineers could be rejected whilst that for Imperial Mechanical was 
88.7%. Indeed, as is illustrated by Figure 5.18 the results for Imperial Electrical 
(probability - 1.8%) indicated that for this university group the 
likelihood is that there is 
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no difference in preference for the managerial jobs. The data does however reveal a 
significant migration of both groups into c management' jobs. 
2 10 Present Position - Job Title 
(Qll) 
The ftee format job title question gave the typical expected job titles for engineers ranging 
from Engineering Director to Senior Reservoir Engineer. It also confirmed that some 
engineers had become Managing Directors and even Board Directors - (Contrast Al"th a 
recent quote from the IEE Management Journal (IEE, (I 998b)) - 
"Engineers tend to remain engineers or, if they do progress into the management 
sphere, become technical managers, marketing managers but vei: y rare4v 
managing directors and/ or chief executl ves" 
The free format job titles also brought out some interestino job options that are not 
revealed by the 'closed' categorisation. One Brunel Control Group engineer had become 
a Senior Staff Nurse whilst a Dainton engineer from the University was working, as a 
furniture designer having first trained at the Royal College of Arts. Another Dainton 
engineer was in an engineering orientated job but working in Southern France as an 
Itigenieurbudes (R &D Engineer). An Imperial Chemical Control Group engineer had 
changed direction totally becomýing a Medical Registrar having qualified as an MB, ChB 
and MRCP. Strathclyde Dainton engineers were found in jobs ranging from Patent 
Examiners in the Hague to a Cadre Logistique Respotisible with a company in the south 
of France - there was even a Strathclyde Dainton engineer working as a senior accountant, 
Imperial Mechanical engineers held positions that ranged from being a Senior Treasury 
Manager to a Garden Centre Manager with also more mainstream management jobs but 
in Germany as a Geschqfqftihrer (Manager). The engineers from Oxford appeared to 
have the largest share of interesting job titles - for example one Control Group engineer 
was, a pail time opera singer / computer programmer and a Dainton engineer had become 
Head of Finance at Digital (with no indication of financial qualifications). There was even 
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a Church Administrator and the only engineer so qualified as a solicitor. Birrrunv-ham 
Control Group engineers were in the armed forces with one army Sergeant and two RAF 
pilots (one being a Flying Instructor) and a Dainton engineer had become a Merchant 
Banker. 
Teaching was also represented and from several universities engineers could be found 
working as lecturers and senior lecturers. However there were only two recorded 
instances of engineers working as teachers in schools with one being an housemaster. 
There were also several instances of engineers working as management consultants in 
particular those fi7om Oxford (both Dainton and Control Group) who were found working 
for Andersens and McKinseys. 
5.211 Present Position -How position obtained and was a moveinvolved? 
(QJ5a - response 94%, Variable: POSTOBT - Table 5.11) 
(Q] 5b - response 90.5 %, Variable: COMPANY - Table 5.12) 
This question attempted to record how the present job position had been obtained eg 
predominantly was it a promotion and / or was it in the same or a different organisation. 
Figure 5.19 iflustrates that overaH at 64% the majority indicated that their present position 
had been obtained by promotion with interestingly a sideways move being the next most 
likely at 20%. (possibly support for current views on career structural changes here9) The 
Dainton engineers were most likely to record the move as being a promotion at 69% 
compared to 58%. Within the universities promotion was still the most likely reason 
for 
job change ranging from 46% for the Imperial Mechanical Control engineers to 91% 
for 
the Imperial Dainton engineers. 
GeneraDy (Figure 5.20 for Birmingham being typical) in accordance with the overall trend 
Dainton engineers were more likely to be still receiving promotion (except at 
Brunei) 
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Figure 5.19 - How position obtained" 
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Figure 5.20 - How position obtained? - Birmingham 
In terms of moving between companies the mobility between the group was dramatically 
evident with moving to a new organisation for the present position only just lagging 
behind staying with the same company (Figure 5.21) and overall it was the Dainton 
engineers who were most likely to have stayed "put' for their present position with the 
Control Group engineers having moved out. 
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Figure 5.21 - Move involved to present position 
This trend was repeated at all the universities apart from Oxford where it was reversed 
5.2-12 Present Position - Salary and Perks 
(Q16 - Resp(inse 97.2%, Variable: , 
YALAR Y and PERKV - Table 5.13) 
How much do the engineers earn and how do they compare with other groups9 The 
planned analysis for the variable SALARY envisaged modification of the raw salary data 
for the following reasons-. 
i) To remove the unemployed and homemaker cases - as the salary data was dated 
ii) Adjustment for different salary collection dates 
In the event as only ten out of the 573 cases who responded to the employment status 
question (Q8) indicated they were unemployed and five were homemakers. It was 
decided to leave the cases concerned w-ithin the database as they were reasonable 
distributed amongst the various university. With respect to the timing of the salary data 
it was decided to adjust the individual questionnaire responses to a common comparison 
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date set at the end of June 1998 so as to provide a link to up-to-date salaries. The Retail 
Price Index (RPI) was chosen as the most valid adjustment using figures published in the 
Office for National Statistics Economic Trends - Annual Supplement 1997 and first 
release figures for May 1998. The date of despatch was used as the base line for the 
salary data in each set of responses and the adjustment indices as shown in Appendix 5.1 
The salary question was well responded to despite initial concems that it would not be and 
in total there were only 16 missing cases out of the 575 responses giving a response rate 
of 97.2%. The salaries of the groups show interesting differences as shown in the box- 
plots (Figures 5.22 & 5.23) and the measures of central tendency (means / medians in 
table 5.13). Both measures reveal significant differences in salary between the Dainton 
and Control Group engineers with median salaries of f41,523 (Dainton) and 132,743 
(Control Group) a difference of 18,780 and mean salaries of 149,134 (Dainton) against 
138,671 (Control Group), af 10,463 difference. 
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Figures 5.22 - Adjusted Salary 
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Figure 5.23 - Adjusted Salary (excluding outliers>Y-100,000) 
Key to Hores 5.22 & 5.23 
Horizontal lWe M'side box - median 
Upper box boundary - 75th quartile 
Lower box boundary - 25th quartile 
Box 'whiskers" - largest and smal-lest observed values that are not outliers 
* outliers - values that are more than 1.5 and 3 box lengths from the upper or lower edge 
0 extremes - values that are more than 3 box lengths from the upper or lower edge 
Figure 5.22 also shows the extreme outliers (1306,531 - Dainton and f413,162 Control 
Group) and in Figure 5.23 the limited plot (ie salaries Lý 100,000) illustrates the much 
larger spread of salary for the Dainton engirieers. Histogram plots of salary show that for 
all university / course groups the salary distribution is not normal and indeed the data is 
highly positively skewed (a generally accepted finding for salary data). The extreme 
outliers of salary therefore distort the use of the mean as a measure of central tendencv 
and consequently the median salary is the better companson. 
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Figure 5.13 also illustrates that the university / course sectorisation shows a ,, er-\, similar 
trend to that overall with only the Brunel graduates showing (albeit ý'ery slightly) an 
opposite view in that the median salaries of the conventional engineers at E-18,3377 just 
slightly higher than that for the Dainton graduates at f27,286. This may howex er be as 
a consequence of the low response rate for the Brunel Dainton engineers when compared 
with the Control Group engineers. The highest median earners were Imperial Chemical 
Dainton engineers at L46,593 with Cambridge Dainton engineers as second and the 
lowest the Brunel Dainton engineers. 
How statistically valid are the differences observed? As already indicated the data is 
highly skewed and is not therefore normally distributed. This implies that the assumptions 
of the t-test are not met. Two methods have been used to overcome this difficulty- 
i) Data transformation using the natural logarithm of SALARY to give a normal 
distribution (histogram plots of the transformed variable show the data to be relative 
normal in distribution). The resulting t-tests (see Table 5.13) on the transformed data 
showed that the overal-I comparison between Dainton and Control Group engineers and 
those Birmingham, Imperial Mechanical and Oxford were significant with confidence 
factors above 95%. 
ii) Distribution Free Tests that do not make assumptions about the distribution of the 
variable and are more robust when there are a few outliers. The test used was the Mann - 
Whitney (assumes that the populations have the same shape). This test confirmed the 
findings of the t-test on the transformed data and also suggested that the differences at 
Imperial Chemical and Imperial Electrical were also above the 95% confidence level. 
The combination of tests gives support to the view, that where companson is possible the 
differences seen are statistically significant for all universities / courses apart from Brunel. 
an I How do these salaries compare with national data? Table 5.14 shoxý s comp rison with 
National surveys. 
, and,. -. -hat are theý doing" 
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Survey L -Mean f -. Niedian Date 
EC Survey (exel. bonus) 5/4/97 
Chartered Engineer 38,019 33,000 
IEE Survey (inel. bonus) 5/2/98 
Chartered Electrical Engineer (IEE Fellow/Member) 
All age groups 36,300 
30-34 3 3,00 0 
35 -39 35,000 U 
Reward Survey (exel. bonus) 1/8/97 
Rank I-6 22,074 
Rank I- Senior Manager / Specialist 6,17 6 
Rank 0- Director 48,712 
The Research 30/6/98 
Dainton Engineers 49,134 41,523 
Control Group Engineers 38,671 32,743 
I" Table 5.14 - National Salary Data 
The median salary as revealed by the overall Dainton v Control group split is very similar 
to the national data. Again the sub categorisation into individual university / courses 
reveals a more varied and indeed richer picture. Of particular interest is that apart from 
Brunel and Strathclyde the median salary of the Conventional engineers ranging from 
f29,799 (Imperial Mechanical) to at B6,824 (Oxford) is similar to the national norms but 
that of the Dainton engineers ranging from at 138,929 (Bim-lingham) to 146,593 (Impenal 
Chernical) shows a significant but nearly homogeneous increase. 
Finally, as a general rule salaries tend to increase with age and this posed a question as to 
how the differences in salary revealed by the Dainton / Control grouping maN- be 
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influenced by the fact that the Dainton engineers are on average one year older than their 
Control Group colleagues as a matter of staying on at University for the extra year. As 
shown in Figure 5.24 the salary difference between the groups is evident at all ages (apart 
from 36) with Dainton engineers having the highest median salaries. Median salary being, 
used as the most appropriate indicator of central tendency and age groupings with less 
than 20 responses were omitted from the analysis so as to reduce the effects of small 
numbers. Although this is a high level analysis it supports the findings of the original 
analysis that Dainton engineers earn more than the Conventional engineers. 
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Figure 5.24 - Median Salary v Age 
5.3 Career Progression - Professional Status 
Did the graduate engineers complete further periods of training and responsible expenence 
to become professional chartered engineers or did they move into accountancv or even 
the law or other professional groups" 
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5.3.1 Profession alStatus - Ch artered Engin eer 
(Q] 7a - Response 98.4%, Valiable: ENGINER 1,2,3 - Table 5.15 & 5.16) 
(Q] 7b - Response 30.6%, Va? iable: CENGYEAR) 
Three variables were set up to record the multiple responses received in reply to question 
17a and the following rules were observed for data entry: 
i) a single response eg member of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers - entered as 
variable ENGWER 1. 
ii) a double / triple response - The major institution (ie IEE, IN4echE, IChemE & ICE) was 
recorded as ENGMER 1. If one of the responses was for registration with the 
Engineering Council this was entered as ENGINER 2, (which should in theory be all those 
replying that they are members of a chartered engineering institution) otherwise the 
second engineering institution was entered as ENGMER 3. There were no triple 
responses that exceeded membership of two chartered engineering institutions together 
with registration with the Engineering Council nor double responses that did not include 
registration with the Engineering Council. 
A well responded question at 98.4% and overall, as shown in Table 5.15,66% of all the 
engineering graduates who replied had not gone on to become Chartered Engineers (as 
defined as being a member of one or more Chartered Engineering Institutions). The 
IMechE was the most likely institution at 18% followed by the IEE at 12%. The split 
between Dainton engineers and the Control Group engineers as shown in Figure 5.25 
(NB - the greater than 100% membership is as a consequence of double membership as 
described above) being 63% and 69% respectively showing a slight preference by the 
Dainton engineers to becoming chartered with the IMech-E being the Dainton engineers 
most favoured chartered engineering institution and the IEE / lMechE being the Control 
Group engineers most likely choice. 
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Figure 5.25 - Membership of a Chartered Engineering Institution 
Despite 34% of the total group claLiming to be chartered engineers only 22% indicated that 
they were registered with the Engineering Council (Table 5.16), the percentage diffening 
only slightly between the groups at 23% Dainton and 22% Control Group. Although not 
part of the main research this was a rather surprising result as although the question was 
not explicit in that a 'yes' / 'no' type response was required to the question 'Are vou 
registered with the Engineering Council' it may *indicate a confused view of the role of the 
Engineering Institutes in relationship to the Engineering Council. 
There were only 10 cases of double memberships (excluding registration with the 
Engineering Council) and these were evenly spread amongst the universities with the 
second engineenng institution most likely being FEANI, indicting that the respondent was 
a European Engineer. 
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Finafly, the mean length of membership was 5.0 years ki-Ith a range between less than one 
year and 12 years at a maximum. 
How was membership dependant on the sectoral university / course groupings" The 
breakdown is given in Table 5.15 and the engineering specialisations can be clearly seen 
amongst the various course groupings. For example at Birmingham, the mechanical 
engineering course had pointed its graduates towards membership of the IMechE, 
Imperial's three separate discipline courses had steered graduates towards the IChemE, 
the EEE and the 1MechE respectively. It is also of interest that only those graduates on 
production / manufacturing engineering orientated courses, where there can be a natural 
choice between the 1MechE and 1EE (in amalgamation with the Institute of Manufacturing 
Engineers), and the multi-discipline courses such as Engineering Science at Oxford was 
there evidence of migration between the various institutions. 
Significantly, the overall preference for Dainton engineers to have become chartered was 
most striking for the Imperial Chemical and Imperial Electrical engineers although the 
relatively small numbers from the Imperial Chemical course may be an influence. At the 
other universities there was little difference between the groups eg at Birmingham, 
Brunel, Imperial Mechanical and Oxford the difference is 8% or less. The Imperial 
Chemical Dainton engineers were the most likely to be chartered with membership of the 
IChemE being 82% of those responding followed by Imperial Mechanical Control Group 
engineers at 52%. The least likely to be chartered engineers were the Oxford Dainton 
engineers at less than 20%. 
Chi square tests showed above 95% confidence levels for Brunel, Imperial Chemical and 
Electrical with below 60% for the remainder. 
5.3.2 Professional Status - Chartered Accountant 
(Ql8a - Response 86.6%, 
Variable:, A CCOUNT & OTHERA CC - Table 5.17) 
(C) I 8b - Response 6.1 %, Varia 
ble: A CC YEA R) 
There was only one case of a multiple response to this question, a Brunel Control Group 
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engineer who was both a member of the ICAEW and Institute of Chartered Accountants 
in Australia and therefore a simplified variable structure as indicated above was sufficient 
to record the responses. 
Predominantly the engineers had not become professional accountants with only 8% of 
the total group having so qualified and there was little difference between the Dainton 
engineers (9% and their Conventional colleagues (8%). This was an interesting finding 
despite the tendency to find the Dainton engineers working in finance. Of the main 
professional accounting bodies the ICAEW predominated with membership of CIMA / 
ACCA being the next most likely. There was no recorded instance of an engineer having 
qualified as a CIPFA - the public accountants professional body. 
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Figure 5.25 - Membership of a Chartered Accountancy Body 
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By sector, the group most likely to have become accountants were Imperial - Chemical 
Control Group engineers with 18% being members of the ICAEW, following closely by 
the Oxford Control Group engineers at 15% but at only Birmingham and Imperial - 
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Electrical was there any apparently strong preference ie more than 8q,, O, by Dainton 
engineers to have become accountants. Interestingly the Chi - square tests revealed only 
a strong statistical probability at Oxford (92%) where in fact the difference bet-, N-een the 
groups was only 3%. 
Finally of the 35 engineers who had become accountants the mean number of years 
qualified was 6.5 with membership ranging &om less than a year to II years and the 
number who were qualified as both chartered engineers and accountants were five, ie 
0.9% of the total responding. 
5.3.3 Professional Status - Other Professional 
(Q] 9- Response 78.1, Variable: 0 THERPRO - Table 5.18 ) 
Sirnilarly, very few of the engineers had seen the need to qualify in disciplines away from 
engineering with only 6% overall having so qualified and with no overall difference being 
apparent. Only at Oxford and Cambridge had 10% of the group so qualified. Of the 
professions represented only the CIM, CIB and IOD were significant. No further 
statistical analysis was carried out on the groups in view of the small numbers involved. 
5.4 Summary - What do the results of the survey reveal? 
1) That they are differences in career orientation of Dainton engineers and Conventional 
engineers. Dainton engineers apparently work for larger companies, favour the finance 
function rather than "engineering 15 and generally earn larger salaries. The Dainton 
engineers also appear to have risen higher in the hierarchy. Dainton engineers especially 
from Oxford appear to join city firms and consultancies such as McKinsey. 
The majority of the engineers studied work in the industrial economic sectors although 
there is a migration of Dainton engineers to other sectors. Significant number still work 
in engineering orientated functions although well over 50% of the Dainton engineers in 
most groups described their job as managerially orientated and were significantly more 
managerial orientated than their Convention colleagues. 
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3) Professional qualifications were not popular with either groups although surprisingly 
it is the Dainton engineers that show the preference to qualify. 
4) The salary data is the most illuminating aspect of the measure of the engineers' 
progress. The evidence points to a strong correlation between being a Dainton engineer 
and earning a higher salary than the Control Group engineers. The statistical support is 
significant and only at Brunel does the distinction not appear to be evident where it is the 
Control Group engineers that earn the larger salaries 
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CHAPTER 6 
Results of the Survey: 
Part 3- Past Positions and Career Influences 
6.1 Introduction 
"British managers, like British gentleman, were born rather than made " 
(Whitley, Thomas and Marceau, 1981- 3 1) 
In this, the final results chapter are presented the findings for the engineers' past career 
positions together with their exposure to organisational influences that are considered to 
affect managerial career progress. In addition the respondents opinions on key influences 
on engineering graduates' managerial careers are also presented. The findings are from 
responses given to the remainder of Section 2 of the questionnaire (ie Questions 20 - 24) - 
previous career positions, together with Section 3- Organisational Influences on Careers 
and Section 4- Views on Management Career Influences. 
As in chapters 4 and 5, this chapter is concerned with the presentation of the results for 
the two groups of engineers under study and their sectoral le university / course 
differences. The grouping of previous career positions with exposure to other 'career 
influences' together with opinions on what influences careers is both deliberate and 
complementary. The first two are seen as part of the same group of independent variables 
which impact on the main dependent variables, those of "present career position". 
Another viewpoint to the causal links is provided by the views of the engineers. The 
underpinning hypothesis under investigation in this chapter is that Dainton engineers' 
career profiles are managerial in nature (as measured by the functions worked in, the 
influences experienced etc) whereas that of the Conventional engineers (the Control 
Group) are not. Additionally, it is hypothesised that Dainton engineers are more likely to 
rate higher the traditional management values and skills as influential on career 
development. 
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Again, as in Chapters 4 and 5, the analysis used valid responses only. The 'nil responses 1ý 
to the questions concerning previous position, organisation influences on careers and 
views on management career influences were small in number and believed to be of little 
statistical effect. The respective response rate for each question has been provided for 
comparative purposes. Also, the analysis undertaken for the majority of the variables 
presented in this chapter is again quantitative which reflects the closed response requested 
by the postal questionnaire. However, in contrast, in the final section qualitative data is 
explored in terms of the anecdotal comments provided by the engineers in their 
questionnaire replies. In view of the exploratory nature of opinions on career influences 
further detailed quantitative tests such as t-tests and chi-square tests for comparison of 
means and percentages respectively have only been used where justified. 
Finally, the results of multiple linear regression analyses are presented which explore the 
significance of the multiple factors that influence the careers of the engineers. 
6.2 Career Progression - Previous Positions 
The questions regarding "previous positions" requested either a bi-polar (yes/no) or 
numerical type response only. The analysis undertaken has therefore been presented 
graphically as either percentages or means respectively. Where appropriate t-tests or chi- 
square tests have also been used to evaluate the statistical significance of the results. 
Again as in Chapter 5 the investigation of sectoral comparison could have used ANOVA 
/ MANOVA techniques for the means and LOGLINEAR techniques for the bipolar 
proportions. However, as it was only the differences between groups at the same 
university / course rather than between groups of engineers at different universities that 
were being explored, multiple t-tests were utilised with multiple linear regression. 
6.2.1 Previous positions - Number ofjob changes since graduation 
(Q20 - Response 99.0%, Variable: JOBMO VES) 
Overall the mean number ofjob moves was 4.2 for the Dainton engineers and 3.7 for the 
Control Group engineers. Figure 6.1 illustrates the mean number of job changes since 
graduation for the various universities / course groups. Apart from Birmingham where 
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there was little difference between the two groups of engineers at approximately four 
moves each and at Brunel where the Control group engineers had the larger mean number 
of changes it was the Dainton engineers that appeared to have had the greater career 
mobility since graduation. 
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Figure 6.1 - Mean- Number of moves since graduation 
As a check that the means were a good indicator of central tendency a plot of the median 
number of moves was also made and as shown in Figure 6.2 this shows a similar if more 
dramatic pattern 
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Figure 6.2 - Median- Number of moves since graduation 
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6.2.2 Previous positions - Number of Different Organisations Worked for since 
61 raduation 
Q21 - Response 99.0%, Variable: NO. ORGAA) 
Overall, the Dainton engineers had worked for an average 2.6 organ1sations and the 
Control Group engineers, 2.6. With respect to sectoral differences a similar picture (see 
Figure 6.3) to that for total number of moves emerged. Again there was little difference 
between the Birmingham engineers at a mean of 2.4 organisations and again the Brunel 
engineers showed a reverse position with the Control Group engineers (at 2.7 compared 
to 1.8 for the Dainton engineers) more likely to have had worked for more organisations. 
For the rest, apart from the slight difference shown by the Imperial - Chemical Control 
Group engineers compared to their Dainton counterparts the evident trend was for the 
Dainton engineers to have had experience of more organisations and hence career 
mobility. 
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Figure 6.3 - Mean- Number of Organisations worked 
Again the comparison with a median view of the number of orgaruisation (Figure 6.4) 
revealed a similar if more pronounced pattern thus confirming the use of the mean as a 
measure of central tendency. 
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Figure 6.4 - Median- Number of Organisations worked 
623 Previous positions - Number of Different Functions Worked for since 
Graduation 
(()22 - Overall Response 97 4%, Variables: FUNCTS (computed variable), GENMAN, 
FINANCE, PRODOPV,, "LEVMAR, ENGYRD, PROCURE, PERVADM, SPECVERV, 
PRO. IMAN, OTHER) 
Research findings put considerable stress on the value attached to 'experience' in the 
making of managers. However the segmentation of many companies makes it very 
difficult to break down the functional chimneys and it may be considered that the apparent 
rise of the Dainton engineers might be linked to their 'greater' experience rather than 
being Dainton engineer. Surprisingly, as shown in Figure 6.5 this was not found to be the 
case. Apart from the Imperial - Chemical course across the universities / course groupings 
there were only marginal differences between the two groups of engineers and these were 
of no statistical importance. Overall, both groups of engineers had on average worked 
in three ftinctions. The only statistically significant variance was for Imperial - Chemical 
engineers where there was a difference, with the Dainton engineers having worked in 
more functions. However, the small number of responses for this group could possibly 
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be distorting the findings. Also as Figure 6.5 confirms the spread of number of functions 
(between 1- 9) did not differ significantly between either the groups of engineers or the 
sectors. 
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Figure 6.5 - Number of functions worked in 
One possible explanation for the apparent lack of difference could be that the distribution 
of replies is distorting the means. For example the higher than expected mean values for 
the Control Group could be as a consequence of relatively few engineers having a very 
large amount of functional experience. In fact the distributions were approximately 
normal in all eight universities / course groupings. 
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Finally, it could also be the case that the Dainton engineers have had more experience of 
the functions which are really important to businesses. As shown in Table 6.1, overall 
more of the Dainton engineers had worked in general management, finance production / 
operations and sales /marketing. Engineering /R &D was more favoured by the Control 
Group engineers. Sectorial a similar pattem was observed. However there were 
exceptions especially for finance (Birmingham, Brunel and Imperial - Chernical) and sales 
/ marketing (Imperial - Chemical and imperial - Electrical). The opposite trend for 
production / operations was observed for the Brunel engineers. 
624 Previous positions - Stayed within the same industrial sector 
Q23 - Response 99.1 %, Variable: SAMESEC) 
Another aspect of 'experience' is the mobility between industrial sectors and the rise to 
the top managerial positions has often been linked to this flexibility. However, mobility 
between industrial sectors is a recent phenomena (the jobs for life approach of the large 
multi-nationals n-iitigated against employees needing to move) and as Figure 6.6 illustrates 
there are two distinct groupings. Apart from Oxford and Cambridge Dainton engineers 
there are only small differences between the other groups of engineers with more than 
48% of the both the Dainton and Conventional engineers having stayed within the same 
industrial sector. The Cambridge and Oxford Dainton engineers had the greater industrial 
sector mobility with over 70% having moved industrial sectors in their careers 
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Figure 6.6 - Stayed in the same industrial sector 
625 Prei4ous positions - First appointment to a fast track' management position 
(Q24 - Response 9 7.0%, Variable: HIGHFL 1) 
This question set out to answer whether or not the Dainton engineers had been placed on 
a 'royal' route to management at the beginning of their careers by being appointed onto 
fast track management programmes. The responses were very significant (see Figure 6.7) 
in that apart from engineers from the Imperial - Chemical course where there was little 
difference more Dainton engineers indicated that their first positions with companies were 
on 'fast track' management programmes. The overall View being that 41% of Dainton 
engineers had started their careers in this manner against 20% of Control group engineers. 
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Figure 6.7 - Direct entry to a management development programme 
6.3 Organisational Influences 
Analysis for the responses to the Likert type questions used to measure organisational 
influences was that of a graphical comparison of the mean response for each university / 
course within the Dainton / Conventional engineer grouping. The distribution of 
responses for each sub-question were plotted and although the results were not normal 
distributions it was considered that the variation was not significant to affect the use of 
means as a measure of central tendency 
undertake a t-test comparison. 
However , it was not considered valid to 
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6.3.1 Degree to which engineers experienced key organisational influences during 
their career progress 
Q25 alh - Responses 98.4%, 98.1%, 96.9%, 972%, 9769 93.2%, 96.2%9 95.0%9 
Variables: MANDEVSC, MENTOR, TECHCAR, M, 4NCAREE, FUNCMOVE, 
EQUALPAY, TASK, FUNCSTRQ 
In section 3 of the questionnaire the respondents were asked the following questions with 
respect to the organisations they had worked for- 
a) Had they at any time participated in a formal management development scheme and had 
they had a mentor? 
b) Whether or not they had pursued a purely technical career, or one that had involved 
switching into management or between functions? 
c) Whether they received pay parity and had they worked in task orientated or functionally 
orientated organisational structures? 
The responses are shown graphically in Figures 6.8 - 6.15. The scoring system used was 
such that a low value indicates that a respondent was more likely to have experienced the 
variable under investigation. From the graphs the following main features were noted- 
In Figure 6.8 the Dainton engineers appear to have participated in significantly more 
formal management development schemes than their Conventional colleagues. The mean 
score indicates that most Dainton engineers had participated in at least one formal 
management development scheme with Brunel engineers scoring the highest. The Control 
group were more likely to be found in the range "in some" to "in none". With respect to 
whether or not they had ever had a mentor (Figure 6.9) again the Dainton engineers were 
more likely to have had a mentor except for Oxford engineers where the position was 
reversed and the Imperial - Electrical engineers where there was no difference between 
the groups. The Cambridge Dainton engineers mean score being similar to the Oxford 
Dainton engineers at having had a mentor "in some" organisations. 
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Figure 6.9 - Mean-Had a mentor 
With respect to the types of career pursued the Dainton engineers, perhaps not 
surprisingly, had not pursued technical careers (see Figure 6.10) whilst as Figure 6.11 
shows a significant number of them had switched into management. With regard to 
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movement between functions (see Figure 6.12) both groups showed only a slight mean 
preference to move. The exception being that the Imperial Chemical Control group 
indicated a strong shift to not having moved between functions (mean score 3.3) but as 
already discussed this maybe due to the small number of respondents from this group. 
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Figure 6.11 - Mean. Pursued a career that involved svAtching into management 
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Figure 6,12 - Mean- Moved between functions 
Figure 6.13 shows a similar pattern for both groups of engineers with regard to whether 
they had received pay parity with personnel in other functions. The task v functional 
grouping (Figures 6.14 and 6.15) also showed a preference for the Dainton engineers for 
the task orientated project management type companies whereas the Control group, 
although only significantly for a few groups eg Imperial - Electrical, Imperial - Mechanical 
and Oxford showed a preference for the functionally organised, more traditional types of 
organisations 
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Figure 6.15 - Mean: Worked in functional ofientated orgamsations 
6.4 Engineers' Views on Management Career Influences 
The analysis for the 5-point Likert replies for the engineers' views followed the same 
structure as for the 4-point Likert type questions for organisational influences. The 
scoring system used was such that a low value indicates that a respondent was more likely 
to agree with the statement that possession of the certain attribute had influenced 
engineering graduates' management career progression. The results are given in graphical 
format in Figures 6.16 - 6.3 1. 
6.4.1 Aims 
(Q26a - Response 9 7.4%, Variable: MOTIVA 7) 
It was not the intention with this variable to analyse underlying motivations such as power 
or wealth but to evaluate the degree to which the engineers thought that the need to 
succeed at the highest possible level influenced management career progression. The 
results are shown in Figure 6.16. Both groups rated motivation highly With a mean of 1.9 
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or lower. Overall,, the Dainton engineers at all university /course sectors except at 
Imperial - Chemical and Electrical rated this influence higher than their Conventional 
counterparts leaving the impression that the Dainton engineers viewed motivation more 
highly and were therefore, probably, more motivated than their conventional colleagues. 
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Figure 6.16 - Mean- Highly Motivated to Succeed 
6 4.2 People Skills 
(Q26b - Resp(, Pnse 97 4%, Variable: LEADER) 
(Q2 6c - Respt)n se 9 7.4 %, Varia ble: COMMUNIC) 
(Q26d - Response 96 7%, Variable: ENTREPRE) 
Under this broad grouping the engineers were asked their views on leadership, 
communication and entrepreneurial skiHs and the results are shown in Figures 6.17,18,19. 
Interestingly, more of the groups of Dainton engineers ranked the two conventional 
C managerial' skills higher than their colleagues although both groups viewed the influences 
strongly with no mean score lower than 1.9 (partially agree). 
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Figure 6.17 - Mean- Possession of leadership skills 
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Figure 6.18 - Mean: Good commumcator 
The results for the entrepreneurial skills showed a more sirrular view between the groups. 
For this influence the mean score lay between 2 ("partially agree") and 3 ("no view") and 
the scores for all Imperial engineers together with those form Oxford and Birmingham 
showed little statistical difference. Those for the Cambridge and Strathclyde engineers 
(no Control Group) being similar to the rest of the respondents. 
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Figure 6.19 - Mean- Being an Entrepreneur 
6 4.3 A dm in istrative Skills 
(Q26e -Response 97 0%, Variable: PLANNER) 
(Q26Pf -Response 96 9%, Variable: DECISIOA9 
It was these decision making types of skills (Cox and Cooper, 1988- 94) that Chief 
Executives rated either being equal or a close second to the people skills of leadership. 
Both these questions aimed to measure particular aspects of the same skill that of 
analytical ability. With reference to Figures 6.20 and 6.21 for the administrative skills the 
influences were rated very strongly (mean range 1.3 - 2.0) le "strongly agree" to "partially 
agree" and apart from the Imperial Mechanical engineers there was little significant 
difference in opinion across the university / course sectors. 
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Figure 6.21- Mean- Able to make good decisions 
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6.4.4 Tech n icalSkills 
(Q26g -Response 963%, Variable: ENGSKILL) 
(Q26h - Response 963%, Variable: FINSKILL) 
(Q26j -Response 96 2%, Variable: MAR'YKILL) 
The results are shown in Figures 6.22,6.23 and 6.24 and two general observations can 
be made of the responses. One is that the Dainton engineers viewed financial skills as the 
more important influence whereas the Control Group engineers considered that the 
possession of engineering skills was more important. Overall, with respect to influencing 
managerial careers both groups Viewed financial skills as more influential ranging between 
2.5 to 1.9, compared with 3.0 - 2.1 for engineering skills. With respect to the influence 
of marketing skills both groups in all university / course sectors viewed this influence as 
being remarkably similar (with the exception of the Imperial - Chemical engineers) with 
mean scores between 2.4 to 2.6 ie "partially agree" to "no view". 
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Figure 6.22 - Mean- Having engineering skills 
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Figure 6.23 - Mean- Having financial skills 
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Figure 6.24 - Mean: Having marketing skills 
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6.4.5 Prqfessional Skills 
Q26k - Response 96.3%, Variable: CHA RTENG) 
Q261 - Response 95.8%, Variable: CHAR TA CC) 
The overall impression for the possession of formal professional qualifications (see Figures 
6.25 and 6.26) was that neither group had any view or even partially disagreed with the 
statement that "having formal professional qualifications, such as chartered engineer or 
accountant influenced engineers' management careers". Indeed the view was stronger 
against the value of being a chartered accountant, than a chartered engineer. With respect 
to being a chartered engineer the view between the universities / sectors differed little. 
However, again the notable exception was Imperial - Chemical Dainton engineers whose 
view was towards partially agreeing that being a chartered engineer was influential. 
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Figure 6.25 - Mean- Being a Chartered Engineer 
The views on chartered accountants were more vaned with the largest differences being 
seen in the Imperial - Chemical and Imperial - Electrical engineers. 
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6.4.6 Organisational Traits 
(Q26m - Response 96.9%, Variable: MENTORS) 
(Q26n - Response 92.7%, Variable: LADDERSý) 
(Q26p -Response 96.3%, Variable: MANDEVP) 
(Q26q - Response 96.5%, Variable: SENRENGS) 
(Q26r - Response 94.1 %, Variable: TASKERS) 
Mentors (Figlire 6,27) - both group rated the influence of mentors between (3.0 - 2.1) ie 
no view to partially agree. Within the universities / courses sectors there was little 
evidence of a preference of either group one way or the other. Dainton engineers were 
more likely to believe that access to mentors was not an influence at Birmingham, Brunel, 
and Oxford whereas the same was true for the Conventional engineers at Impenal - 
Chemical and Impenal - Mechanical. 
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Career ladders (Eigure 6.28) -A slightly reduced response rate for this question appeared 
to be due to a lack of understanding or possibly exposure to what exactly was meant by 
a 'dual career' ladder. Even amongst those who responded and could presumably be 
assumed to understand the concept there was still no strong expression of views either 
way and as illustrated (mean scores of 2.7 - 3.1) there was virtually "no view" with regard 
to this influence. 
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Figure 6.28 - Mean- Having a dual career ladder 
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Management development (Figljre 6.29) - There was little clear evidence of a significant 
difference in view between the Dainton and Conventional engineers and overall with a 
range of means between (1.9-2.6) the view was "partially agree" to "no view" at all - 
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Figure 6.29 - Mean- Having management development 
Engineers in senior positions (Figure 6.30) - At Brunel and Imperial - Mechanical the 
views of the two groups were similar whereas at Birmingham and Oxford it was the 
Control Group engineers who thought that having engineers in senior positions was 
influential. Only at Imperial Chemical was the opposite view significantly expressed and 
again this may be explained by the relatively small number of responses. Overall with the 
range of means between 2.0 -2.7 the View was "partially agree" to "no view" regarding 
this influence. 
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Task v function"y Orientated companies (Figure 6.3 1) - The responses indicated a slight 
polarisation of opinion in that with the slight exception of the Oxford engineers it was the 
Conventional engineers who were of the opinion that task orientated companies (using 
project management techniques) were the key to management progress whereas the 
Dainton engineers expressed this view less strongly. Overall with the range of means 
between 2.4-2.9 the view was "partially agree" to "no view". 
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6.5 Anecdotal Comments 
As one course tutor said to the researcher 'these engineers (he was referring to the 
Dainton engineers at the time) are not (. real' engineers. A possible hint from those that 
knew the two groups of engineers during their formative years that the Dainton group was 
and still is something 'different. This was not the only source of views however 
concerning the groups. Indeed despite or because of the structure of the questionnaire the 
responses were often supplemented by the engineers giving their own views or clarifying 
their replies. The following captures the major themes of the anecdotal comments which 
are linked where appropriate to the hypotheses under investigation- 
In terms of what was influential to their careers an Imperial Chemical Control Group 
engineer, now a partner in a Management Consultancy, pointed out that it was the quality 
of the initial organisation that counted - as he stated: 
"six years with Proctor & Gamble set me tipjantastically"' 
whereas another engineer, this time from the Imperial Mechanical Dainton course said-. 
"these (the questions) don't reflect the career progression of any manager I've 
encountered - engineers or otherwise. "ere is 'being in the right place at the 
right time'? " 
A contrasting view, this time of the barriers to progress, was reflected by the sentiments 
expressed by a Strathclyde Dainton engineer who in response to whether his first 
appointment had been to a 'fast - track' management programme replied: 
"il was originally supposed to be this but their training officer at that fime didn't 
get qff his ...... toorganiseit. 
I didn't realise until one plus years later when it 
was too late " 
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and finally as a Brunel Control Group engineer stated- 
6 (a belief in seýf' 
Other engineers stressed the importance of analytical skills - with an Imperial Mechanical 
Dainton engineer claiming: 
"an engineering / numerical background has given me the edge due to (its) 
methochcal /analytical approach. (It) can be applied to business problemý with 
a high degree of success. " 
whereas an Imperial Electrical Control Group engineer took the opposite view with- 
"lack of strong technical ability oftenforces engineers into management " 
There were even reminders that 'middle managers and their careers are dead' when an 
Imperial Electrical Dainton engineer pointed out- 
"it (the questionnaire) assumes that we are working (or have worked) in a typical 
I oldfashioned'fiinctiotially orientated company in the UK. Between around 30 
(year old) I(Mperial) C(ollege) colleagues and ftlends - two are working in 
industry - the rest are in IT or Management consultancy, banking, corporate 
finance. 7-he reality of slow rise through thefinctions does not apply - the middle 
mat7agementjobs are gone. Aere is a hugeflow of engineering talent into the 
service sector... Another very important aspect of many of our careers has been 
long periods st, orking abroad - this move seems more typi . cal than fincilonal 
moves 
Exposure to the various managerial Influences provided some startling admissions. An 
Oxford Control Group engineer said simply: 
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"I'm only an engineer - what does this mean " (he was referrIng to task 1, 
functional structures at the time) 
but an Imperial Mechanical Dainton engineer working as a management consultant put the 
counter view saying: 
"Please note: I'm not an engineer so some questions are pretty irrelevant " 
whereas an Imperial Mechanical Dainton engineer provided clarification of career 
'switching': 
Al the concept of 'switching' is not really applicable. In all my positions both 
'technical'and 'management 9 aspect were intimately mixed. Only the balance 
varied a little " 
Finally, the last word must go to a Strathclyde Dainton engineer who reminded the 
researcher that. 
'female progress does hall once children appear on the scene. Ais 
questionnaire is not really rej7ecting what happens to us (females) in our 
thirties ". 
An area may be for future research? 
6.6 Multiple Linear Regression Analysis 
The statistical analyses carried out so far have focused on comparisons between the 
Dainton and Conventional engineers and the sectorial variations between the two groups 
at the different universities / courses attended. The overall aim being to explore the 
differences between the various groups of engineers in terms of their education, past and 
present career positions. Also, tentative causal reasons for the differences ha", -e been 
explored. From this a picture of the degree of homogeneity of the groupings emerges 
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giving a view of the important multiple influences that impact on the two key dependent 
variables under study of graduates' salary and managerial position. 
In this section the results of a multiple linear regression for salary and managenial categ'of-ý' 
is presented. The multiple regression technique enables the prediction of values of a 
dependent variable (y) from a knowledge of several related variables (xi, x2 ....... xk) and 
enables the evaluation of the relative importance of the various factors (independent 
variables) or predictors. For example, is possession of a first class degree a more 
important predictor of final salary than being a Dainton graduate engineer9 The 
underlying assumption of linear regression being that the variables are related in the form- 
salary = P,, + P, coursetype +P2degreeclass . ......... 
Ppvariable p+E 
The analysis assumes that the variables are quantitative. Consequently all the categorical 
predictor variables used were recoded to binary dummy variables. For example the 
sectorial variable UNIVCOR was recoded to BIRK BRUNEL, CAM,. etc and GENDER 
to MALE and FEMALE. Several variables were also recoded to ensure that a high score 
equated to ascending importance eg DEGCLASS was recoded to DEGREE where a 
higher score equalled a high degree class. The recoded and dummy variables are given 
in Appendix 4.2. Additionally outliers of salary (ie>f, 100,000)were removed to prevent 
distortion of the regression and a log adjusted salary variable was used to meet the 
assumption of normality. 
Table 6.2 shows the results for the predictors for the variables, 'log of adjusted salary' and 
seniority' (managerial category). The predictor variables were chosen from those 
influences, identified in the study, as being most likely to explain the variance. For salary, 
the coefficient of multiple determination indicates that the predictors only account for 
22.5% of the variance (R 2 ->0.49 
is considered a high relationship). In this case the t- 
statistics indicate that after the intuitive predictors of age and company turnover, being 
a Dainton graduate was the most significant predictor. With respect to organisation 
influences being a 'high flyer' With direct entry onto a management trairung programme 
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was the most significant. Degree class and 'having a mentor' fell just outside the range 
for useful predictors whereas the university / course predictor appeared to explain little 
of the variance. Interestingly being a female also had a significant influence, albeit 
negative, on salary. 
With respect to managerial category the regression results are sinAar, albeit that the 
proportion of the variance accounted for is less than that for salary. Again the university 
/ course predictor appears to be of small significance. However it is the organisation 
influence of 'having a mentor' that appears to be the most significant predictor in this case 
after the intuitive predictors of age and turnover. It is of interest to note the negative 
relationship of company size (as measured by turnover) to managerial category, a fact that 
maybe explained by the different relative levels of management in smaller organisations. 
Finally, being a Dainton engineer just falls outside the significant t-statistic range. 
However as the previous results have showed, Dainton engineers on balance are more 
likely to have had a mentor and that there could be a link between these two variables. 
6.7 Summary - What do the results of the survey reveal? 
6.6.1 Previous Positions 
Experience as measured in the terms of function, job and organisational mobility is 
identified in the literature as a major influence on management career progression. Little 
difference was found between the experiences of the two groups of engineers either in 
terms of the number of organisations worked in and the number of job positions actually 
held. In addition the number of functions worked in and mobility between industrial 
sectors also proved to be very similar. It was only with regard to first appointments to 
a 'fast track' management schemes was there significant differences with the Dainton 
engineers being more than likely to have participated at a percentage of 41% to 20% - the 
value of which was reinforced by a Dainton engineer who stated that- "six (initial) years 
ulth Proctor &- Gamble set (him) upfiantastically. " 
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6.6.2 Exposure to key management influences in previous careerpositions 
Management development appeared as a significant career formation amongst the Dainton 
engineers as had also the following of a career that involved switching into management. 
There was little difference between the groups in terms of having a mentor and there was 
a slight preference by the Dainton engineers to have worked in project management 
focused companies. 
6.6.3 News on management career influences 
Aims and People SkiHs 
The opinions on what influenced management career development of engineers was 
illuminating. The quantitative analysis showed that the Dainton engineers thought that 
motivation together with the 'convention' management skills of leadership and being a 
good communicator, were more important that their Conventional colleagues believed. 
This fact being in evidence across the university / course sectors. Interestingly, there was 
little difference in opinion with regard to the influence of being an entrepreneur but as one 
engineer remarked " "at about entrepreneurs? Have you asuimed that engineers do 
not build companies? " 
Administrative Skills 
An Imperial - Mechanical Dainton engineer neatly summed up the opinion of all 
respondents with respect to these types of skills - "An engineering ., numerical 
background has given me the edge due to (its) methodical / analytic approach. (7t) can 
be applied to business problems with a high degree of success. " 
Technical / Professional Skills 
Dainton engineers thought that possession of financial skills was a more important 
influence than did the Control Group engineers. For engineering skills the view was 
reversed, although as one engineer indicated the use of technical skills depended on the 
company concerned. Finally, marketing skills were judged as being a similar influence. 
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Organisation Traits 
There was little evidence to support the view that either group Viewed access to mentors 
being significant and with respect to use of dual career ladders both group expressed "no 
view") reflecting possibly a lack of exposure to this form of organisation. Management 
development featured as an important influence for the Dainton engineers across the 
universities / course grouping but the view regarding engineers in senior position was 
more varied. Finally, Control Group engineers were more likely to think that task 
orientated companies were a major career influence. 
Finally, as Jennings, Cox & Cooper (1994: 113) found in their study of the 'ýBusiness 
Elites V), luck plays an important part in intrapreneurs' success which is echoed by a cry 
from an Imperial Mechanical Dainton engineer about "what abmil being M the right place 
at the right time. " 
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CHAPTER 7 
Analysis and Discussion of the Results 
7.1 Introduction 
In this chapter a return is made to the main themes developed in the introduction. The 
chapter is structured around four tasks. First, a summary of the main findings about 
engineers as managers set against the hypotheses developed in Chapter 3. Second,, the 
findings are put into a theoretical context by returning to the models of careers and their 
influences outlined in Chapters 1,2 and 3. Third the limitations of the study are explored 
and finally the implications of the research for professional practitioners are developed 
together with suggestions for areas of further research. 
7.2 Main Themes and Findings - An Overview of the Research 
The research aimed to get beneath the surface of two very broadly based hypotheses or 
beliefs. To reiterate these were* 
0 Management education does matter and strongly influences managerial career 
progression. 
0 Management education does not matter and / or there are organisational and social 
barriers to managerial career progression. 
The research evaluated the respective validity of these contrasting beliefs for a group of 
graduate engineers. These were graduates, who as an outcome of the Finniston debate 
into the state of the British Engineering Profession, had been given additional management 
training as part of their first degree courses - the so named 'Dainton' engineers. The 
conclusions were developed from the responses these graduates and a compatible control 
group gave to a postal questionnaire set to a total of 1,804 of themMth a response rate 
of 32%. 
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A main working hypothesis for the research was developed in Chapter I ie- 
That 'Dainton' engineering graduates have a career that is managerially orientated 
when compared to their conventional engineering counterparts. 
As a result of the literature review described in Chapter 2 further sub - hypotheses were 
developed in Chapter 3 in order to judge the validity of the main research hypothesis. The 
sub-hypotheses are of two main categories. In the first category are hypotheses that are 
concerned with the 'other' traits of the groups that may have influenced their careers 
whereas the second category are concerned with managerial orientation. The findings are 
reviewed against these sub hypotheses so that the degree of managerial orientation can 
be ascertained. The differences between Dainton engineers and their conventional 
colleagues overall are described first with a more detailed view of the sectoral or 
university variations following. 
721 Education 
Hypothesis 1: 
"When compared to conventional engineering graduates, Dainton engineers were more 
likely: 
0 To have had significant management formation during their first degree course. 
At a superficial level this assumption would appear to go without questioning. However 
it is the main underpinning causal influence underlying all the hypotheses developed. 
Consequently, to anchor the research it was necessary to ascertain the degree to which the 
assumption was valid. At a high level the ethnographical work together with quantitative 
data from the questionnaire confirmed that the Dainton degree courses were indeed 
enriched by the inclusion and integration of management subjects. More importantly 
perhaps, the second reason for the evaluation of this hypothesis was to ascertain the 
sectorial differences or similarities between the different courses. 
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In summary what was found was as follows- 
1) That the 'study time' ratio of management to engineering subjects varied. 
2) The management elements of the courses were taught by different types of lecturev 
either exclusively by management practitioners, eg at Oxford, through a mix of 
engineering academic staff and management staff, eg at Imperial, to exclusively by 
engineering staff, eg at Strathclyde. 
3) The range of management subjects varied, for example the Oxford Dainton course has 
a very strong economics foundation. 
4) Not all courses included a foreign language eg at Oxford. 
5) Sponsorship and hence the integration of the courses with industry varied and ranged 
from 100% at Brunel and Imperial to under 50% at Oxford and Strathclyde. 
6) The Dainton graduates were selected (or self selected) from day one - there was little 
interchange being the Dainton courses and the conventional engineering courses. 
7) Sophisticated selection techniques were found eg at Brunel use was made of 16PF 
psychometric tests and a Watson Glazer Critical Thinking Appraisal. 
However although there were certainly sectoral differences between the courses the view 
that Dainton courses as a homogeneous whole are management enhanced or enriched 
engineering courses is still as valid today as it was when the courses were originally 
conceived. 
Hypothesis 2: 
" When compared to cotwentional engineering graduates, Dainton engineers were more 
likeb,: 
0 To have a higher A Level score. 
Out of a maximum score of 30 for the three highest A levels, Dainton engineers overall 
had a mean score of 28.1 whilst the Control Group engineers scored 25.4. Within the 
university / course groupings it was the Dainton engineers who had the highest A level 
scores and the differences between the engineers were statistically significant at 
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Birmingham, Brunei, imperial - Mechanical and Imperial - Electrical. At Oxford the 
difference was only 0.5 and statistically the null hypothesis that the means were equal 
could not be rejected with any degree of confidence. 
Where comparison was possible (ie there was a control group) the support for the view 
that Dainton engineers have higher A levels scores was statistically significant with 
differences of between 2 and 7 points being observed. The lack of any difference between 
the groups at Oxford was perhaps in retrospect not surprising given the standing and 
status of the university. Comparison with the Cambridge course could have provided 
support to this view however as access to the control group was problematic this was not 
possible. 
Hypothesis 3: 
"When compared to conventional engineering graduates, Dainton engineers were more 
likely: 
0 To have undertaken higher education in particular MBA courses. 
Surprisingly it was the Control Group engineers who had obtained doctorates with 8.5% 
holding the qualification whereas only 2.2% of the Dainton engineers held the similar 
qualification. A possible explanation being that the clustering was in the Science / 
Technology category and as this was likely to be the area in which the non Dainton 
engineers are active. No respondent indicated holding a Doctorate in a management 
subject. 
With respect to Masters level qualifications overall the picture was near identical with 
22.8% of the Dainton engineers and 24.1% of the Control Group holding such a 
qualification. There was quite a significant variation between the university / course 
grouping and no pattern was observable. With respect to MBAs or their equivalent the 
difference was 15.1% to 7.8% in favour of the Dainton engineers and sectorally was most 
striking for the Imperial - Electrical, Imperial - Mechanical and Oxford engineers. 
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Finally, although post graduate diplomas and certificates were held by 11% of the 
engineers responding there appeared to be very little support for the CMS / DNIS 
management quafification with only 1.2% of respondents having a CMS and 1.8% a DM Sý 
The support appeared to be for specific post graduate qualifications included as part of 
the degree course package eg the Diploma in Accounting and finance for the Cambridge 
Dainton engineers. 
That the Dainton engineers had opted for MIBA courses was expected but still a paradox 
in that it is difficult to decide on whether this is a virtuous circle ie Dainton engineers are 
management orientated and therefore need to continue and enhance their management 
qualification or whether the MBA quafification gives them the competitive advantage. It 
would appear that the often cited reason ofjob shifting for engineers taking an MBA is 
not the underlying reason in the case of Dainton engineers. 
Hypotheses 4 &-5- 
"When compared to conventional engineering graduates, Dainton engineers were more 
likely: 
Have experienced more 'on-the-job' training and development. 
Have had training that was 'managerially' orientated. 
It was difficult to draw many conclusions from the responses to the training and 
development questions as a very multi-facet picture was painted. The only area where a 
conclusion could be drawn with any degree of statistical confidence was in financial 
training where the Birminghan-i, Imperial - Electrical and Oxford Dainton engineers stated 
that they had experienced more financial training than their Control group colleagues 
722 Present Career Position and Professional Status 
Hy. pothgsis 6* 
" When compared to comentional engineering graduates, Damlon engineers were more 
like4y : 
To be found working in the non-manufacturing sectors of the economy. 
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Nearly 60% of both groups of engineers worked in the industrial economic sectors (ie SIC 
grouping 2-4). The migration of Dainton engineers was predominantly to the commercial 
sectors le banking, insurance and retail and self regulating professions whereas the 
conventional engineers had migrated equally to many of the other econonuic sectors. 
Although significant numbers of both groups still worked in engineering orientated 
functions well over 50% of the Dainton engineers in most groups described their job as 
managerially orientated and were significantly more managerial orientated than their 
conventional engineering colleagues. 
Hypothesis 7: 
"When compared to conventional engineering gradtiates, Dainton engineers were more 
likely : 
0 To work for smaller organisations. 
Both groups of engineers worked predominantly in the UK with Europe being the next 
favoured location. The findings showed that both groups favoured larger companies ie 
500+ total employees. Compared to national data the preference was at the expense of 
the small / medium sector companies. In addition Dainton engineers apparently work for 
much larger 'blue chip' compames with in excess of 10,000 employees. Additionally, 
Dainton engineers especially from Oxford joined city firms and consultancies such as 
McKinsey and Andersens. The data therefore refutes the hypothesis. 
HypQthe5is 8: 
" When compared to cotiventional engineering graduates, Dainton engineers were more 
hke4i, : 
0 To have achieved higher managerial positions. 
As a group Dainton engineers had risen higher in the hierarchy of companies than their 
conventional colleagues. The managerial distribution of Dainton engineers was slanted 
to the Middle manger / director level whereas that of the conventional engineers shovýed 
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a more normal distribution which peaked at the junior/ middle manager tier. Betweenthe 
universities only at Brunel was a mirror image of the trend observed with the Control 
group engineers having achieved the higher positions. 
The data at face value therefore supports the hypothesis of the migration of the Dainton 
engineers into the higher managerial positions. On its own as a measure of migration the 
measure needs to be treated with caution. There are two underlying reasons for this view. 
Firstly, managerial titles can vary significantly between companies and are often affected 
by size. Secondly, the statistical confidence was only above 95% for the Imperial - 
Mechanical and Oxford engineers despite the apparently large percentage differences in 
the categories. This was not surprising as these are two of the larger groups of engineers 
and with six categories of managerial position being used there is a tendency for over 
inflated percentages due to the small numbers involved. 
In order to approach the hypothesis from a slightly different direction the mean A level 
score for each of the categories was evaluated. Leaving aside the 'other' category the 
view was similar to a 'bath tub' curve with the extremes of the management continuum 
being populated by the engineers with the highest mean A level scores. This tends to 
support the migration of Dainton engineers to the highest levels but could indicate a 
tendency of the higher A level score conventional engineers to remain in the 'technical' 
positions with the lower scoring colleagues switching to the managerial levels - an 
interesting paradox. As an Imperial Electrical Control Group engineer claimed. - 
"lack of strong fechnical ability oftenforces engineers into management " 
The results of the multiple linear regression showed that the predictor variables only 
accounted for 17% of the variation. The orgaiiisational influence of 'having a mentor' 
was the most significant predictor after age and company turnover and 'being a Dainton 
engineer' fell just aside the significance range. However, as Dainton engineers are more 
likely to have had a mentor and the two predictor variables can therefore be considered 
complimentary and consequently the results of the multiple linear regression are 
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supportive of the hypothesis. 
Hypothesis 9: 
it When compared to conventional engineering graduates, Dainton engineers were more 
likely : 
To work in 'managerial functions' such as general management, finance, sales 
marketing rather than production / operations. 
As a group Dainton engineers favoured the general management and finance functions 
rather than 'engineering'. Surprisingly, there was a similar preference of both groups for 
the production / operations function and there was also a strong and similar preference for 
the specialist services such as IT and project management. In the main however the 
Conventional engineers preferred to work in engineering /R&D with the Dainton 
engineers being spread across the managerial functions such as general management and 
finance. 
Hyl2othesis 10: 
64 When compared to conventional engineering graduates, Dainton engineers were more 
likely : 
0 To have a job that is classed as 'management' rather than 'technical'. 
Overall 62% of the Dainton engineers and 48% of the Conventional engineers categorised 
their present job as managerial. However, the overall view was not repeated sectorially. 
The picture regarding the categorisation of the engineers' present position as either 
f managerial' or 'technical' was varied. Only at Oxford and Brunel were the results above 
a 90% statistical probability and whereas at Oxford over 70% of the Dainton engineers 
claimed to have a 'managerial'job at Brunel it was the Control group who were more 
likely to have a managerial job but only at the same level as the Oxford Control Group 
engineers. 
In view of these findings fiii-ther analysis was undertaken using this categorisation together 
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with those of 'managerial category' and 'job function'. Cluster analysis provided a useful 
measure of the managerial orientation between the two groups of engineers and revealed 
that there were two distinct main types of Dainton engineer: 
0 'Generalists' - Categorised as being senior managers or directors working in 
general management, finance or production / operations. 
0 'Technicals' - Categorised as being junior / middle managers working in 
production / operations, engineering / R&D, specialist services and project 
management. 
In contrast the Conventional engineers had predominantly become 'Technicals' 
Hypothesis 11: 
"When compared to conventional engineering graduates, Dainton engineers were more 
likely : 
0 To have a higher median salary. 
The salary data was one of the most revealing aspects of the engineers' different progress. 
The results pointed to a strong correlation between being a Dainton engineer and earning 
a higher salary (median of L41,523) than the Conventional engineers (median salary 
E32,743). The statistical probability (evaluated using a variety of statistical tests including 
data transformation) of the salary difference observed being repeated for the total group 
across the universities was significant although the actual difference varied. The highest 
earners were Imperial Chemical Dainton engineers with a median salary of 146,59.3 
followed closely by Cambridge Dainton engineers at E46,372. The only sectoral exception 
to the Dainton engineers having the higher salary was the Brunel engineers where the 
Conventional engineers earned the higher salaries with a median of L28,378 to the Dainton 
engineers' median of L27,286. However even here the difference was small. The salary 
difference was also maintained across the age groups although the gap narrowed as 
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engineers became older. 
The data is therefore considered to support the hypothesis and although on an individual 
basis a Control group engineer may earn more than a Dainton engineer, it was the 
Dainton engineers as a group that had the highest earnings. This view is supported, with 
the proviso that the predictor variables only account for 22.5% of the salary vaniation, by 
the fact that after age and company turnover being a Dainton graduate was the most 
significant predictor of salary. 
Although the multiple linear regression equations calculated both for salary and 
managerial category show that the dependent variables are more influenced by factors 
other than the independent variables under consideration, the lack of a significant 
relationship could be due to several factors including- 
small sample sizes 
the relationship not being linear 
0 additional influences 
Indeed, the unidentified additional influences need not be significant individual predictors 
but their combined effects,, together with the predictors identified, could generate a good 
predictive equation. In this case the relative contribution of the predictors would still be 
as indicated. 
Hypothesis 12: 
" When compared to cotiventiotial engineering graduales, Daintoll engineers were more 
likely 
. - 
0 To have higher migration rates into other professions such as accountancy. 
Professional qualifications were not very popular with either group although surprisingly 
it was the Dainton engineers which showed the preference to qualify wIth 3 70 o having 
become chartered engineers. With respect to the other professions, in particular 
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accountancy, there was little difference between the groups with 9% of the Dainton 
engineers having so qualified compared to 8% of the Control Group. This overall view 
was the result of a three way division existing between the universities with the Control 
Group engineers predominating the migration at Brunel and Imperial Chemical and the 
Dainton engineers at Birmingham and Imperial Electrical with little difference at Imperial 
Mechanical and Oxford. 
At an overall level the hypothesis was therefore refuted and although at certain universities 
the Dainton engineers had migrated to the accountancy profession this was rather limited 
and -Arith a statistical probability less than 95%. 
Z23 Career Progression 
Hypotheses 13 & 14: 
"When compared to conventional engineering graduates, Dainton engineers were more 
likel Y 
To have more career experiences as measured by mobility between functions, jobs, 
companies and industrial sectors. 
0 To have been on management 'fast - track' programmes. 
Experience as measured in the terrns of function, job and organisational mobility is 
identified in the literature as a major influence on management career progression. Little 
difference was found between the experiences of the two groups of engineers either in 
terms of the number of organisations worked in and the number of job positions actually 
held. In addition the number of functions worked in and mobility between industnial 
sectors also proved to be very similar. It was only with regard to first appointment to a 
'fast track' management schemes was there any significant differences with the Dainton 
engineers being more than likely to have participated in these types of schemes at a 
percentage of 40% to 18% - as a Dainton engineer stated: 
"six (inuial) years with Proctor & Gamble set (him) upfantastically. " 
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Management development appeared as a significant career formation amongst the Dainton 
engineers as had also the following of a career that involved switching into management, 
There was little difference between the groups in terms of having a mentor and there was 
a slight preference for the Dainton engineers to have worked in project management 
focused companies. 
Although career experience is multi-faceted it appeared as if most of the key influences 
identified from the literature either had not been experienced by the groups of engineers 
or were experienced to the same degree. It was only with respect to the exposure to 
management development and the joining of fast-track career programmes were there 
signs of dfferences - although it is difficult to know whether the exposure to these types 
of programmes is directly as a consequence of being a Dainton engineer or is significant 
in its own right. 
724 Views on m an agem en t career influ en ces 
The use of 'closed" questions in a postal survey introduces a slight risk that not all aspects 
of an individual's career are explored. In order to overcome this restriction the 
respondents were asked questions based on the influences that may have affected their 
careers and those of others they may have observed. No formal hypotheses were 
postulated for the influences being investigated. The simple aim was to compare and 
contrast the individual views of the two groups of engineers on managerial careers. In this 
way it was anticipated that a richer and more varied perspective to the organisational 
influences could be obtained. In summary the following were found- 
9 Aims and People Skills - Dainton engineers thought that motivation, together 
with the 'conventional' management skills of leadership and being a good 
communicator, were more important that their Conventional colleagues believed, 
Administrative Skifls - Dainton engineers ranked the two conventional managerial 
skills of leadership and communication higher than their conventional colleagues 
although both viewed the influence strongly with no mean score lower than 
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cc partiafly agree". Entrepreneurial skills were viewed simiIarly by both groups "Ith 
mean scores ranging fTom "partially agree" to "no view". 
Technical / Professional Skills - Dainton engineers thought that possession of 
financial skills was a more important influence than did the Control Group. For 
engineering skills the view was reversed. However,, financial skills were more 
highly rated than engineering skills by both groups. Marketing skills were Judged 
as being a similar influence. 
0 Organisation Traits - There was little support by either group that access to 
mentors or dual career ladders was significant. Management development 
featured as an important influence for the Dainton engineers across the universities 
/ course grouping but the view regarding engineers in senior position was more 
varied. Finally, Control Group engineers were more likely to think that working 
for task orientated companies was influential. 
The views of the engineers to the influences on managerial careers was significant to the 
research from two aspects- 
0 There appeared to be contradiction to the importance given in the literature to the 
cnewer' initiatives designed to improve the career transition of engineers such as 
dual career paths and mentors. A possible reason for this could be the fact that 
many engineers had not experienced these forms of support and career structure - 
in fact several had questioned what was meant by dual career ladders. 
9 The well established managerial traits and skil-Is were scored highly by both groups 
and although the overall impression given was that the Dainton engineers 
supported the conventional views of the organisation influences, their conventional 
colleagues often had similar views. 
7.3 Implications of the study for current theory 
The findings of the research have implications for several groups of theories / hypotheses 
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These being: 
0 That management education does / does not influence management career 
progression. 
0 The models of managers' career progression and controlling influences. 
0 Models of different types of 'careers'. 
73.1 Management education and management career progression 
Gertsl and Hutton (1966) from their study of mechanical engineers claimed- 
"A IthoughJamily background and type of school attended undoubtably have an 
iqfluence, the most important single factor determining Success is going to 
university. Among university graduates there is a strong correlation between 
academic ability and subsequent success which is also related to the type of 
university " 
Also as outlined in Chapter 2 there are two main, competing theories or hypotheses that 
are currently held regarding the influence of management education. To recap these are- 
0 The possibly unique British view that managers are bom, not made, with its 
obvious conclusion that management education is not linked to either career 
progression or company performance. 
0A view that better educated managers would naturally be linked to improved 
economic performance. 
Overall the research findings provide statistical support to the viewpoint that managerial 
education has a significant impact on managerial career progression for the engineers 
studied. Although there was evidence of variation dependant on the university and 
engineering course attended there appeared to be strong correlation between being a 
Dainton engineer and being successful on the managerial career ladder. 
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7 3.2 Models of managers' career progression and controlling influences. 
Many of the contemporary career studies or histories of professions (eg Parkhouse, 1992 - 
Doctors; Gerstl & Hutton, 1966 - Engineers; Matthews et al, 1998 - Accountants) make 
little or no reference to the career influences they set out to investigate. This research was 
different in that it was based on the assumption that the education of the engineers was 
a significant influence and that by designing a questionnaire on the other influences 
identified fi-om the literature in particular by Cox and Copper (1988) evaluation could be 
made on whether or not the Dainton engineers had experienced other significant 
influences. That to a degree they had, has already been discussed. However it is difficult 
to decide on whether the relationship is one of cause / effect or whether being Dainton 
engineers set them off in this direction in the first instance. Three main influences fi-om 
the literature were of interest and the research findings have implications for the current 
theories and models. 
'Experience' - The literature put considerable stress on the value attached to 'experience' 
and it may be considered that the apparent fise of the Dainton engineers might be linked 
to their 'greater' experience rather than being Dainton engineers. Surpnisingly, this was 
not the case. Apart from the Imperial - Chemical course across the universities / course 
groupings there were only marginal differences between the two groups of engineers and 
these were of no statistical importance. Overall both groups of engineers had on average 
worked in three functions. Another aspect of 'expenence' is the mobility between 
industrial sectors and the rise to the top managerial positions has often been linked to this 
flexibility. Apart from Cambridge and Oxford there was only small differences between 
the groups with predominantly more than 48% of both the Dainton and Conventional 
engineers having stayed within the same industrial sector. 
'Fast track' management schemes - Had Dainton engineers been placed on a 'royal' route 
to management at the beginning of their careers by being appointed onto fast track 
management programmes? The responses were very significant in that apart fi-om 
engineers from the Imperial - Chemical course, where there was little difference, more 
Dainton engineers indicated that their first positions with companies were on 'fast track' 
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management programmes. Dainton engineers appeared to have participated in 
significantly more formal management development schemes than their conventional 
colleagues. The mean score indicated that most Dainton engineers had participated in at 
least one formal management development scheme with the Brunel engineers scoring the 
highest. The Control group were more likely to be found in the range "in some" to "in 
none 
Mentoring - The Dainton engineers were more likely to have had a mentor except for 
Oxford engineers where the position was reversed and at Imperial - Electrical where there 
was no difference. 
Career switching. With respect to the types of career pursued the Dainton engineers, 
perhaps not surprisingly, had not pursued technical careers, with a significant number of 
them having switched into management. With regard to movement between functions, 
both groups of engineers showed only a slight mean preference to move. The engineers 
cited several reasons of this for example: 
"lack of strong technical ability offenforces engineers into managemem " 
and-. 
"the concept of 'switching' is not really applicable. In all my positions both 
'fechnical'wid 'management'aspects were intimately mixed. Only the balance 
varied a little " 
7 3.3 Models of different types of 'careers'. 
In Chapter I the career models of Kanter (1989) were outlined. The bureaucratic 
stereotype was the basis of the careers that the questionnaire was designed to evaluate. 
Although the study did not set out to directly evaluate the relevance or otherwise of this 
model or indeed any other career models it was by its nature linked to its underlý'ing 
assumptions. The Dalton, Thompson and Price (1977) model of the careers of 
professionals in organisations could be considered one such 'more' relevant model. In a 
study of 550 professionals working in organizations in the USA they identified four 
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distinct career stages of specialist careers: 
Apprenticeship 
Independence 
Mentoring 
Strategic 
The fact that so few respondents had difficulty identifying with the type of Kanter career 
assumed was re-assuring. The overwhelming majority of the engineers (and it must be 
remembered that the respondents were predominantly male) had had a bureaucratic type 
career. The initial assumptions were therefore valid. The identification of the respondents 
with this type of career was also in some respects surprising certainly from the viewpoint 
that careers are supposedly 'dead ". That the engineers had experienced other types of 
career structures was also evident from the anecdotal replies that some of them gave. 
These did not fit the Dalton et al (1997) categorisation which it can be argued are in fact 
a sub set of the Kanter bureaucratic career but fell into the other Kanter identified 
stereotypes, for example. 
Entrepreneufial careers- 
'What about entrepreneurs? Have you assumed that engineers do not build 
companies? ' 
Career breaks: 
'female progress does halt once children appear on the scene. This 
questionnaire is not really reflecting what happens to us (females) in our 
thirties ". 
Other examples of careers were found including the denuse of conventional upward rising 
careers- 
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"it (the questionnaire) assumes that we are working (or hcme worked) in typical 
soldfashioned'functionally orientated compan(ies) in the UK. " 
and the 'what goes up can come down' career: 
"the questionnaire takes no account of where you have been, or what you have 
done eg best salary wasf5Ok as a director - now earning jC22.5K as a partnei-s 
assistant in an accounting practice. " 
7.4 Findings that fail to support or only partially support the hypotheses 
It was not expected that aH hypotheses would be fully supported. The alm of the research 
was to answer the question set out at the beginning of Chapter I and consequently the 
hypotheses that were developed were done so on the basis that they would be used to 
judge the degree to which engineers' education had influenced their managerial career 
progress. As indicated the data refutes several of the hypotheses and in other cases only 
partially supports them. Overall however, the data shows that Dainton engineers have 
become managers, often in senior positions whereas on average their conventional 
colleagues pursue technical careers and occupy the lower end of the managerial ladder. 
7.5 Limitations of the study 
The research findings are limited by the nature of the data collection tool used, that of a 
pre-defined questionnaire administered by post. This means of data collection generates 
a 'non response' dilemma in that nothing at all is known of those engineers who did not 
respond. To its advantage the self answered questionnaire does prevent interviewer bias 
appearing in the responses to the questions. 
The overall response rate was high at 32% however there were still pockets of small 
resulting samples which introduce caution to the findings for those particular groups ie 
Brunel Dainton engineers and aH Imperial Chermcal engineers. The reasons for this could 
not be avoided. In the case of the Brunei Dainton engineers access was provided to 
addresses from wNch graduates had already responded. This it was believed would give 
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a higher response rate, in the event the resulting response rate was little d fferent to a 
despatch to an Alumni database and the result was small numbers of graduates responding 
with respect to the control group. Finally the Impenal Chemical sample was restricted to 
the first three years as identification of the course in the later years was problematic. As 
these were the earlier graduates their addresses tended to be out of date and a lovv 
response rate resulted. 
Postal questionnaires are also by their nature 'closed'. There is little opportunity for any 
inter-action between the respondent and researcher and consequently no opportunities for 
clarification or exploring avenues of enquiry that may not have been envisaged during the 
drafting of the questions. Although the layout of the questionnaire was based on Kanter's 
bureaucratic career stereotype it was evident from the anecdotal responses that several of 
the respondents had experienced different types of careers. However a questionnaire 
designed to capture all the different types of careers would have been lengthy and could 
have reduced the response rate. 
Other forms of data collection were considered at the design stage of the research. Multi- 
methods using semi-structured interviews for example would have been possible to 
supplement the main findings. However access to the group used confidential Alumrfli 
databases and unless respondents provide contacts for the interviews this is a difficult 
methodology to pursue and difficult to evaluate its possible success at the onset of the 
research. The postal questionnaire was therefore considered the most viable form of data 
collection that could be undertaken with a reasonable degree of confidence. The resulting 
data collected is also capable of replication which supported the analytical approach 
undertaken. The data so collected was also supported by ethnographical research with 
respect to the course content. 
The study was also unable to gain access to all the Dainton courses. It would have been 
particularly beneficial to have accessed the engineering graduates from the ex-polytechnics 
of Nottingham Trent University and Sheffield Hallam University so that a comparative 
view could have been taken of Dainton graduates ftom the polytechnics. In addition 
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inclusion of the universities of Manchester / UMIST and Queens' Belfast would have 
provided additional benchmarks. Finally, little comparative analysis was possible at 
Cambridge and Strathclyde where there were no control groups. At Cambridge, the 
collegiate structure and lack of access to the recently established central Alumni' database 
obviated against the inclusion of the conventional engineers. The Oxford / Cambridge 
comparison would have provided another set of benchmarks. At Strathclyde a suitable 
control course (as defined by being a course of similar technical content but without the 
managerial subjects) did not exist. 
7.6 Recommendations for further research 
This study establishes that the Dainton courses do provide one 'royal route' to the top. 
Comparison with other groups that aspire to top management such as accountants would 
provide answers to the question of whether several 'royal routes' exist and which is the 
most successful. 
The study also indicates that finther investigation of the organýisational barriers / gateways 
that exist for career progression would be beneficial. Mso it was difficult to generalise 
from the sector variations observed and further investigation of the educational differences 
would be beneficial. The background profile of Dainton as opposed to conventional 
engineers would help start to unravel the question of why Dainton engineers are more 
managerial orientated. The Dainton course reinforces this orientation in a significant way 
and may provide the educational credentials that allow engineers to move into 
management. The question still remains, however- is it only the person who selects a 
Dainton course that will 'make it' or could a conventional engineer, if placed on the same 
course, achieve a similar level of success9 
7.7 implications of the study for management practitioners 
The study has implications for two main groups of management practitioners, those that 
practice in orgamsations, and those that teach potential managers. With respect to the first 
group the following main conclusions from the study can be drawn- 
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That engineers, in particular those with management training should be considered 
alongside the other natural aspirants to management eg the accountants. 
0 That barriers to the progression of conventional engineers being managers may 
exist within organisations , in particular the use of 'fast track' management 
schemes restricted to only managerially trained engineers. 
For those practitioners that teach managers: 
0 That the 'quality' management enhanced engineering degree courses are 
successful in placing their graduates on the route to management. 
0 That management trained engineers do rise to the highest positions in 
organisations and earn higher median salaries than conventionally trained 
engineers. 
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CHAPTER 8 
Summary and Conclusions 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides a summary of the work against the research aims and the original 
research question. It concludes with a discussion of the implications of the findings, the 
limitation on generalisation and suggested avenues for future research. 
8.2 Summary 
Chapter I began with one of the central messages of the Committee of Inquiry into the 
Engineering Profession (1980) ie- 
ENGINEERING OUR F(17TZRE: 
7-he relative absence ofprofessional engineers in senior management positions 
leads to a neglect of the 'engineering dimension' - this is best remedied by 
changes in engineers'formation in particular their education 
together with a view that there was as yet no evidence that this action had increased the 
flow of engineers into senior management positions. 
To answer whether or not this had taken place the research aims were twofold- Firstly to 
identify and describe the role of enhanced course graduate engineers in management and 
secondly, by comparison with non-Dainton engineering graduates to identify their relative 
progress on the management ladder together with other influences beyond the degree 
course that may or may not have impact on their progress. 
The literature review in Chapter 2 showed that there was little focused research on the 
career progression of engineering graduates as managers both generally and of the 
enhanced engineering degree Dainton graduates in particular. Consequently, the current 
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knowledge base gives few clues as to whether or not the enhanced engineering degree 
courses had been successful. There was however a signpost of their potential impact in 
that they appeared to attract candidates who were managerially orientated and that the 
courses were found to reinforce and strengthen that orientation. 
In Chapter 3 the development of a postal administered questionnaire based on models of 
careers and the influences on managers' careers was outlined. 575 useable responses were 
obtained, the results of which were presented in Chapters 4,5 and 6. From these it can 
be concluded that with respect to the Dainton engineers' career progression vis-a-vis their 
conventional engineering colleagues that- 
The Dainton engineers had achieved higher managerial positions. 
0 The Dainton engineers favoured the general management and finance functions. 
0 The Dainton engineers had a higher median salary. 
- Dainton engineers earned L41,523 compared to Conventional engineers, f32,743 
There were two distinct main types of Dainton engineer career pattem, 'Generalists' and 
'Technicals' whereas the conventional engineers predominantly followed the 
'Technicals' pattern. Figure 8.1 sets these cluster groups in context by summanising the 
main career paths of the two groups of engineers and the overlaps that were found. 
What other influences had impacted the Dainton engineers managerial career orientation 
other than their having attended an enhanced engineering degree course? In terms of 
further management education the Dainton engineers showed a preference to attend MBA 
programmes. The research also indicated that the Dainton engineers had had more 
exposure to management development and participation in fast-track career development. 
It was however difficult to ascertain whether the impact of these influences was significant 
or that they were was just an attribute of being a Dainton engineer. Also the perception 
of the engineers to what attributes had influenced engineers' managerial careers was 
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similar albeit that the conventional managerial traits such as leadership and 
communications were thought to be a stronger influence by the Dainton engineers. 
8.3 Comparative lessons - Implications of the research 
The results of the research have implications for several distinct groups interested in the 
practice of management: 
a To potential applicants to engineering degree courses - the enhanced Dainton 
engineering degree level courses do lead to one of the 'royal' routes to senior 
management level in the UK. 
0 To the universities - that the quality four year management enhanced engineering 
degree courses do have an impact on careers and could therefore be marketed as 
such. 
To the engineering institutions - as the engineering profession becomes more and 
more a graduate profession that their qualifying role will change. 
0 To companies and organisations - that engineers do make it to the senior 
management positions and should therefore be treated alongside the other 
professional such as accountants. This wiH ensure that the engineering dimension 
to management is inputted into the strategic direction of the companies 
8.4 Limitations - the generalisation of the research 
The research was successful in establishing a link between attendance on the enhanced 
Dainton engineering degree courses and that of higher level managerial career progression 
within the context of the courses researched. However as discussed in Chapter 7 there 
are limitations in the degree to which the findings can be generalised. To summanse: 
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0 Data collection is the real problem. In particular access to the graduates was 
limited. The umversities also effectively selected themselves for the exercise and 
as such the extent to which the sample (both in terms of universities studied and 
participants) is representative of the total population of Dainton engineers remains 
open to some debate. 
6 There are no 'signposts' to the careers of those who did not participate. 
8.5 Future work 
The direction of future research based on the findings of this study was discussed in 
Chapter 7. A key area for further research would be to supplement this work through the 
study of why the Dainton engineers are more successful - in essence to evaluate just what 
role the Dainton courses play. In particular the background of the Dainton engineers 
would appear to suggest more programmes of research so as: 
0 To establish if conventional engineers if placed on the same enhanced engineering 
degree courses achieve a sirMlar level of success. 
0 To understand whether those who select Dainton courses are already predestined 
to high managerial positions. 
0 To understand whether it could be a combination of the enhanced degree course 
and its participants that is the key to success. 
8.6 Conclusion 
The research provides conclusive evidence that the actions envisaged by the Finniston 
Committee did indeed allow engineers to flow (and continue to flow) into senior 
management positions. 
cliapter 8: Stinunarý and Conclusions 8-5 
APPENDICES 
Appendix 1-1- 
THE ENGINEER IN SOCIETY 
CEI Syllabus, 1966 
Government: Principles, historical development, functions and 
systems of Government. 
Technology in Society: The growth of technology, its causes 
and social effects. 
Communication: Sources and presentation of technical information, 
report writing. 
Structure of Industry: Ownership and management of industry 
by central government, local government, public companies, 
private companies and individuals. Capital-intensive and 
labour-intensive industries. General characteristics of 
service, process, manufacturing and construction industries. 
Economics: Wealth, money, resources. Fi, --ancing of industry. 
Principles of estimating. Economic evaluations. Cost 
accounting and analysis. 
Managene: --t: Principles of management. Types of organization. 
Management of information and control methods. An appreciation 
of work study, operational research, market research and systems 
analysis. 
Law and the Engineer: Taxation, contracts. Legal regulation 
of labour relations and working conditions. Patents. 
The individual in industry: Learned societies, professional 
bodies, employers' associations and trade unions. Remuneration 
and incentives. Working conditions. Recruitment and 
training. Measures of personal ability. The education and 
training of professional engineers. 
CEI Syllabus, 1973 
Technology in Society: Historical development of modern 
societies. The growth and effects of technology. The role 
and responsibilities of the engineer in society. Education 
and training of professional engineers. 
Industry and -ýommerce: The relation between 
business and 
industry. The company as the unit. Private and State control. 
The financing of industry. Industry and the national economy. 
Competition and marketing. 
Management: The organization and its environment. Basic 
features of organization. Managerial functions. 'to de rn 
management techniques. Labour relations. Industry and 
the law. 
Communication: Rsport writing and oral presentation. 
Sources of information. Managerial communication. Public 
relations and communications tc learned societies. 
Both syllabuses were published with guidance that general 
understanding of principles and trends was expected, not 
the extensive memorization of facts. 
rr-om -. FeLu I k4e rý A -eý. aAJ 
N62- rn el . "D -H-ýI"? 71) 
LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY BUSINESS SCHOOL 
SURVEY OF ENGINEERS AS NUNAGERS 
SPONSOR-ED BY THE IEE-THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS 
SUPPORTED B Y. - 
THE ENGINEERING COUNCIL 
THE INS77TUTION OF CHEWCAL ENGINEERS 
Please read all instructions and each question before you answer 
Please answer all questions about which you have knowledge. Every answer is important 
to the objectives of the study. 
When you have completed the survey, please return it to Steven Waller in the reply paid 
envelope provided. 
Thank you for your participation. 
The data collected by this questionnaire will be used to identify the career 
progression of engineering graduates and the influences on their managerial 
position. A summary copy of the findings, if required, can be reserved 
when returning a completed questionnaire. For further det"s of how to 
obtain your copy please see the instructions on the last page. 
C'STEVEN DERRICK WALLER 1996 
SECTION 1- EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND 
The aim of this section is to provide data with which to evaluate the influence of education on 
your career progression. Please provide as much information as you are able. Ae section is 
, sub-, &Wded into 3 major areas of influence. Please complete the boxes or if a choice of answer 
is provided circle or lick the most appropriate response. 
UNIVERSITY 
1. For your first degree: 
a) In which year did you graduate? ................................................... 
1 : 771 
b) Were you sponsored? Yes No 
IIII 
If yes, by whom? 
c) Could you please indicate the title of your first degree eg M. Eng?. II 
d) What was the duration of the course in years? ........................................... 
e) Could you please indicate the classification of the degree you received? 
First Upper 2nd Lower 2nd UndiVided 2nd 3rd Pass 
12 3 4 5 6 
f) In your engineering degree did you study any of the folloWing foreign languages? 
French German Italian Spanish None Other 
1234511 
2. If you have A level qualifications, could you please indicate the grades of your three 
highest scores? 
Highest Second Third 
highest highest 
II 
1) 
POST GRADUATE QUALMICATIONS 
3 Do you hold any of the following higher educational qualifications in addition to your first degree? 
a) A Doctorate in: Yes No 
Science F-I 
Technology F-I 
Arts / Humanities F-I 
Social Sciences 
Management and Business Administration 
If you have replied "yes" can you indicate 
From which University? .......................... 
And in which year did you graduate? ...................................................... 
b) A Master's degree in- 
Science 
Technology 
Arts / Humanities 
Social Sciences 
Management and Business Administration 
Yes No 
F-] 
1---] 
1-1 
If you have replied "yes" can you indicate 
From which University? .......................... 
And in which year did you graduate? ................................................ 
I 
c) Postgraduate certificates or diplomas, namely 
Yes No 
CMS - Certificate in Management Studies 
F-1 
DMS - Diploma in Management Studies 
DipEM - Diploma in Engineering Management 
F-1 
Diploma in Marketing (Chartered Institute of Marketing) 
Certified Diploma in Accounting and Finance (ACCA) F7 
3 
OTHER TRAINING 
4. Could you please indicate whether since graduation you have undertaken any short 
(ie of 2 weeks or less duration) in - house or external training courses in the following 
areas? 
Yes No 
a) Technical F-I F-I 
b) Financial F-I 
C) Sales & Marketing F-I 
d) Commercial F7 
e) Legal 71 r--1 
f) Languages 
g) General management 
h) Project management E-I 
5. Could you please indicate appro)dmately how many days. .. ýýý....................... in the past 12 months you have spent on all forms of continuing 
training and education eg short courses, in company training etc? 
Yes No 
6. Have you at any time since graduation undertaken management Ej F-I 
development? 
Yes No 
7. Have you at any time since graduation taken part 
in an off - the - job management development course exceeding 6 weeks in duration? 
(excluding any degree, diploma or certificate course identified in the previous sub - 
section) 
If yes could you please provide further details 
4 
SECTION 2- CAREER PROGRESSION SINCE GRADUATION 
Mis section cams to recordyour career progression. It is divided into three sub-sections. Please 
complete the boxes, or if a choice of answer is provided circle or tick the most appropriate 
response. 
PRESENT POSITION 
8. Please indicate your present employment status and length of time (if applicable)- 
Employed Un-employed Home-maker 
Approx. Years Approx. Years 
21311 
Questions 9- 16 should be completedfor your presentjob. Ifyou are un-employed or a home- 
maker it should be your last position. Ifyou have never been employedplease leave blank. 
9. Could you please categorise as below the sector of your present employment?.. 
Where- 
I- PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION: This includes the Civil Service, local government, 
privatised utilities, nationalised pubfic transport, the National Health Service, the Atomic 
Energy Authority and ex - National Coal Board companies. 
2- EDUCATION - This includes "old" and "new" universities and schools. 
3 -INDUSTRY This includes manufacturing industry, civil engineering, construction 
and industrial research associations. 
4- COMMERCE This includes banking, insurance, retail and wholesale distribution, 
service trades', and leisure. 
5- SELF REGULATING PROFESSIONS: This includes work in private practice 
(eg accountants, solicitors and chartered engineers) 
6- OTHE - This includes the Church, armed forces, communications, cultural and 
artistic activities. 
10. a) Please indicate the type of organisation in which you work? 
Multi- UK Private Partnership Sole 
National PLC Company Trader 
PLC 
12345 
Other 
6 
5 
o. continued ....... Yes No b) Is the company more than 25% owned by a larger company9 F7 
c) In which airea/county is it located? 
d) Approximately how many employees at this location? 
1-9 10-99 100-499 500+ 
2 3 4 
e) Approximately how many employees in total for the organisation? 
1-9 10-99 100-499 500-999 
. 
1000-911999 1011000+ 
1 3 4 5 6 
0 Approximately what is the turnover (in Im's) of the organisation? 
Up to 9 10-99 100-999 11,000-4-999 5,000+ 
2 3 4 S 
11. What is your job title? ............................ 
12. Could you please categorise as below the manage ial or near equivalent 
that most closely fits your job? Where- 
I- DIRECTOR All grades of director (eg Chairman, Chief Executive, Managing 
Director,, Functional directors and Non - Executive directors) 
2- SENIOR MANAGER QR SENIOR SPECIALIST Heads of major functions 
reporting to a Director. Post encompasses poficy formulation. In addition this level covers 
very senior and highly qualified specialists who have no function or department to 
manage. 
3- SENIOR/MIDDLE NUNAGE - This will include heads of main departments 
reporting to senior managers. Also some important specialist posts such as a Pension 
Manager, with no management of staff are included. 
4- JUNIORIMIDDLE MANAGER: This includes heads of section as well as 
specialists in a specific given fields such as seruor engineers, project leaders etc. 
5- JUNIOR MANA(jE 
. 
This is the lowest level of management and includes heads 
of section and professionally qualified specialists such as chartered engineers and 
accountants. 
OTHE - Jobs that do not fit the above hierarchy eg academic posts 
6 
13, Could you please indicate below the function that most closely fits your job? 
General Financial Production/ Sales/ Engineering/ 
Management Operations Marketing R&D 
12 3 4 5 
Procurement Personnel/ Specialist Services Project Other 
Admin. eg IT, legal etc Management eg academic 
6 7 8 9 10 
14. Could you please categorise your job as being either I or 2? ............................... Where- 
I- MANAGEMENT- ie the majority of your job is concerned with managerial aspects 
such as planning, organising, controlling, monitoring and leading. 
2- TECHNICAL SPECIALIST- ie the majority of your job is concerned with 
functional "technical" aspects such as engineering, accountancy, marketing etc 
15. a) Could you please indicate as below how you obtained the position? ............ Where: 
I- FMT APPOINTMENT: ie first job after graduation. Also applicable, if for 
example you returned to full time education and made an occupational change. 
2- PROMOTION This would mean that the new job carried increased responsibility. 
3- SIDEWAYS: The new job was taken for the extra experience it would offer, with 
no possible return to the old position. 
SECONDMENT. As type 3, but With agreed return to original job. 
5 -. REORGANISATION: The new position was obtained within the same organisation 
after a reorganisation. 
b) Could you please also indicate whether the appointment to this position was- 
Within the same To a different Not applicable 
organisation organisation 
1 
I'he next question relates to your present salwy (or last if un-employed or a home maker). Your 
repýv to this q7iestion is of =u&ýqnt L MpQrldnce to the research. Naturally it will remain total4v 
confidential. 
16. Can you indicate your present salary? ............................................ 
7 
PROFESSIONAL STATUS 
17. CHARTERED ENGINEER Yes No 
a) Are you a corporate member of a chartered 
engineering institution? 
If yes, please indicate which of the following you are a corporate member of 
IEE - Institution of Electrical Engineers F7 F-] 
lMechE - Institution of Mechanical Engineers F-1 F-] 
IChemE - Institution of Chemical Engineers F-1 F-1 
ICE - Institute of Civil Engineers 71 71 
EC - Engineering Council E-] F-1 
Other (please state) ................................ 
b) Approximately how many years since you first achieved chartered 
status? (please leave blank if N/A) 
18. ACCOUNTANT Yes 
a) Are you a corporate member of a chartered 
accounting institution? 
If yes, please indicate which of the following you are a corporate member of 
ICA - Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales 
ACCA - The Chartered Association of Certified Accountants 
CM4A- Chartered Institute of Management Accountants 
CEPFA - The Chartered Institution of Public Fin. and Accountancy 
II 
No 
71 
F-] 
F-] 
Other (please state) ................................ 
b) ApproXimately how many years is it since you first achieved ................... 
chartered/certified status? (please leave blank if N/A) 
19. OTHER PROFESSIONAL Yes No 
a) Are you a corporate member of any of the following? 
CIM - Chartered Institute of Marketing 
IPM - Institute of Personnel Management 
CIB - Chartered Institute of Bankers 
Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators 
IoD - Institute of Directors 
IM - The Institute of Management 
The legal profession eg solicitor or barrister 
8 
PREVIOUS POSITIONS 
20. Approximately how many job changes/moves have you had since graduation?.. 
21. For approximately how many different organisations have you worked since. 
graduation? 
22. Could you indicate the different functions you have worked in, for periods of 6 months 
or more since graduation, using the categorisation below? 
Yes No 
a) General Management F7 Fý 
b) Finance 
C) Production / Operations ED 
d) Sales / Marketing 
e) Engineering /R&D 
f) Procurement 
g) Personnel / Administration E-1 
h) Specialist services eg IT, legal etc 7ý 
J) Project Management 
E7 
k) Other eg academic 
Yes No 
23. Have you consistently stayed within the same industrial sector 
E-1 
you are now in? 
Yes No 
24. Was your first appointment, with any organisation for which you 
E-I E-J 
have worked, directly onto their "fast - track" management 
programme? 
9 
SECTION 3: ORGANISATIONAL INFLUENCES ON YOUR CAREER 
This section is designed to ascertain the extent of organisational influences on career 
progression. Couldyou please indicate your response by ringing the most appropriate mimber. 
25. Please indicate to what extent the following statements applied in organisations you have 
worked for: 
a) I participated in formal 
company management 
development schemes 
b) I had a mentor(s) 
c) I pursued a purely 
technically career. 
d) I pursued a career 
that involved switching into 
management 
e) I took opportunities to move 
between ftinctions 
01 received panty in pay With 
personnel at similar levels 
in other hinctions 
g) I worked m task orientated 
structures With the use of 
project management techniques 
h) I worked in ftirictionally 
orientated structures 
IN ALL IN ALMOST IN SOME IN NONE 
ALL 
1234 
12 3 4 
12 3 4 
12 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 
1 
10 
SECUON 4 -YOUR VIEWS ON MANAGEMENT CAREER INFLUENCES 
This section is concerned with the perception of certain influences on management career 
progression Couldyou please indicate your response by ringing the most appropriate number. 
26. Please indicate to what extent you agree that the possession of the following attributes 
influence engineering graduates' management career progression- 
STRONGLY PARTIALLY NO PARTIALLY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE VIEW DISAGREE DISAGREE 
AIMS 
a) The need to succeed 
at the highest possible level 
PEOPLE SRILL 
b) Leadership skills 
c) Good communication skills 
d) Entrepreneurial skills 
ADMINISTRATIVE SINILLS 
e) Effective planning, monitoring 
and controllmg skills 
0 Good decision making skills 
"TECHNICAL" SKILLS 
g) Engineering skills 
h) Financial skills 
J) Marketing skills 
PROFESSIONAL SKILLS 
k) Become a Chartered Engineer 
1) Become a Chartered Accountant 
ORGANISATIONAL TRAITS 
m) Access to mentors 
n) Use of Dual Career Ladders 
p) Management Development 
q) Engmeers in senior positions 
r) Task rather than fimctionally 
organised comparues 
2345 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2345 
2345 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
1 3 4 
2 
II 
SECTION 5- MORE ABOUT YOURSELF 
The information in this section will be used to categorise your overall profile. Please complete 
the age box and in&cate your gender 
27. Wbat was your age at 30/6/96 (to the nearest year)? ......................................... 
28. Please indicate your gender: 
Male Female 
1 
SECTION 6- SUMNURY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 
Finally, may I take this opportunity to thank you for the completion of the questionnaire. I hope 
that the findings based on your responses will not only indicate the present position of 
engineering graduates'careers but also establish the relative significance of certain influences 
on success in achieving managerialpositions. I hope to publish the results on completion of the 
research. If you wish to receive a summary copy of these results please either attach your 
business card or complete your name and address on a piece of paper and enclose with the 
questionnaire. Ais will ensure that the confidentially ofyour questionnaire can be maintained 
whilst enabling me tojorwardyou the results when available. 
STEVEN WALLER 
C/O LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY BUSINESS SCHOOL 
ASHBY ROAD 
LOUGHBOROUGH 
LEICESTERSHIRE 
LE11 3TU 
12 
i2 ix 
COMPANY SIZE 
As far as possible, each entry is coded by the actual sales turnover in f njimons and by the number of employees 
in the UK. For convenience these have been grouped into set sizes on the main analysis pages. 
INDUSTRY 
All entries have been coded in accordance with the Government's Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Code, 
listed below. We have printed in RMARD information on those industries for which we hold the largest samples. 
on the main analysis pages by function we show data for eight industries with the highest sample. 
Reward Code Activity Covered 
AGRI Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing 
BRIC China, Pottery, Glass, Stone Manufacture 
BUSI Accountant, Legal, Business Services, Hire 
CHAR Charity, Social Welfare, Religion 
CHEM Chemicals, Toiletries, Paint, Plastics, Rubber 
CLOT Leather, Footwear, Clothing, Furs 
Comm Postal Communications, Telecommunications 
COMP Computer Services, Software, Bureaux 
CONS Construction, Civil Engineering, Demolition 
DIST General Trading, Wholesale, Scrap 
ELEC Electrical Engineering 
ELET Electronic Engineering, Radio, Television, Data Process' g 
ENER Coal, Coke, Electricity, Gas, Nuclear, Water Supply 
FINA Banking, Finance, Insurance, Building Societies 
FOOD Food, Drink, Tobacco 
HOTE Restaurants, Clubs, Hotels, Public Houses, Catering 
INST Watches, Surgical and Scientific Instruments 
MECH Mechanical Engineering 
META Metal Processing & Metal Manufacture 
MINE Mineral Extraction and Manufacture 
MISC Miscellaneous Metal Goods, Tools, Wire, Bolts 
PAPE Paper Products, Printing, Publishing 
PETR Oil and Gas Extraction and Processing 
PROD Other Manufacturing Industries, Rubber Products, Toys, Jewellery 
PROF Education, Health, Tourist Boards, Institutes 
PUBL Public Services, Social Security, Government 
RETA General Trading, Retail, Motor and Other Repairs 
SERV Services, Entertainment, Laundry, Radio and Television Stations 
TECH Technical Services, Research and Development, Consulting Engineers 
TEXT Fibre Preparation and Textile Manufacture 
TRAN Transport, Comm uni cations, Ports, Air, Postal, Storage 
TRAV Travel Agents, Holiday Operators 
VEHI Motor Vehicles, Parts, Ships, Aeroplanes, Tr 
WOOD Timber, Wooden Furniture, Shop Fittings, Cork, Baskets 
SIC Code 
01-03 
2,4 
83(part), 84(part), 85 
96(part) 
25-26 
44-45 
79 -r/ -z- - 
84(part) 
50 
61-63 
33-34 
33-34 
11,12,15-17 
81-82 
41-42 
66 
37 
32 
21-22 
23 1: 7 
31 
47 
13-14 
48-49 
95 96(par-t) 93 , , 
91,92 ---- 
64-65,67 
97-99-- 
83(part), 94 
43 
71-77(part) 
T7(part) 
35-36 
46 -- 
REWARD - FUNCTION QUESTIONNAIRE -FUNCTION CATEGORY 
1. Director DIRECTOR 1 
2. Accounts FINANCE 2 
3. Admirustration PERSONNEL / ADMIN. 7 
4. Advertising/Public Relations SALES / MARKETING 4 
5. Company Secretary SPECIALIST 8 
6. Construction ENGINEERING /R&D 5 
7. Catering/House Keeping PERSONNEL / ADMIN. 7 
8. Computering INFORMATION SERVICES 9 
9. Distribution and Transport PRODUCTION / OPERATIONS 3 
10. Drawing Office ENGINEERING /R&D 5 
11. Estimating ENGINEERING /R&D 5 
12. Information Services INFORMATION SERVICES 9 
13. Management Services SPECIALIST 8 
14. Marketing SALES / MARKETING 4 
15. Personnel PERSONNEL / ADMIN. 7 
16. Planning & Scheduling ENGINEERING /R&D 5 
17. Production PRODUCTION / OPERATIONS 3 
18. Purchasing PROCUREMENT 6 
19. Quality Assurance ENGINEERING /R&D 5 
20. Retail/Services Management 
21. R&D/Scientific/Technical ENGINEERING /R&D 5 
22. Sales SALES / MARKETING 4 
23. Service Engineering PRODUCTION / OPERATIONS 3 
24. Specialist Services (eg legal) SPECIALIST 8 
APPENDIX 3.3 Table showing link between "Reward" company functions 
and those used in the questionnaire 
QUESTIONNAIRES SENT TO ALUMNI 
COURSE No. IDENTIFICATION DATE TO 
ALUXINI 
DATESENT 
OUT 
Brunei -D 52 Pages A-1-1 etc 12/10/95 18/10/95 
Brunel -C 159 Pages A-2-1 etc 12/10/95 18/10/95 
Imperial - Chem. -D 60 Nov 1996 N/A 12/12/96 
Imperial - Chem. -C 123 Dec 1996 N/A 13/12/96 
Imperial - Elect. -D 96 10 Jan 1997 18/1/97 23/1/97 
Imperial - Elect. -C 109* 11 Jan 1997 18/1/97 23/1/97 
Strathclyde -D 142+ Blank 27/1/97 6/2/97 
Imperial - Mech. - D 99# 6 Feb 1997 10/2/97 12/2/97 
Imperial - Mech. - C 106" 7 Feb 1997 10/2/97 12/2/97 
Oxford -D 126 24 Feb 1997 28/2/97 6/3/97 
Oxford -C 173$ 25 Feb 1997 28/2/97 6/3/97 
Cambridge -D 219 28 April 1997 26/4/97 13/5/97 
Birmingham -D 145 1 July 1997 2/7/97 2/7/97 
Birmingham -C 229 2 July 1997 2/7/97 2/7/97 
Total 1837 
Notes- 
* Initially informed III identified graduates -2 subsequently returned giving 109 despatched. 
+ Thought to include 12 x 1991 graduates. 
Initially informed 10 1 identified graduates - subsequently advised 109. 
Originally sent out 105 - informed on 19/2/97 one rnissed, sent 23/2 - therefore total = 106. 
$ 172 via Alumni Office. I extra sent separately to graduate not on Alumni list. Also included 
IIx 1991 graduates 
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APPENDIX 4.1 RESPONSE RATES A4.1.3 
APPENDIX 4.2 - VARIABLES 
List of variables on the working file 
Name 
Position 
UNIV University attended 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Birmingham 
2 Brunel 
3 Cambridge 
4 Imperial 
5 Manchester 
6 Nottingham Trent 
7 Oxford 
8 Queen's, Belfast 
9 Sheffield Hallam 
10 Strathclyde 
11 UMIST 
COURSTYP Course type 
2 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Dainton 
2 Control 
SPLISM Engineering Specialism 
3 
Print Format: F6 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Chemical 
2 Electrical 
3 Engineering Science 
4 Manufacturing 
5 Mechanical 
6 Mechanical & Manuf. 
A4.2.1 
UNIVCOR 
4 
GRADYR 
5 
SPONSD 
6 
SPONSOR 
7 
DEGTITLE 
11 
COURDUR 
13 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Birmingham 
2 Brunel 
3 Cambridge 
4 Imperial - Chem. 
5 Imperial - Elect. 
6 Imperial - Mech. 
7 Manchester 
8 Nottingham Trent 
9 oxford 
10 Queen's, Belfast 
11 Sheffield Hallam 
12 Strathclyde 
13 UMIST 
Graduation Year 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Missing Values: 0 
Sponsorship 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 Not Sponsored 
1 Sponsored 
Print Format: A30 
Write Format: A30 
Print Format: A12 
Write Format: A12 
Course Duration 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
A4.2.2 
DEGCLASS Degree Classification 
14 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 First 
2 Upper Second (2.1) 
3 Lower Second (2.2) 
4 Undivided Second 
5 Third 
6 Pass 
7 Unclassified 
FORLANG Foreign Language Studied 
15 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 None 
1 French 
2 German 
3 Italian 
4 Spanish 
5 French & German 
6 Russian 
7 German & Japanese 
8 Japanese 
9 German & Russian 
10 German & Spanish 
11 French, German & Spanish 
12 French & Japanese 
A-LEVELl Highest A level 
16 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 None 
2 E 
4 D 
6 c 
8 B 
10 A 
A4.2.3 
A. LEV`EL2 Second Highest A level 
17 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 None 
2 E 
4 D 
6 C 
8 B 
10 A 
ALEVEL3 Third Highest A level 
18 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 NONE 
2 E 
4 D 
6 C 
8 B 
10 A 
DOC Doctor ate 
19 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 None 
1 Science 
2 Technology 
3 Arts/Humanities 
4 Arts/Humanities 
5 Social Sciences 
6 Man/Bus. Studies 
DOCUNIV Doctorate - University 
20 
Print Format: A20 
Write Format: A20 
DOCGRADY Doctorate - Graduation year 
23 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: FS 
A4.2.4 
MASTERS Master's Degree 
24 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 None 
1 Science 
2 Technology 
3 Arts/Humanities 
4 Social Sciences 
5 Man/Bus. Studies 
6 Science & Man/Bus. Studies 
MASTUNIV Masters - University 
25 
Print Format: A26 
Write Format: A26 
MASGRADY master's - Graduation year 
29 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
DIPCERT Postgrad. Diplomas & Certificates 
30 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 None 
1 CMS 
2 DMS 
3 DipEM 
4 Diploma in Marketing 
5 Diploma in Accounting & Finance 
6 Diploma in Offshore Engineering (PG) 
7 PGCE 
8 Diploma in Logistics 
9 Certifi cate in Postgrad. engineering studies 
10 ACT 
11 PGC in Design, Manufacture & Management 
TRAIN1 Technical Training since graduation 
31 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 No 
1 Yes 
A4.2.5 
TRAIN2 Financial Training since graduation 
32 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 No 
I Yes 
TRAIN3 Sales/Marketing Training since graduation 
33 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 No 
I Yes 
TRATN4 Commercial. training since graduation 
34 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 No 
I Yes 
TRAIN5 Legal Training since graduation 
35 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
No 
Yes 
TRATN6 Language Training since qtaduat ion 
36 
Print For-mat: F8 
Write Format: F'8 
Va I ue Label 
0 No 
I Yes 
A4 2.6 
TRAIN7 General Management Training since graduation 
37 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 No 
1 Yes 
TRAIN8 Project Management Training since graduation 
38 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 No 
1 Yes 
TRAINDAY Training days past 12 months 
39 
Print Format: F8.1 
Write Format: F8.1 
MANDEV Management Development Training since graduation 
40 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 No 
I Yes 
OFFJOBMD Off-the-job Ma nagement development since graduation 
41 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 No 
1 Yes 
TYPEMD 
42 
Print Format: A20 
Write Format: A20 
A4.2.7 
EMPLSTS Employment Status 
45 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Employed 
2 Un-employed 
3 Home-maker 
TIMUNEMP Time Un-employed in years 
46 
Print Format: F8.2 
Write Format: F8.2 
TIMHOM Time Home-maker in years 
47 
Print Format: F8.2 
Write Format: F8.2 
EMPLSEC Present employment sector 
48 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Public Administration 
2 Education 
3 Industry 
4 Commerce 
5 Self-Regulating Professions 
6 Other 
ORGTYPE Oganisation type 
49 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Multi-national plc 
2 UKp1c 
3 Private Company 
4 Partnership 
5 Sole Trader 
6 Other 
A4.2.8 
OWNSHIP Owner, 
50 
Print 
Write 
Value 
0 
1 
ship 
Format: F8 
Format: F8 
Label 
No 
Yes 
COMPLOC Company Location 
51 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 UK 
2 UK - Scotland 
3 UK -, Northern Island 
4 UK - England 
5 UK - London 
6 UK - Eastern Counties 
7 UK - North East 
8 UK - North West 
9 UK - South West 
10 UK - South East 
11 UK - West Midlands 
12 France 
13 Germany 
14 Australia 
15 USA 
16 Canada 
17 Sweden 
18 Switzerland 
19 Cyprus 
20 Japan 
21 Netherlands 
22 South Africa 
23 Greece 
24 Finland 
25 Hong Kong 
26 Saudi Arabia 
27 Isle of Man 
28 Norway 
29 Italy 
30 China 
31 Belgium 
32 Singapore 
33 Austria 
34 Brunei, Borneo 
35 Malaysia 
A4.2.9 
EMPLOYEE Number of Employees 
52 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 1-9 
2 10-99 
3 100-499 
4 500+ 
TOTEMPLY Total Employees 
53 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 1-9 
2 10-99 
3 100-499 
4 500-999 
5 1000-9999 
6 10000+ 
TURNOVER Turnover in Em per anum 
54 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Up to L9M 
2 Elom-L99M 
3 Lloom-L999M 
4 f, 1,000m-L4,999m 
5 E5,000+ 
JOBTITLE Job Title 
55 
Print Format: A35 
Write Format: A35 
A4.2.10 
MANCAT Managerial Category 
60 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
I Director 
Senior Manager/Specialist 
3 Senior/Middle Manager 
4 Junior/Middle Manager 
Junior Manager 
6 other 
FUNCTION Job Function 
61 
Print Format: F8 
WrLte Format: F8 
value Label 
i General Management 
2 Financial 
13 Production/Operations 
4 Sales/Marketing 
5 Engineering/R&D 
6 Procurement 
7 Personnel/Admin. 
8 Specialist Services eg TT, Legal 
9 Project Management 
10 Other 
JOBCAT Job Category 
62 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format- F8 
Value Label 
Management 
Technical Specialist 
POSTOBT How position obtained 
63 
Print Format: F8 
WiLte Format: F8 
va I Lie Label 
t First Appointment 
Promotion 
Sideways 
4 Secondment 
5 Re. -organisation 
A4 2 
COMPANY Move involved 
64 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Same organisation 
2 Different organisation 
3 N/A 
SALARY Present Salary 
65 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
PERKS Additional salary 
66 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Car 
2 Dividends 
3 Bonus/PRP 
4 Benefits 
5 Car + Bonus +Benefits 
6 Bonus + Share Options 
7 Car + Bonus + PRP 
8 Benefits + Bonus 
9 Bonus + Car 
10 House + Bonus + Car 
ENGINER1 Engineering Institution 1 
67 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 None 
1 IEE 
2 IMechE 
3 IChemE 
4 ICE 
5 Eng. Council 
6 InstE 
7 IMarE 
8 IGasE 
9 IEEE 
10 British Computer Society 
il MIEI 
12 IMM 
13 IStructE 
14 FEANI 
A4.2.12 
CENGYEAR Number of years Chatered Engineer 
68 
Print Format: F8.1 
Write Format: F8.1 
ENGINER2 Engineering Institution 2 
69 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 None 
1 IEE 
2 1. Mech. E 
3 1. Chem. E 
4 ICE 
5 Eng. Council 
6 InstE 
7 IMarE 
8 IGasE 
9 IEEE 
10 British Computer Society 
11 MIEI 
12 IMM 
13 IStructE 
14 FEANI 
ENGINER3 Engineering Institution 3 
70 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 None 
1 IEE 
2 1. Mech. E 
3 1. Chem. E 
4 ICE 
5 Eng. Council 
6 InstE 
7 IMarE 
8 IGasE 
9 IEEE 
10 British Computer Society 
11 MIEI 
12 IMM 
13 IStructE 
14 FEANI 
A4.2.13 
ACCOUNT Accountancy Institution 
71 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
None 
1 ICA 
2 ACCA 
3 CIMA 
4 CIPFA 
OTHERACC Other Accounting Body 
72 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Institute of Chartered Accountants in Austrialia 
ACCYEAR Number of years - Accountant 
73 
Print Format: F8.1 
Write Format: F8.1 
OTHERPRO Other Professional 
74 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
None 
cim 
insti 
2 IPM 
3 CIB 
4 CompSec 
5 IoD 
6 IM 
7 Legal Professional - Solicitor 
8 Legal Professional - Barrister 
9 AIUM 
10 Management Consultant (IMC) 
11 Institute of Logistics 
12 Chartered Institute of Patent Agents & European Patent 
13 Association of Corporate Treasurers 
14 Institute of Actuaries 
15 Nautical Institute 
16 AMM 
17 IIMR 
A4.2.14 
JOBMOVES Moves 
75 
Print 
Write 
NO. ORGAN Numbe 
76 
Print 
Write 
since graduation 
Format: F8 
Format: F8 
r of organisations 
Format: F8 
Format: F8 
GENMAN Function - General Management 
77 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 No 
1 Yes 
FINANCE Funct 
78 
Print 
Write 
Value 
0 
1 
ion - Finance 
Format: F8 
Format: F8 
Label 
No 
Yes 
PRODOPS Function - Prod/Ops. 
79 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 No 
1 Yes 
SALESMAR Funct 
80 
Print 
Write 
Value 
0 
1 
ion - Sales/Marketing 
Format: F8 
Format: F8 
Label 
No 
Yes 
A4.2,15 
ENGRD Funct 
81 
Print 
Write 
Value 
0 
1 
ion - Engineering/R&D 
Format: F8 
Format: F8 
Label 
No 
Yes 
PROCURE Function - Procurement 
82 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 No 
1 Yes 
PERSADM Function - Personnel Admin. 
83 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 Yes 
1 No 
SPECSERV Function - Specialist Services 
84 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 No 
1 Yes 
PROJMAN Function - Project Management 
85 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 No 
1 Yes 
A4.2.16 
OTHER Funct 
86 
Print 
Write 
Value 
0 
1 
ion - Other 
Format: F8 
Format: F8 
Label 
No 
Yes 
SAMESEC Same industrial sector 
87 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
0 No 
1 Yes 
HIGHFLY Direc 
88 
Print 
Write 
Value 
0 
1 
t entry to MDP 
Format: F8 
Format: F8 
Label 
No 
Yes 
MANDEVSC Participation in formal management development 
89 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 In all companies worked 
2 In almost all companies worked 
3 In some companies worked 
4 In none of the compaies worked 
MENTOR Had a mentor 
90 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 In all companies worked 
2 In almost all companies worked 
3 In some companies worked 
4 In none of the compaies worked 
A4.2.17 
TECHCAR 
91 
Persued a purely technical career 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 In all companies worked 
2 In almost all companies worked 
3 In some companies worked 
4 In none of the compaies worked 
MANCAREE 
92 
Persued a career that involved switching into management 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 In all companies worked 
2 In almost all companies worked 
3 In some companies worked 
4 In none of the compaies worked 
FUNCMOVE Moved between functions 
93 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 In all companies worked 
2 In almost all companies worked 
3 In some companies worked 
4 In none of the compaies worked 
EQUALPAY Received pay parity 
94 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
In all companies worked 
2 In almost all companies worked 
3 In some companies worked 
4 In none of the compaies worked 
A4.2-18 
TASK Task orientated organisations 
95 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 In 
2 In 
3 In 
4 In 
FUNCSTRC Functional 
96 
all companies worked 
almost all companies worked 
some companies worked 
none of the compaies worked 
orientated organisations 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 In all companies worked 
2 In almost all companies worked 
3 In some companies worked 
4 In none of the compaies worked 
MOTIVAT 
97 
LEADER 
98 
Highly motivated to succed 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Strongly agree 
2 Partially agree 
3 No view 
4 Partially disagree 
5 Strongly disagree 
Possession of leadership skills 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Strongly agree 
2 Partially agree 
3 No view 
4 Partially disagree 
5 Strongly disagree 
A4.2.19 
COMMUNIC Good communicator 
99 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Strongly agree 
2 Partially agree 
3 No view 
4 Partially disagree 
5 Strongly disagree 
ENTREPRE Being an Entrepreneur 
100 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Strongly agree 
2 Partially agree 
3 No view 
4 Partially disagree 
5 Strongly disagree 
KANNER Able to plan, monitor & control 
101 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Strongly agree 
2 Partially agree 
3 No view 
4 Partially disagree 
5 Strongly disagree 
DECISION Able to make good decisions 
102 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Strongly agree 
2 Partially agree 
3 No view 
4 Partially disagree 
5 Strongly disagree 
A4.2.20 
ENGSKILL Having engineering skills 
103 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Strongly agree 
2 Partially agree 
3 No view 
4 Partially disagree 
5 Strongly disagree 
FINSKILL Having financial skills 
104 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Strongly agree 
2 Partially agree 
3 No view 
4 Partially disagree 
5 Strongly disagree 
MARSKILL Having marking skills 
105 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Strongly agree 
2 Partially agree 
3 No view 
4 Partially disagree 
5 Strongly disagree 
CHARTENG Being a Chartered Engineer 
106 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Strongly agree 
2 Partially agree 
3 No view 
4 Partially disagree 
5 Strongly disagree 
A4.2.21 
CHARTACC Being a chartered accountant 
107 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Strongly agree 
2 Partially agree 
3 No view 
4 Partially disagree 
5 Strongly disagree 
MENTORS 
108 
LADDERS 
109 
MANDEVP 
110 
Access to mentors 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Strongly agree 
2 Partially agree 
3 No view 
4 Partially disagree 
5 Strongly disagree 
Having dual career ladders 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
Strongly agree 
2 Partially agree 
3 No view 
4 Partially disagree 
5 Strongly disagree 
Having Management Developmenrt 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Strongly agree 
2 Partially agree 
3 No view 
4 Partially disagree 
5 Strongly disagree 
A4.2.22 
SENRENGS Having engineers in senior positions 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Strongly agree 
2 Partially agree 
3 No view 
4 Partially disagree 
5 Strongly disagree 
TASKERS Having task orientated companies 
112 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 Strongly agree 
2 Partially agree 
3 No view 
4 Partially disagree 
5 Strongly disagree 
AGE Age at 30/6/95 
113 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
GENDER Gender 
114 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
I Male 
2 Female 
ADDRESS Contact Address 
115 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
No 
Yes 
PRECOMP Present Company 
116 
Print Format: A30 
Write Format: A30 
A4.2.23 
NAME Name 
120 
Print Format: A20 
Write Format: A20 
ALEVELSC A level Score 
123 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
FILTER $ adsalary <= 100000 (FILTER) 
124 
Print Format: Fl 
Write Format: Fl 
Value Label 
0 Not Selected 
1 Selected 
ADSALARY Adjusted Saiary 
125 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
COMPLOCA Grouped Company Location 
126 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
Value Label 
1 UK 
2 Europe 
3 Australia 
4 USA / Canada 
5 Asia 
6 South Africa 
7 Middle East 
LOGADSAL 
127 
Print Format: F8.2 
Write Format: F8.2 
AGEADJ Age at 30/6/96 
128 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
FUNCTS No. of functions worked in 
129 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
BIRM Birmin gham 
130 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
A4.2.24 
BRUNEL Brunel 
131 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
CANTAB Cambridge 
132 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
IMP. C Imp. Chem 
133 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
IMP. E Imp. Electrical 
134 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
IMP. M Imp. Mechanical 
135 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
OXON Oxford 
136 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
STRATH Strathclyde 
137 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
MENTORA mentor (recoded) 
138 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
DAINTON Dainton graduate 
139 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
DEGREE Degree Classification 
140 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
MALE male 
141 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
FEMALE female 
142 
Print Format: F8 
Write Format: F8 
A4.2.25 
Appendix 5.1 - Salary adjustments 
Retail Price Indices 
1"5 1996 1997 1998 
ja n-uar-y 146.0, 150.2 154.4 159.5 
February 146.9 150.9 155.0 160.3 
March 147,5 151.5: 155.4 160.8 
April 149.0 152.6 156.3 162.6 
May 149.61 152.9 156.9! 163.5 
June 149.8 ý 153.0 157.5 ý 
July 149.1: 152.411 157.5: 
August 149.9 153.111 158.5 
September 150.6 153.811 159.3 
October 149.8 153.8' 159.5 
November 149.8, 153.9 159.6! 
Deoember 150.7 154.4! ý 160.0 
Source: Office for National Statistics: Annual Supplement 1997 
Economic Týrends - May 1998 First Release 
Salary Multipliers (to June 1998) Base month I date out month 
June 1998 
ý UNIVCOR Date out Base Date out Multiplier 
Brunei 2 Oct 1995 163.5 149.8 1.09 
Imperial - Chemical 4 Dec 1996 1 163.5 154.4: 1.06 
Imperial Electrical 5 Jan 1997 163.5 154.4 1.06 
Strathclyde 12 Feb 1997 1 163.5 155 1.05 
Imperial Mechanical 6 Feb 1997 163.5 155 1.05 
Oxford 9 Mar 1997 11 163.5 155.4 1.05 
Cambridge 3 May 1997 163.5 156.9 1.04 
Birmingham 1 July 1997 163.5 157.5 1.04 
